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ABSTRACT 

Helen Gilbert and Joanne Tompkins, in their recently 

published Postcolonial Drama; Theory. Practice. Politics, 

highlight the significance of metatheatrical tendencies in the 

resistance drama of Anglophone arenas of decolonization, 

particularly those of the Anglophone Caribbean. Insisting on 

such metatheater as more than simply postmodern play, Gilbert 

and Tompkins crucially note the emergence of a critically 

conscious theater that explores and explodes notions of 

subjectivity, ideologies of difference and monologies of 

mastery. My studies in postcolonial drama and theory have led 

me toward similar sites and modes of struggle, culminating in 

a project that focuses upon this act of metatheater in the 

Caribbean and seeks to interpret its socio-

ideological/cultural implications in light of recent 

postcolonial, feminist, discursive critique. Generated out of 

nationalist Theaters of Dissimulation that enact an unmasking 

of the discourses of race and mastery so crucial to the 

dissemblances of colonial master-scripts, I argue that 

Caribbean theater in the West Indies, Puerto Rico, and the 

Antilles translates these early nationalist revolutions into 

an involutionary act, one that avoids the reinscription of 

patriarchal, racialist, essentializing notions of identity and 

attempts instead to deconstruct what Stuart Hall has termed 
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the "politics of representation." Through this spotlighting 

of image and image systems rather than identity politics, 80s 

playwrights make Edouard Glissant's concept of theatralization 

— the very act of cultural ontology — the main actor on the 

stage, creating a Theater of Dissimilation that, like Kamau 

Brathwaite's idea of "nation language," represents a cultural 

process of critical creolization. 
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RENAMING THE RITUALS: 

THEATRALIZATIONS OF THE CARIBBEAN 

IN THE 1980S 

PROLOGUE 

I make the cry my maker cannot make 

With his great round mouth: he must blow through mine! 

. . . But wherefore rough, why cold and ill at ease? 

Aha, that is a question 1 Ask, for that. 

What knows—the something over Setebos 

That made Him, or He, may be, found and fought. 

Worsted, drove off and did to nothing, perchance, 

There may be something quiet o'er His head. 

Out of his reach, that feels nor joy nor grief. 

(Robert Browning, "Caliban upon Setebos") 

Robert Browning's poetic imaging of Caliban's 

metaphysical brooding upon the nature of the transcendental 

seems especially fitting as an epigraph for a project 
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that posits a re-reading of Caribbean theater. Mere than the 

typical Browning dramatic monologue, this poem serves as a 

paradigmatic reenactment of the problematics of theater in the 

West Indies, of the dialectics in the construction of 

Caribbean theater in general, and of the crux of the 

relationships that demand center-stage in Caribbean 

performances: the relation between the master of the image and 

the images of self-mastery, between the colonizer's script and 

the role of the colonized, between the conquests of the stage 

and the enactments of resistance. Browning's location of his 

Victorian revisions of the "primitive," of theodicy and 

bourgeois morality into the mouth of Caliban, and hence onto 

the Caribbean that has been, for centuries now, a topos for 

cultural representation seems more than simply dramatic irony. 

In a sense, this poem, too, becomes part of the histories of 

Caribbean theater as it indicates, in its metatheatrical 

nature, the dynamics of theatrical representation in what 

Antonio Benitez-Rojo terms in his Repeating Island this "meta-

archipelago" of the Caribbean. While Caliban remains chained 

to his mask in this poem, he can still liberate our 

understandings not only of colonial theatrics, but of the 

engendering of postcolonial theater and rituals of self-

expression which reclaim these stages in the twentieth 

century. 

Such a reorientation of a theory of theater in the 
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Caribbean must first move beyond the notion of theater as 

simply dramaturgical device, as genre, or product of 

technique, and instead perceive theater as a process of 

signification, a cultural "contact zone" (to borrow a term 

form Mary Louise Pratt) through which a community reinvents 

itself via a dialectic between actor and audience and 

author/director. The Brechtian conceptualization of the stage 

as socio-political forum can then be transformed, as many 

Caribbean playwrights and filmmakers have reworked Brecht, 

Artaud, Grotowski and other Western theorists of drama, to 

realize the Caribbean stage as a cultural ontological space 

upon which foundational ideologies and systems of 

representation play the leading roles. On this stage cultures 

can legitimize and even revolutionize images and identities, 

voices and languages, the very roles and relations that 

constitute the socio-economic realities of the Caribbean. 

Hence, while Brecht and Artaud became crucial in the 

development of Caribbean theater, I am more interested in the 

specific colonial implications of Eurocentricisms underlying 

"Western" theatrics such as Artaud's call for "No More 

Masterpieces!" (Wiles 130), especially as Caribbean 

playwrights move beyond these Western theorists to account for 

the function of theater in a locale that has for so long been 

a literal master-piece, either paradise or devil's island. 

Rather than decontextualizing both Western drama and 
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Caribbean drama in an attempt to discuss these "histories," 

theories, and realities in terms of influences and 

appropriations, I turn to Caribbean and postcolonial theorists 

and playwrights for the delineations of the cultural role 

played by theater. 

As Juris Silenieks has noted in his article on 

Francophone Caribbean theater in volume I of A History of 

Literature in the Caribbean [1994], critics such as Edouard 

Glissant posit similar readings of Caribbean theater which not 

only reposition the very act of theatrical production, but 

which also highlight a continuum of cultural processes in 

tandem with colonialism and decolonization, imperialism and 

revolution, conquest and "creolity." In his chapter entitled, 

"Theater, Consciousness of the People," Glissant comments: 

And so we enact for ourselves theatrical scenes, on the 

stage of our continued wandering, such that it can 

appear ridiculous to recommend to us the value of 

that form of self-analysis provided by theatrical 

activity. But the simple "street scene" does not 

provide us with the vital mechanism of the popular 

consciousness; in it energy intensifies into 

nothing but an everyday delirium. The street scene 

as a rule does not create popular consciousness but 

reinforces it and contributes to structuring it in 
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those places where it already exists—that is, 

really, for a community already secure in its 

history and its traditions. Or else it is also an 

everyday manifestation of theatralization that in 

the street feeds on our impulses. The 

theatralizations of our impulses makes theatrical 

activity useless. The creation of theater "in real 

life" makes it unnecessary to have theater as 

spectacle in a chosen arena. Community theater, on 

the other hand, diverts energy from the individual 

manifestation of delirium or from the collective 

tendency to the theatrical, so as to orient it 

towards the shaping of a popular consciousness. 

But individual delirium and collective 

theatralization, as forms of cultural resistance, 

are the first catalysts of this consciousness. 

(Glissant [1989], 195 [ray highlight]) 

The emphasis here upon theater as a principal form of cultural 

production, upon "theatralization" as more than simply the 

theatrical but as cultural signifier and socio-ideological 

ritual, and upon the significance of these rituals in the 

struggle for Caribbean self-representation forces critics to 

reorient a theory of Caribbean theater and its relation to 

systems of power as well as to movements toward liberation. 
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Glissant continues to develop this trope of theatralization, 

elaborating the evolution of national theater in the Caribbean 

(the French Antilles particularly) as a process of mimetic 

conflict centered on the images and identities which emerge 

out of the initial "ruptures" of the colonial/imperial 

experience. He delineates this particular moment in Caribbean 

theatrical histories: 

The rupture of the slave trade, then the experience 

of slavery, introduces between blind belief and 

clear consciousness a gap that we have never 

finished filling. The absence of representation, 

of echo, of any sign, makes this emptiness forever 

yawn under our feet . . . The exploitation of this 

kind of colony requires depersonalization. At the 

servile stage, the slave, after having been 

deported, must be mentally dislocated. The 

Caribbean person must be persuaded that he is 

different (in order to prevent him from 

representing himself). . . It is only through an 

evolution of the historical consciousness that a 

transition can be achieved, from the beliefs before 

the rupture, to the realities of deportation, to 

the consciousness of the people. (Glissant [1989], 

201-2) 
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Despite Glissant's rhetoric of rupture and dislocation, and 

despite both his "negative" treatments of the role of the 

intelligentsia (as Juris Silinieks points out) and his 

problematic discussions of the masses as mimetically inept, he 

hints at the moment when Caribbean theatralizations might 

become aware of their own role as cultural productions. Via 

this awareness they could engender a critical consciousness 

that might, for Glissant, bridge the fissure separating the 

varied communities and individuals of the Caribbean. It is 

this "theater of disorder," as Glissant calls it, which 

continues the processes of hybridization in order to create a 

"theater of creolity" more responsible to Caribbean realities. 

He forshadows the beginnings of such theatralizations: 

A theater springing from a "collective politics". . 

. is emerging everywhere in South America with the same 

provisional characteristics: a schematic conception of 

"character" (there is no "profound" psychological 

examination), exemplary situations, historical 

implications, audience participation, elementary decor 

and costume, importance of physical gesture ... it is 

possible that a new art form is in the process of being 

shaped. (Glissant [1989], 220) 

In light of Glissant's trope and his celebration of such a 
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theater of creolity, we might recontextualize a theory of 

Caribbean theater to revision the cultural production enacted 

upon these stages, and, like Browning's Caliban, attempt to 

inquire into the meta-representational nature of Caribbean 

theater in order to reveal its cultural implications. Here, 

in the drama of the West Indies, Puerto Rico, and Haiti, 

especially, a new theater has begun to rename these rituals of 

cultural signification, to infiltrate the master-stages that 

have dissembled the Caribbean, and to struggle for critical 

reinterpretation of the role of theater. In plays such as 

Derek Walcott's Pantomime [1978] and Trevor Rhone's Two Can 

Play [1982], Sylvia Wynter's Maskerade [1971] and Zeno Obi 

Constance's The Ritual [1985], Myrna Casas's Absurdos en 

soledad [1968] and Luis Rafael Sanchez's Quintuples [1984], 

Frank Fouche's General Baron-la-Croix [1977] and 

Franketienne's Kaselezo [1986/7] we may read the emergence of 

what Kamau Brathwaite teirms "nation performance" (Brathwaite 

[1984], 46), socially inclusive in its performance style and 

subject matter. More crucial is a metatheater, spotlighted in 

each play, that focuses on the very act of theatralization. 

Once theater itself becomes the main actor on the stage, the 

audience/spectators not only become included in the 

performance but, more importantly, engaged as the co-agents in 

the reconstruction of the ritual. Like the linguistic 

processes of transforming French "marbre" into English 
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"marble," this theater, which I will term throughout the 

theater of dissimilation, has begun in its creolizing 

potentialities to repossess these Caribbean stages, finally 

giving voice not only to the masses of Caribbean peoples 

traditionally misrepresented in master-scripts, but to the 

very mechanisms which continue to erase and denigrate, enslave 

and encrypt. 

That such a revisioning depends to a great extent upon 

the methodologies of postcolonial criticism and the languages 

of cultural critique might seem a rather obvious point by now. 

Yet, while critics and scholars have, as Silenieks points out, 

realized the sense that "the colonial situation is essentially 

a dramatic one of binary, conflictual oppositions, and that 

theater is the genre par excellence to convey the experience 

of the colonized" (Silenieks [1994], 517), not much has been 

said, to my knowledge, about the theatrical nature of 

postcolonial critical discourse. Not enough dialogue exists 

regarding the connections between the emergence of this 

discourse and the contemporaneous development of postcolonial 

theaters like those throughout this region. 

Our critical conflation of theatralizing tendencies 

perhaps evidences a further significance to this study. Just 

as Caribbean playwrights in the 1980s turn to issues of 

representation and of cultural imperialism, so, too, do 

critics initiate discussions that metaphorize 
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colonial/imperial relations repeatedly in theatrical terms: 

masks, mirrors, mimicries. Hence, Edward Said's statement 

that "culture is a sort of theater where political and 

ideological causes engage one another" (Said [1993], xiii), is 

just one of many examples of the trope of theatralization and 

of the synergistic relationship between critical discourse and 

theatrical stage. My employment of theatrical language 

throughout this study, then, is not only intentional, but also 

indicative of the significance of theater as the central 

cultural ritual in the decolonizations of our own critical 

endeavors. 

I have organized the study to focus in each chapter upon 

a specific "tradition" and its culminating 80s enactments, 

moving through four diverse yet related arenas of dramatic 

production: West Indian, Women's Theater in the West Indies, 

Puerto Rican, and Antillean. In each of these chapters I 

provide readings of representative plays to ground theoretical 

reorientations, and not to provide any sort of descriptive or 

comprehensive historiography of theatrical output. Such a 

focus avoids the problems with imperialist attempts at 

"mapping" a "field", and instead allows for analysis of 

ideological/cultural mechanisms and their dialectical moments 

and implications. Chapter One focuses on Derek Walcott and 

Trevor Rhone, analyzing West Indian theatralizations of 

resistance to the counterfeit "American dream." It is 
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constructed as a template chapter establishing the theoretical 

framework of the study. While such West Indian theaters of 

the 80s may dissimilate a certain resistance, I argue in 

Chapter Two that such potential liberation often involoves a 

reinscription of the figure of the feminine, a reinscription 

exploded by the playwrights examined in this second section: 

Sylvia Wynter, Sistren, Rawle Gibbons, Dennis Scott, Zeno Obi 

Constance. Chapter Three focuses on Puerto Rican attempts to 

resist imperialist image systems in the plays of Luis Rafael 

Sanchez in particular. I argue that the hypertextuality of 

Puerto Rican 80s satiric drama evinces a critical 

consciousness of the processes of "massification" still 

dispossessing the majority of this "perfumed colony" (Gordon 

Lewis's term). Chapter Four examines the reinventive 

potentialities of Antillean creoliste theater and especially 

the New Haitian Theater as it emerges from Edouard Glissanfs 

Monsieur Toussaint to Frank Fouche' and Franketienne and their 

renaming of the rituals of resistance and representation in 

this (Haitian) crossroads of Caribbean textuality. Finally, 

the Epilogue attempts a transition to other stages of 

postcolonial resistance and meta-theatrical involution in a 

discussion of Zoot Suit and Chicano cinema. Translations and 

new Irish theater, and a crucial connection to Cuban cinema 

and its dissimilating revolutions in T.G. Alea's Hasta cierto 

punto• 
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Such a focus upon these 80s productions and their 

comparatist connections allows for the explication of recent 

critical engagements with, and theorizings of, this 

metatheatrical movement in postcolonial drama. Indeed, 

critics like Helen Gilbert and Joanne Tompkins have begun to 

pinpoint the implications of such a movement in the Anglophone 

Caribbean in their Postcolonial Drama: Theory, Practice, 

Politics [1997]. Highlighting metatheater as part of a larger 

theatrical resistance, Gilbert and Tompkins comment: 

Metatheatre reminds us that any performance stages the 

necessary provisionality of representation. Although 

often playfully postmodern as well as strategic, it 

should not be seen as simply part of the postmodern 

intertextual experiment. By developing multiple self-

reflexive discourses through role-playing, role 

doubling/splitting, plays within plays, interventionary 

frameworks, and other metatheatrical devices, post-

colonial works interrogate received models of theatre at 

the same time as they illustrate, quite self-consciously, 

that they are acting out their own histories/identities 

in a complex replay that can never be finished or final. 

(Gilbert and Tompkins, 23) 

By exploring these "replays," then, this study aims at a 
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fuller understanding of this particular "device" and its 

relations to the specific dialectics of 80s theatrical 

production throughout the Caribbean. 
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(CHAPTER ONE) 

ACT I 

MASTER SCRIPTS AND MUSINGS ON HISTORY 

In the history books the discoverer sets a 

shod foot on virgin sand, kneels, and the 

savage also kneels from his bushes in awe. 

Such images are stamped on the colonial 

memory, such heresy as the world's becoming 

holy from Crusoe's footprint or the imprint of 

Columbus' knee . . . The poets of the "new 

Aegean," of the Isles of the Blest, the 

Fortunate Isles, of the remote Bermudas, of 

Prospero's isle, of Crusoe's Juan Fernandez, 

of Cythera, of all those rocks named like the 

beads of a chaplet, they know that the vision 

of paradise wrecks here. (Walcott, "The Muse 

of History," 116) 

To begin constructing a historiography of 

theatralizations of the Anglophone Caribbean, we must look 

beyond initial colonial performances and "original" theatre-

houses to the beginnings of the "historical" Caribbean, the 
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first European representations that (from the colonizer's 

perception) created the New World as empty space awaiting the 

enactment of Old World dramas. Earliest colonial narratives, 

myths, legends, and discourses are replete with 

representations and imagings of these "new" topoi and their 

native inhabitants. Yet, los indigenes are from the outset 

misrepresented and misimaged. For European imperialists and 

playwrights alike, they would play the roles necessitated by 

colonial policies and ideologies, conquering mythoi, and 

justifying world visions. Mary Louise Pratt's designation of 

the "chief coordinates of the text of Euroimperialism" as 

"redundancy, discontinuity, and unreality" (Pratt [1992], 2) 

seems particularly appropriate to the theatrical texts which 

enacted these misimagings and which would stage these 

unrealities in order to reaffirm European illusions of 

superiority, mastery, sovereignty and European codes of 

morality and social hierarchy. In this sense, the theater of 

the West Indies begins with the master-script and with a white 

masque, a dissemblance of the New World and a disfiguration of 

Caribbean identities. 

Perhaps the most crucial, and one of the earliest, of 

these theaters of dissemblance emerges in Shakespeare's The 

Tempest. As Peter Hulme demonstrates in his Colonial 

Encounters [1992], Shakespeare's play has recently begun to 

signify more than merely an Elizabethan fantasy of the threat 
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of usurpation and the desire for monarchic restoration, as 

critics have begun to unpack the very Caribbean dynamics of 

Shakespeare's enactment. Hulme clarifies the significance of 

this play for both initial English entries into the Caribbean 

and for histories of Caribbean theatralizations: 

It is a period of wonderful stories: of Ralegh's 

discovery of the ^large rich and beautiful' empire 

of Guiana in 1595; of the loss of the Olive Branch 

in the Caribbee Islands in 1605 and the 

reappearance of several of its crew in England many 

years later; of the shipwreck of the Sea Venture in 

the Bermudas in 1609 and the miraculous survival of 

its crew and passengers; of the terrible massacre 

by the Indians of over a third of the English 

settlers in Virginia in 1622, from which the colony 

somehow recovered. From this time of disaster and 

heroism two stories in particular have survived and 

prospered to such an extent that they have become 

emblematic of the founding years of English 

colonialism: Shakespeare's play The Tempest, first 

performed in 1611, where Columbus's ^canibal' makes 

his anagrammatic appearance, and the story of 

Pocahontas and John Smith, first told by Smith in 

1624. (Hulme [1992], 90) 
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Hulme continues to argue the misrepresentational nature 

of The Tempest^s enactments, the sense in which this play is 

ultimately about misrepresentation, from the "double 

inscription" of Caliban out of both Columbus's borrowed 

Herodotean discourse and Prospero's own narratives of the 

island and Sycorax, to the performance of the Jacobean masque 

played on this "interlude" of an island, to Prospero's 

direction of his own righteous recentering which reorients the 

anarchies of Alonso and Antonio and repositions the 

aristocratic code in proper, and Prosperan, fashion. Most 

importantly, Hulme clarifies the relationship between Prospero 

and Caliban as paradigmatic not only of the English colonial 

relationship, but also of the mimetic relationship which was 

to dominate the West Indies for the first three centuries of 

its theatralizations. Hulme comments: "The traditional 

identification of Prospero with Shakespeare, though totally 

spurious, half grasps the crucial point that Prospero, like 

Shakespeare, is a dramatist and creator of theatrical effects. 

The anaolgies between the play he stages and The Tempest 

itself are close and important" ([1992], 115). Again, in 

reference to Prospero's (and Shakespeare's, we might add) 

casting of Caliban: "Prospero's play is in fact a subtle 

instrument of revenge and Caliban occupies a crucial role in 

it, though this is a fact kept hidden from Caliban as long as 

possible: he, like the other ^actors', is not aware that he is 
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in a play at all, let alone aware of the nature of his part" 

([1992], 120). The metatheater of The Tempest evidences more 

than simply a recentering of Prosperan power, then, as it 

enacts its conflicts upon the stages of both the West Indies 

(or, a dissembled image of some such marginal and 

^uninhabited' space) and the figure of Caliban himself. It 

makes both into a blurred topos and denies any actual West 

Indian enactments, especially of "native" revolution. 

Moreover, in the roles created for Caliban by Prospero, The 

Tempest serves to disfigure the "colonized," theatralizing an 

image of the "native," the slave, or the ambiguous colonial 

Other as not only monstrously incapable of civilization but 

also as mimetically incabable of self-representation. Caliban 

(and the others as well) depend upon Prosperous productions, 

or so the play would have us believe, despite the fact, as 

Hulme highlights, that these productions are also "illusions," 

misrepresentations themselves, Prospero's playing at the 

marginal to re-establish his own centrality. 

Similarly, other English playwrights disfigure the West 

Indies as they perform European ideological conflicts over the 

constructed spaces of Caribbean images and identities, 

perpetuating these early theaters of dissemblance and the 

discourses of othering enacted through them. John Gay's 

Polly. published in 1729 as the sequel to The Beggar's Opera 

[1727] and as a continuation of its anti-capitalist and anti-
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Old World implications, brings Polly Peachum and Macheath to 

the West Indies, to the marginal space upon which Gay can 

enact his own performances on the margins. Like The Tempest 

in some senses, Polly is a play about misrepresentation. It 

opens with a discussion between Poet and Players concerning 

the responsibilites of proper representation, the mimetic 

dichotomies between the true and the false, and the relation 

of these dichotomies to myths of social hierarchies, class 

pretense, and European hypocrisies. We quickly realize that 

such a prologue appropriately sets the stage for Gay's attacks 

on English socioeconomic systems and upon the masks that 

justify them, as well as for his satire on colonial duplicity 

and Creole mimicry of that duplicity. 

Such attacks would seem a subversion of the 

theatralizations of The Tempest and of the relationship 

between Prospero and Caliban were it not for the fact that Gay 

repositions this colonial relationship around two central 

idealizations: the figure of Polly, who chooses not to play 

the role of the disguised in order to reorient, as Prospero 

does, all of these hierarchies of signification, but instead 

to escape what Gay may see as the utter contamination of any 

signifiers from the Old World and to rewrite the Prosperan 

relationship with the figure of Cawawkee, the noble savage who 

proves (along with his father, Pohetohee) to be the only other 

character worthy of Gay's admiration. In a sense, then. Gay 
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attempts to transform the Prospero-Caliban relationship of 

master-playwright who conscripts his slave-actor into a role 

and enactment sanctioned by the very gods of Olympos as well 

as Christian Providence into an eighteenth-century fantasy of 

idealized, even romanticized, transcendence of this 

misrepresentation. The coupling of Cawawkee and Polly at the 

end of the play is an enactment ordained by the social 

contract, echoing similar enactments, like that of Crusoe and 

Friday. 

That Gay's idealizations dissemble both native and woman 

as topoi for the inscription of Gay's satiric intent is 

crucial to our understanding of the development of these early 

English theatralizations of the West Indies, for even in the 

desire to expose and escape the relations of power at the 

heart of European social and colonial dialectics, Gay ends in 

perpetuating the imperialist and mercantilist dependencies 

upon constructs of the very identities so dispossessed by 

these systems of power. Polly becomes Gay gone native, able 

to emerge victorious against the Maroon insurgents led by 

Macheath in blackface, to condemn Macheath finally for his 

duplicity, and to cement an alliance (the only stable oath in 

the play) to Pohetohee and the natives. Cawawkee becomes a 

projection of the tenets of "civilization," of Gay's moral 

alternative to the immorality of his own society and to 

Macheath himself, whom Cawawkee threatens to supplant, as he 
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proposes to Polly at the beginning of the play's final dance. 

Again, the West Indian identities have become every bit as 

disfigured as Caliban in his "monstrosity" and "savagery." 

Yet, in Gay's portrayal. Maroons and Arawaks turn into 

embodiments of the "new" eighteenth-century fears and desires 

of English colonists, imperialists, and playwrights, with the 

blacker part played by the blackguard who must be condemned by 

the purity of both Pohetohee and Polly, socializing the real 

centrifugal threat lurking behind this play just as Caliban, 

ultimately, is socialized by Prospero's wand. That threat is 

not Polly gone native, for she and Cawawkee have no economy, 

but Macheath gone Maroon, for he — and they — do. 

If The Tempest and Polly represent two examples, 

divergent and yet so similar, of the theater of dissemblance 

and the varieties of its theatralizations of West Indian 

otherings and mis-imagings so central to the master-script, we 

might add one final play, Cumberland's The West Indian [1771]. 

It completes the problematic mimetic triangle of West Indian 

identities and images in and on these "early" stages of 

colonial enactment. While Shakespeare and Gay choose to 

manipulate the realities of the New World and its inhabitants 

to perform their reaffirmations or subversions of Old World 

codes and systems of power, Richard Cumberland locates another 

problematic colonial relationship, "that between colonizer and 

Mother Country" (Houston [1992], 55), by dislocating the 
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colonial Belcour from the West Indies and placing him within 

the Empire and upon its stage. In another binary relationship 

which mirrors those in The Tempest and Polly. Belcour, the 

"other" by dint of his estrangement from what Houston terms 

the center of Mother Country, attempts to earn his role in the 

economy of the play by "proving a wise investment" to his 

father, Stockwell, and thus a valid representative of the 

wealth of his English patronage. Overcoming his initial 

characterization as a colonial buffoon, Belcour must now 

overcome his mimetic double, Charles, marry Charles' sister 

Louisa with the aid of a providential inheritance, and prove 

his worth to his father who then reveals to Belcour his 

identity and reaffirms his place in the genealogies of the 

cast of characters and in the ranks of other eighteenth-

century gentlemen heroes. Houston clarifies the significances 

of such a theatralization for English audiences: 

Thus The West Indian deals with larger relationships that 

parallel the personal ones of the characters in the play. 

Obviously, Cumberland has his finger on the pulse of the 

time period, because the play was very popular. 

According to the The London Stage, The West Indian opened 

on the 19th of Jan., 1771, and "ran for 28 crowded 

nights." When compared with other plays that opened that 

year. The West Indian enjoyed remarkable success. The 
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18th Century English audience likely found it 

entertaining to watch an "other" stoke the fires of their 

national identity onstage. (Houston [1992], 58) 

What makes The West Indian even more significant to our 

histories of West Indian theatralizations is that it also 

serves as an example of the earliest plays performed in the 

Anglophone Caribbean. No doubt Belcour's enactment pleased 

and even comforted the colonial elite that comprised the first 

West Indian audiences. Kole Omotoso, in his insightful study 

entitled The Theatrical into Theater: A Study of the Drama and 

Theatre of the Enalish-speakina Caribbean [1982], emphasizes 

the confluences of these initial productions: 

In Barbados in April 1810 a meeting of like-minded 

peoples was held in Bridgetown to raise funds for 

a theatre. The foundation stone of that theatre was laid 

in July of that same year. On January 1, 1812, the 

theatre opened with the comedy entitled The West Indian 

and a farce called The Spoiled Child. ([1982], 17) 

That Cumberland's play is itself a foundation stone in the 

theatralizations of West Indians becomes even more disturbing 
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after our realization of its misrepresentations. Omotoso 

delineates the dark ironies in these "original" performances: 

There are servants, black and white, in the play 

and one wonders who played these parts when the play was 

first performed in the West Indies. It would have been 

interesting to read the reaction of slaves to a play 

whose action revolves around the inheritance from the 

hard labours of slavery. ([1982], 19) 

Omotoso's comment leads us into another facet of the 

theater of dissemblance and into another mask of the master-

script. While English playwrights disfigured the Caribbean on 

the master-stage in the Mother Country, so, too, did the first 

theatres in the West Indies enact predominantly English 

productions of colonial misimagings. Local military groups 

and travelling companies from both England and America 

produced performances of plays ranging from Shakespearean 

tragedies to Sheridan, from Rowe's Royal Convert [1707] to 

George Lillo's The London Merchant [1731], from Cumberland to 

George Coleman the Younger's 1787 rendition of Inkle and 

Yarico. Omotoso, again, provides evidence of this re

presentation of master-scripts and their relation to 
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The most important source of theatrical 

entertainment for the West Indian colonies came from 

travelling theatres which visited from England and the 

American colonies. Many undistinguished English 

companies came to play their Shakespeare's and current 

melodramas in the colonies and they were usually 

augmented with local talent. It is reported that "a 

company of strolling puppeteers, come from England, set 

up their fairy drama at Bridgetown, where for the Novelty 

of the Matter, they found a good market. From thence 

they went to the leeward islands and thence home". The 

dates on which many of the island colonies had their own 

first theatres indicate the prevalence, during this 

period, of the visiting English players. These dates 

have been given as 1682 for Jamaica, 1729 for Barbados, 

1788 for Antigua, 1832 for St. Lucia and about 1820 for 

Trinidad. (Omotoso [1982], 16) 

Perhaps most intriguing in these imported theaters and 

exported theatralizations is the fact that American theater 

during the colonial period literally began and developed, as 

critics such as Omotoso and Ivy Baxter demonstrate, in the 
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West Indies. Baxter traces this further transplantation of 

master-stages in her Arts of an Island ; 

Jamaica, in Seilhamer's opinion, had always been "the 

retreat of colonial players." It was here that Douglas 

recruited his first company in 1758, and to this island 

he returned in 1762 to recruit his second company, which 

he took to Philadelphia in 1774-75. Between 1745 and 

1749 John Moody, who was later to become the great 

comedian of Garrick's London farces, had a successful 

company in Jamaica. News of these successes led William 

Hallam to form a company and to attempt his theatrical 

campaign in North America and the colonies. Hallam's 

brother, Lewis, directed the company, which played first 

in Williamsburg, Virginia and then in New York, 

Philadelphia and Jamaica. When they arrived in Jamaica, 

the two companies united. (Baxter [1970], 249) 

These initial "retreats," then, became an additional component 

in the dissemblings of West Indian theater: the marginal locus 

for the original disseminations of American theater and a 

test-market for the reproduction of master-scripts from the 

Mother Country. Baxter again delineates: 

When Lewis Hallam came to Jamaica with his company 
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in 1774, they performed at the Kingston 

Theatre. No record of the opening night exists. 

However, the types of plays presented were comedies by 

contemporary English playwrights, individual scenes from 

Shakespeare's plays, like Garrick's adaptation of the 

sheep-shearing scene from The Winter's Tale, entitled 

"Floriael and Perdita," and full-length Shakespeare 

plays. Performances always had, as well, an item or two 

of pantomime, comic imitation, or dance" ( [1970], 251). 

Baxter continues to emphasize the particular economics of 

these theatralizations: 

Hallam was anxious to be up to the minute. 

Sheridan's comedies were very popular in England at 

this time, so he tried to get them onto the stage 

in Jamaica as fast as he could. The Duenna. The 

Rivals. and School for Scandal seem to have 

actually been played in Jamaica before they were 

performed on the American mainland. ([1970], 251) 

Such popular billings may seem rather inocuous given the sense 

that any nascent theatrical company must play to its audience 

and for a particular market. Yet, as we realize the further 
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problematics of these specific companies, these local 

audiences, and their precise histories, the duplicities behind 

these dissemblances become essential to our understanding of 

West Indian theatralizations. Henry Fowler, in his "History 

of Theatre in Jamaica," spotlights the villain: 

The date of 1774 for the building of the Kingston 

Theatre is significant, for as the American Revolution 

approached, the theatres in America faced crippling 

opposition from Puritan influences, and theatrical 

managers sought more congenial and favourable 

environment. The campaign against the theatre in America 

culminated in the resolution passed by the Continental 

Congress in 1778 that "presenting playhouses and 

theatrical entertainment has a fatal tendency to divert 

the minds of the people from due attention to the means 

necessary for the defence of their country"; and Congress 

further decreed "that any person holding an office under 

the United States who shall act, promote, encourage or 

attend such plays shall be deemed unworthy to hold such 

an office and shall be accordingly dismissed." The 

result was that the American Company of Comedians, driven 

out of America, presented in Jamaica during the period 

1774-1784 annual seasons of unprecedented theatrical 

activity. (Fowler [1968], 54) 
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Hence, Hallam's production of popular English plays on the 

margins of this appropriated stage bespeaks the ideologies of 

these initial representations and the politics, perhaps, of 

Revolutionary American theater. Nevertheless, the ironies of 

these outcast and marooned theatre groups and the discourses 

of erasure which comprise Congressional censure seem 

especially dark in light of the realities of the West Indies 

in the eighteenth century. That such theaters would be 

banished from a decolonizing effort and from a struggle for 

freedom and equality only to re-play such censuring imagings 

within and upon the very arenas of colonial acquisition and 

acculturation indicates not only a perpetuation of dissembling 

theatralizations, but also the initial rumblings of a 

relationship between American theaters that would manifest 

itself in future supplantations. 
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ACT II 

STAGED HIERARCHIES AND SLAVE THEATERS 

That these simple mvunineries sometimes 

approached a dramatic form is evidenced 

in a further account of Christmas revels, 

this time in Jamaica. Bayley, an English 

officer's son who lived for four years in 

the West Indies during the 1820s, quotes 

a Mr. Barclay, who in 1823 spent 

Christmas on an estate in Jamaica where 

he experienced "a novelty I had never 

before witnessed, in a rude 

representation of some passages of 

Richard III which they made sufficient 

farcical. The Joncanoe men, disrobed of 

part of their paraphernalia, were the two 

heroes and fought, not for a kingdom but 

a queen, whom the victor carried off in 

triumph. Richard calling out ^a horse! a 

horse!' etc. was laughable enough . 

.How the negroes had acquired even the 

very imperfect knowledge they seemed to 

have of the play, we could form no idea." 

(Hill, Trinidad Carnival. 12) 
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If the early histories of West Indian theatralizations 

are replete with the dissemblances of transported imagings, 

the misrepresentations of Caribbean identities and realities, 

and the appropriations of this marginal stage for the 

recenterings of European ideologies of power, so, too, does 

the trope of theatralization permeate the very "natural 

histories" constructed so unnaturally out of the West Indies 

to legitimize, codify and articulate the righteousness of 

English dominance in the region during the nineteenth century. 

Moreover, as English pretensions toward a new notion of 

"civilization" began to influence and inscribe revised 

colonial agendas, the roles afforded to West Indians, 

particularly to the majority of slaves and mulatto 

populations, also became revised to reposition the necessities 

of colonial dependency and master-slave hierarchies around 

"new" images. These images included not only devilish actors 

lurking in transgressive alcoves or conjuring through their 

performances visions of occult sabbaths and pagan dionysia, 

but also mimetically inferior "primitives" struggling to ape 

their master's scripts and to image themselves with the masks 

of European culture. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, these taxonomies and histories 

tend to re-center themselves in passages regarding slave 

theaters, particularly those practiced on the plantations 

themselves, and on the rituals of Creole society in the West 
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Indies such as Carnival and Canboulay. It is as if such 

spectacles were not only the most affronting to the imperial 

eyes of these travellers, documentors, and military personnel, 

but also paradigmatic of the dichotomies and developments of 

these Creole societies. Bayley's now somewhat famous 

commentary included in his account of his four year stint in 

the West Indies in the 1820s, for example, elucidates the 

sense that while slaves might impersonate the roles of English 

nationalizing theater, their very nature makes them incapable 

of anything but misrepresentation, as if blackness also meant 

being devoid of any knowledge of cultural expression. Doubly 

enslaved by metaphors of mimetic inferiority and the always 

emphasized "mimicry" of white plantocracy and European 

metropolitan imagings, the slaves painted in the bacchanalian 

portraits of these "historical" spectacles become the central 

images of the new canvas of English epistemes and colonial 

endeavors. Hence, we read of Monk Lewis' fascinations with a 

staging a medley involving Home's Douglas [1757] and Rowe's 

Fair Penitent f1703 1. and much more: 

A play was now proposed to us, and, of course, 

accepted. Three men and a girl . . . made their 

appearance; the men dressed like the tumblers at 

Astley's, the lady very tastefully in white and silver, 

and all with their faces concealed by masks of thin blue 
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silk; and they proceeded to perform the quarrel between 

Douglas and Glenalvon, and the fourth act of ^The Fair 

Penitent'. . . and then there came something about green 

and white flowers, and a Duchess, and a lily-white pig, 

and going on board of a dashing man of war; but what they 

all had to do with the Duke, or with each other, I could 

not even make a guess. (quoted in Brathwaite [1971], 

300) 

Lewis's reduction of such slave theaters into displays of 

slave inferiority and mimetic ineptitude would be echoed by 

other colonial travelers. Indeed, the central act of Maria 

Nugent's diaries is another reproduction of the implicitly 

superior drama of the empire which Nugent, like Lewis, reduces 

to the rhetoric of paternalistic amusement: 

Then there was a party of actors— ... a little 

child was introduced, supposed to be a king, who 

stabbed all the rest. They told me that some of 

the children who appeared were to represent Tipoo 

Saib's [sic] children, and the man was Henry the 

Fourth, (quoted in Brathwaite [1971], 299) 
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As such "incomprehensible" mimicries confounded these 

travellers and historians, so, too, did the spectacles in the 

streets and in the fields enthrall and possess these surveying 

monarchs, as Mary Louise Pratt might term them. Accounts such 

as those by Bryan Edwards from 1801-1819 give further evidence 

to the predominance of theatrical ritual as a focal point for 

these nineteenth century revisionings; 

The town was like a very gay fair, with booths, 

furnished with everything good to eat and fine to wear . 

. . Returning to the villa we were greeted by a party 

which frightened the boys. It was the Moco Jumbie and 

his flute. The Jumbo was on stilts, with a head mounted 

on the actor's head which was concealed; the music was 

from two baskets, like strawberry baskets, with little 

bells within, shook in time. The swordsman danced with 

an air of menace, the musician was comical, and Jumbo 

assumed the * antic terrible' and was very active on his 

stilts, (quoted in Hill [1972], 12) 

Similarly, that young English officer writes to Bayley about 

his experience at the carnival of 1827: 

I wish, Bayley, you had been here in the time of 

the carnival; you have no idea of the gaiety of the 
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place in that season. Ovid's Metamorphoses were 

nothing compared to the changes that took place in 

the persons of the Catholics of Trinidad. High and 

low, rich and poor, learned and unlearned, all 

found masking suits for the carnival. A party of 

ladies, having converted themselves into a party of 

brigands, assailed me in my quarters and nearly 

frightened me out of my wits. I was going to cut 

and run when Ensign * who was with me, not 

knowing the joke, and thinking there were so many 

devils come to take him before his time, drew his 

sword. (quoted in Hill [1972], 10) 

The officer's final lines indicate both the disturbing 

realities of these masquerades and the "nature" of nineteenth-

century fears of rebellious "devils," echoing the tensions in 

Creole societies over the imminent revolutions of the 

dispossessed and enslaved fueled by the revolution of 1804 in 

Haiti and the Maroon Wars in Jamaica in the mid-eighteenth 

century. Such roles and misrepresentations bastioned other 

ideologies of colonial othering and discourses of difference, 

further dissembling the West Indies in much the same way that 

travel narratives of Mexico of the period would project a 

"dark," "wild," and eroticized Mexican identity via a 
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centering on the spectacle of the bullfight. This process is 

crucial to our understanding of the mechanisms of these 

imperialist discourses and enactments. Even more crucial, 

though, is the sense that what was being misrepresented was, 

perhaps, the first truly West Indian theater, a performance of 

another colonial process at work on these plantations and at 

play in these streets: an initial theater of creolity which 

would threaten not only the white plantocracy and its 

attendant mulatto middle class, but also the monology of the 

master-script. 

In league with the resistances in Haiti and the Maroon 

War in Jamaica, then, a further resistance was emerging in the 

West Indies which would sound the abeng for future generations 

of playwrights and performers in the twentieth century and in 

the 1980s particularly. Rituals like Carnival, Joncanoe, 

Canboulay, as well as the rituals of pocomania and other 

"folk" traditions represented a creolization, as Kamau 

Brathwaite has termed it, and a dialogization of the 

"official" theaters, roles, discourses which had dominated 

this stage. Once a spectacle reserved for the white planters 

who could, like Prospero, play in the margins by donning the 

black face of their slaves and masquerading in the role of the 

oppressed, rituals like Canboulay were gradually inverted and 

inhabited by the masses of West Indian laborers who would, in 

Bakhtinian terms, supplant the "official" with the 
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"unofficial," the dominant with the subaltern, in a 

carnivalesque reversal of roles and in a reaffirmation of 

Creole syncretic and mimetic development. Scholars such as 

Errol Hill help define these early slave theaters and their 

post-Emancipation successors as significant enactments in the 

struggle for Afro-Caribbean survival and in the battle for 

West Indian representation. Hill quotes a planter's rendition 

of the early Canboulay ceremonies: 

At the time carnival flourished, the elite of 

society was masked or disguised. The favorite costume of 

the ladies was the graceful and costly ̂ mulatress' of the 

period, while gentlemen adopted that of the garden Negro, 

in Creole, "negue jadin," or the black field slave. At 

carnival time our mothers and even grandmothers have 

danced the belair to the African drum whose sounds did 

not offend their dainty ears, and our fathers and 

grandfathers danced the bamboula, the ghouba, and the 

calinda . . . Sometimes also the negue jadin united in 

bands would proceed on evenings to the Cannes brulees. 

Their splendid march with torches through the town 

streets imitated what actually took place on the estates 

when a plantation was on fire. ([1972], 11) 
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Hill continues to delineate the dialogies of post-Emancipation 

rituals: 

Emancipation became effective in Trinidad on August 

1, 1834, and the carnival of that year already 

exhibits signs of a takeover by working-class 

elements that had previously been restricted from 

joining the celebrations. Enjoying the traditional 

licence of the festival, the revelers determined 

with brazen effrontery to debunk the authority that 

had been paraded before them so often in the 

displays of military force ... It must be 

admitted that there were many objectionable 

features of the nineteenth-century carnival 

following its takeover by the populace. But the 

very idea of carnival is the temporary inversion of 

accepted norms of behaviour. (Hill [1972], 14-18) 

While carnival and other creolizing theatralizations succeeded 

in such inversion, to the point of official censure throughout 

the nineteenth century by local governors and via "legal" 

decrees like the Riot Act of 1895, and while these enactments 

did indeed, as Hill posits, have "a ritualistic significance, 

rooted in the experience of slavery and in celebration of 

freedom from slavery" (21), we must realize that. 
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ideologically, these fetes often reified, despite their 

inversion, European stereotypes and discourses of mastery, 

social hierarchy, monarchic/aristocratic and patriarchal 

codes, and the roles of the elite. Although certainly crucial 

in the syncretism of Caribbean cultures, then, these rituals 

re-performed (though perhaps in parody) the scripts of 

colonial/imperialist imagings even while infusing these 

scripts with Afro-Caribbean elements and lower class 

participants. Thus, these "temporary" inversions, when 

sanctioned by official logos, often centered on the 

acquisition of power via conquest and violence, on the 

reconstruction of West Indian women as topoi for such 

conquerings and as representations of European concepts of the 

feminine, and on the still binarized relationship of master to 

slave. Though "emancipated" West Indians could pretend to the 

social levellings of such enactments, they would not be able 

to liberate fully the populations of the still-marginalized 

and still-exploited precisely because of these perpetuated and 

still-dissembled images, identities, and masks. 

That carnival would be so misinterpreted by the 

travellers, historians, and documentors of the region during 

this period evidences a further problematic, then, for 

carnival became a stage, ironically, for the reinscription of 

these roles of the aping West Indian, of the delirious West 

Indian, of the eroticized West Indian. Flora Spencer's 
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nineteenth-century commentary on the Crop-Over festival of 

Barbados provides an insight into this larger tragedy of 

misrepresentation. Spencer socializes the potential threats 

of these cultural resistances as she sentimentalizes slave 

realities, echoing Thomas Carlyle's "The Nigger Question" and 

other nineteenth-century portraits of slave life complicity 

and complacency: 

Barbadian Negroes came to love plantation life and 

developed customs and attitudes, told myths and 

legends, and derived pleasure from the success of 

the industry, (as quoted in Omotoso [1982], 37) 

Much more than infantile entertainment, such resistances, when 

most pronounced as parody, satire and carnivalesque reversal 

were undoubtedly the beginnings of a theater of creolity. 

Yet, they were not to infiltrate the theater houses that still 

catered to European productions for another century, and they 

were not to be recognized, at least by the Mother Country and 

the colonial elite, as legitimate acts of self-representation. 
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ACT III 

NATIONALIZING THEATER AND DECOLONIZING MISE-EN-SCENE 

"We imitate the images of ourselves." 

(Walcott, "What the Twilight Says. . . 

25) 

The initial decades of the twentieth century radically 

transformed both West Indian cultures and the theatralizations 

that would accompany these social revolutions and ideological 

shifts. As nationalizing tendencies swept the archipelago, 

discourses and debates dominated intellectual and largely 

middle-class circles regarding the affirmation of a West 

Indian identity and culture which resisted white colonial 

imagings and reified African counter-identities, counter-

histories, and counter-roles. Determined to dissimulate the 

realities of the masses of West Indians from the dissembling 

theatralizations of the past, political leaders such as Marcus 

Garvey joined artists and authors such as Claude McKay and 

Louise Bennett in a resurrection of "folk" culture, in a 

reconstruction of notions of Caribbean-ness and in the 

recognition and declaration of the dignity, legitimacy, and 

sovereignty of the African race demystified from the 
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misrepresentations of colonial/imperialist discourses and 

sytems of power. 

Hence, by the 1930s, West Indian theater had begun to 

center itself in a similar dissimulation and within these 

sites of struggle, particularly in Jamaica and Trinidad. It 

was in an attempt to create a national theater and a West 

Indian drama which could, as George Bernard Shaw admonishes in 

a speech made during a visit to Jamaica in 1911, avoid the 

illusions of the Mother Country and reclaim the stage. 

Theater productions such as the Christmas Morning Concerts at 

the Ward Theater began to display the talents of Jamaican 

performers like Ernest Cupidon. Louise Bennett's poetic 

performances of folk songs and stories became dramatic 

repositionings replete with patois that celebrated the role of 

the folk in the construction of a uniquely Jamaican language, 

identity, and sensibility. Ivy Baxter emphasizes the most 

crucial theatrical development in this decade: 

The 1930s was the period, when for the first time, 

the content of plays acted on the local stage 

was consciously Jamaican, in contrast to 

English and American plays. The first 

Jamaican plays were Susan Proudleiah. The 

White Witch of Rose Hall. and Jane's Career by 

Herbert George DeLisser. Ethelred Marlow. One 
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Soia Man. by W.G. Ogilvie, Upheaval by Frank 

Hill, Forbidden Fruit. and Under the Skin by 

Archie Lindo followed; later came West Indian 

plays by Esther Chapman and Una Marson's 

London Ca11ina. and Pocomania. (Baxter [1971], 

257) 

Similar movements in the 1940s would solidify this movement 

toward a national dramatic tradition throughout the West 

Indies. The Little Theater Movement, founded as an 

institution of culture in 1942 in Jamaica, initiated annual 

pantomimes which, as Baxter comments, were "a decided effort 

. . . to bring contrasting racial elements and a variety of 

amateur talent into a single production" ([1971], 260). Soon 

companies such as the Whitehall Players in Trinidad and the St 

Lucia Arts Guild would ally themselves in these endeavors to 

promote essentially Caribbean drama and to dethrone the gods 

of Prosperan masques as they tore av/ay the masks of colonial 

theatralization. 

Perhaps the most significant of these early theaters of 

dissimulation is C.L.R. James' The Black Jacobins. first 

published in 193 8 as a revision of the Haitian Revolution and 

its relation to the colonial/historical dialectic that, for 

James, would underlie the bulk of his brilliant scholarship 
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and his Marxist critique, as well as his struggles for African 

Nationalism and his exilic revolutions with George Padmore and 

Nkrumah. Centering on a re-enactment of this crucial moment 

in Caribbean histories, James attempts to re-explore the 

relationship between Toussaint L'Overture's expropriation and 

internalization of French ideologies of liberation, equality, 

and bourgeois democracy and the realities of Haitian 

independence. Moreover, from the outset of the play, James 

connects these realities to the realities of the West Indian 

masses in the 1930s and to the nationalizing movements in the 

Caribbean of the period. With experimental techniques that 

rival Brechtian theater, James infuses a linear, master-

plotted sense of historical enactment with a cast of 

characters representing those roles so often stereotyped from 

the master-narratives of history: The Slaves, The Barber, The 

Thief, The Entertainer, The Waiter, The Courier, The Leader, 

all of which also represent the historical figures of the 

play: Toussaint, Christophe, Dessalines. In so doing, James 

demands audience awareness of the mimetic nature of both the 

creation of Haitian independence and national identity and the 

"roles" which they, as a nationalizing community, play in 

similar mimetic acts. James underscores his emphasis on the 

role of the masses in his production notes: 

The stage is divided into four areas. There is a 
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main central area, two smaller areas—one on each 

side, and a large area upstage for crowds, banner-

bearers, etc. The upstage area is outdoors. In the 

prologue it is used for slaves in silhouette. In the 

Play it is possible that crowds may assemble at the back 

and be spoken to from the back of the main central area. 

Crowds say little but their presence is felt powerfully 

at all critical moments. This is the key point of the 

play ... It must be felt, dramatically, and be 

projected as essential to action in the downstage areas. 

(James [1938], 68) 

The infiltration of the stage by the crowds here reflects 

the ways in which West Indian theaters of dissimulation 

depended upon a metaphor, trope, or notion of the folk who 

would be liberated by nationalist productions and Africanist 

revolutions. James' socialism insists upon the inclusion of 

these marginalized groups of shanty dwellers, peasants, 

maroons, and the dispossessed so misrepresented by the very 

bourgeois ideologies exported from those Jacobite and American 

revolutions and declarations of independence and re-

represented in the foundational discourses of Caribbean 

decolonization. In the enactment of The Black Jacobins James 

voices his critique of Toussaint and Dessalines through the 
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characters of the peasant Samedi Smith and the people's hero, 

Moise, who translates Toussaint's words into Creole and who 

vehemently reminds him of the urgencies of representing the 

black population in his fight for freedom. Moise exclaims in 

defiance at one point: 

I am against taking anything from the British, 

either from their general or from their king. They don't 

own us. They can give us nothing. That is what I am 

against. But that we should declare ourselves free from 

the French; that we should make San Domingo a free and 

independent country; that I am for . . . We will have to 

ask the people . . . But we don't take anything from the 

British. We don't become independent because the British 

will help us. We do it because the country belongs to 

us. We have made it what it is, and we alone can make it 

what it can be. ([1938], 83) 

He sums up James' agenda: 

Until you cut yourself off from all the symbols of 

colonialism and slavery and be truly independent, 

you will remain just an old man with a dream of an 

impossible fraternity. (96) 
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What James does, then, is not only clarify the 

problematics of Caribbean "mimicries" and middle-class 

complicities as part of both Haitian tragedies and his own 

contemporary political environment, but also emphasize the 

misrepresentation inherent in these early decolonizing 

enactments, perhaps in part as a warning to other decolonizing 

enactments like those of the developing West Indian theaters 

of the 1930s and 40s. Hence, the most crucial scene in the 

play may be Marie-Jeanne's reading of Racine to Dessaline, 

highlighting James' sense of the role played by theater itself 

in the inscription of a European identity onto the Caribbean: 

Dessalines: And you say this man was not a General. 

Marie-Jeanne: No. I told you he wrote plays. His 

name was Racine. The play is called Iphigenie! 

(The drums are louder) 

Dessalines: Well, that suits them in France. In France 

they write plays. But listen, listen. This is San 

Domingo. We can't write plays about voodoo! (106) 

Dessalines' final lines indicate his tragic flaw in James' 

rendition: the dismissal of the black folk communities that 

will intercede at the ending of the play with their increasing 

drumming to interrupt and call into question Dessalines' 
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celebration of himself as Emperor. They also indicate James' 

awareness of theatralization as a means either to enslave and 

erase or to liberate. For James, a West Indian theater must 

meld the master-script with the "plays about voodoo," the 

rituals of the masses, in order to truly liberate. 

Yet, what limits James' play from being entirely 

representative and liberating for these masses is what also, 

in some senses, limited both the Africanist movements 

throughout the Caribbean in the 1930s and 1940s, like 

Garveyism and Negritude, and the theatralizations of these 

early theaters of dissimulation. In the desire to create a 

uniquely West Indian drama and to represent and reaffirm an 

essentially West Indian identity and an African identity at 

its root, playwrights often essentialized these identities 

into binaries of difference and idealizations of a people's 

"hero" who was as imagined as the "imagined communities," as 

Benedict Anderson might term it, of their emergent 

nationalisms. Now the topos for nationalist as well as 

decolonizing revisioning, the lower classes and black 

populations became conscripted into the metaphors of these 

largely middle-class productions as symbols of socialist 

hopes, realist exposures, comic burlesques, modernist 

experiments, and, often, folklorized (sentimentalized and 

romanticized) projections. Just as the white elite and the 

mulatto middle-class would tend to dominate these first 
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theatrical movements, as Ivy Baxter has pointed out with the 

initial Little Theatre Movement in Jamaica (Baxter [1971], 

261), colonial dialectics dominate these characterizations and 

direct these revolutionary enactments. 

Ironically, James' Black Jacobins. as Edward Said points 

out, "was first presented not as a book but as an acting 

vehicle in London for Paul Robeson; during the performances of 

the play, Robeson and James alternated the parts of Toussaint 

and Dessalines," (Said [1993], 248). Like Toussaint, James 

and the other playwrights of West Indian theaters of 

dissimulation would find themselves torn between the roles of 

the master and the counter-roles of the revolutionary in a 

theatralization of Hegelian reciprocity and a re-production of 

colonial/imperial discourses and mechanisms of imaging. While 

initiating a crucial moment in the development of West Indian 

theater, then, these rituals potentially re-inscribed the 

marginalized, the dispossessed, and the erased into a 

dialectic of othering which further obscured the faces behind 

these new black masks. 

Most importantly, these revisionings often perpetuated a 

role for woman which, like Gay's Polly, ultimately would 

relegate her to the wings of these cultural renaissances. As 

James' Marie-Jeanne enacts these disfigurations of the 

feminine as traitor, deceiver, or maternal bosom of the Mother 

Country and Nation State, negritude poets like Senghor and 
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Cesaire, anthropologists and novelists like Zora Neale Hurston 

and Claude McKay, and the musicians from Billie Holliday to 

the calypsonians of Trinidad misrepresent the figure of the 

African/African American/African Caribbean woman as a topos 

for phallogocentric, patriarchal, even racialist discourses 

and imagings. In a struggle to resist and rename the roles of 

the master-script and the gods of European tradition, these 

theaters of dissimulation often became dissemblances 

themselves, still obscuring old roles behind ostensibly new 

masks of counter-identification. 

As nationalist theaters developed into the 1960s and the 

era of Independence, W*»st Indian theatralizations tended to 

dichotomize the roles of West Indian identity further into 

either a celebration of these figurations of the masses or a 

more critical focus on the disfigurations of the colonial 

relationship and the tragedies of West Indian "mimicry." Kole 

Omotoso (borrowing a metaphor from one of these second-

generation playwrights) terms this dichotomy the tension 

between "the theatrical and theater" and delineates the 

central conflict between the dramatic efforts of playwrights 

such as Errol Hill and Derek Walcott as representative of 

contrasting visions for the location of the essential West 

Indian reality and experience. Omotoso clarifies: 

Against the promotion of carnival to the position 
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of national theatre Derek Walcott posits the 

Caribbean-colonial condition which underlies 

its incapacity to create anything for itself. 

^What the Twilght Says: An Overture', the 

introduction to Dream on Monkey Mountain and 

Other Plays is a bitter poetic lamentation of 

the lack of support which characterized his 20 

or so years of the Trinidad Theatre Workshop, 

years spent attempting to *transform the 

theatrical into theatre'. (Omotoso [1982], 51) 

While Omotoso's distinction may help us realize the divergent 

"directions" of West Indian theater during these years, we 

might also realize that both Hill and Walcott ultimately enact 

similar theatralizations in their attempts to dissimulate and 

revision their decolonizing mise-en-scene and their 

nationalizing theater. As Omotoso intimates, Errol Hill turns 

to the early theaters of resistance and rituals of the folk to 

mandate a national theater and identity for West Indian drama, 

conscripting the Carnival players, the calypsonian, and 

calypso drama to reaffirm popular theater and Afro-Caribbean 

culture as foundational performances of Trinidadian, even of 

Caribbean, ^being'. Repositioning these "original" 

creolizations on the stage so long denied to them, Hill 
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potentially continues the creolizing processes of the slave 

theaters, ostensibly infiltrating master-stages and master-

scripts and reorienting their dissembling misimagings. In 

Hill's social comedies, the Moco Jumbie who so frightened 

Bryan Edward's company, the "devils" who plagued Bayley's 

friend, and the processions that had threatened the elite and 

middle-class to the point of violent suppression throughout 

the riots of the 1930s were given center-stage, exemplified in 

his 1960 production of Man Better Man. 

Man Better Man attempts to redirect theatrical 

tendencies away from the mimicry of European plots, styles and 

dramatic discourses by voicing the play's enactments in the 

languages of West Indian, particularly lower-class West 

Indian, oral traditions, street communities and their 

festivals. Hence, the play's frame is a calypso drama, and 

the dialogue throughout is a coupling of calypso song and 

Creole/patois ritual songs, like those of Diable Papa, the 

play's trickster obeahman. The Prologue initiates this social 

engagement: 

The Prologue evokes the carnival ^canboulay' 

procession of olden times. A chorus of women 

led by Hannibal, the calypsonian, dance onto the 

forestage singing a traditional stickfighters' chant. 

The women are dressed in white with white headbands and 
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carry lighted bottle-flambeaux. Hannibal sings the two-

line verses, accompanying himself on a guitar or cuatro, 

and the women answer in chorus. During the singing, 

images of the stickfighters appear behind a scrim . . . 

At the end of the Prologue, the chorus of women dance 

off, the calypsonian makes his exit, and the scrim is 

raised to reveal the setting for Scene 1: ^E1 Toro' 

general store. (Hill [1985], 144) 

The historical conflation between nineteenth-century rituals 

and the lower-class settings of Hill's main play, like James' 

revisionist experiments in The Black Jacobins. potentially 

dissimulates European misrepresentations. Yet, unlike James' 

play. Hill's Man Better Man may end up, in its best of 

intentions, reinscribing the roles so crucial to 

colonial/imperialist discourses and to West Indian social 

hierarchies of racial and class difference. In his attempt to 

rename the gods. Hill may essentially reduce the masses to 

replaying the dialogies of Carnival, folklorizing these 

characters into castings as misappropriated as those of Bryan 

Edwards, Monk Lewis, and F.W. Bayley. Hannibal's calypso 

prologue evinces the reinscription: 

Out in the road, warrior. 

Rouse yourself for the great encounter. 
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Foreday morning is no time to slumber. 

Grab your poui and join in the slaughter. 

Blow the conch-shell and beat the calinda, 

Face the foe without fear or favor . . . 

Down on your knees to your master. 

No retreat from certain disaster. ([1985], 144-5) 

While Hill may be glorifying the calypsonian as folk poet he 

is also, throughout Man Better Man. re-representing the 

problems with these "street" theatralizations and recentering 

the identity of the West Indian on the metaphors of binaries 

of mastery and slavery ("Down on your knees to your master"), 

violent phallic assertion of figurations of the masculine (and 

of the feminine, as we shall see) , and upon an image of these 

calsypso wars and their heroes rather reminiscent of Caliban's 

disfigured revolutions and emplotted duplicities. 

The central enactments of Man Better Man will emphasize 

these duplicitous roles, for this is a play about 

misrepresentation and dissimulation centering on the 

tricksterism of Diable Papa and the complicities of the lower-

class community in manipulating a stickfight between Briscoe 

and Tiny Satan, contenders for the prize of Petite Belle and 

the calypso crown. Disturbingly, Hill develops the figure of 

this greedy obeahman and the gullible cast in scenes that 

subvert Hill's social realist agendas and undercut his social 
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comedy. These are not the calypsonians and calypso dramas who 

had, as Keith Warner points out in his study on the Trinidad 

Calypso, motivated the social critiques and reconstructions of 

the People's National Party and Eric Williams's vision of the 

West Indian Federation. Nor are these the stagings of 

critical moments in the histories of calypsonian struggles, 

like those of the 1930s and 1940s. Moreover, though Hill may 

attempt social commentary in his exposure of the duplicities 

of fraudulent pretenders to an African folk tradition, as he 

does with the "fake" Diable Papa, he also underwrites this 

commentary with an identification of these traditions as 

essentially comical and juvenile as he has Briscoe enact a 

nine-night dispossession and frighten the rest of the cast 

into recognition of their transgressions. In the end, the 

trickster's threat is duly socialized by this community now 

reconnected to the ^realities' of these folklorized beliefs. 

Diable Papa and his medium Minnee are exiled from the stage 

and the harmony of the social comedy and the victory of 

Briscoe become reaffirmed in panygeric refrains that echo 

those of the Prologue. Hill directs; 

Crackerjack: Briscoe 

I speak for the whole brood of stick-men 

You earn our gratitude 

You come from behind and spring to fame 
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With Lion courage, rescuing the game 

From obeah, greed and politics. 

And you give it back to the poui-sticks. 

Therefore is needful we demonstrate 

That the village consider you a great 

And glorious warrior of renown . . . 

Hannibal: (singing) Briscoe set the village free, 

make it safe for you and me, Briscoe prove the 

better man, Briscoe is the champion. (Hill [1985], 

233) 

But whether Man Better Man actually liberates through 

this somewhat trivializing theatralization becomes even more 

questionable as we realize that this has been a play 

principally about men bettering men and continuing to batter 

their women with a rhetoric of possessive love and the 

discourses of mastery and objectification. Petite Belle, 

Minnee, and Inez all enact problematic roles for woman, 

becoming Hill's medium of exchange even as they become 

vehicles for the male power struggles enacted on the site of 

their bodies, their images, their typically West Indian 

experiences. In mandating a national theater, then. Hill may 

also be mandating a further marginalization of woman out of 
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any agency in her representations and into the place occupied, 

ultimately, by Miranda, Polly, the Sable Venus, Marie-Jeanne, 

and others. Such repossessions of the dispossessed may 

dissemble in their attempts to remain true to the calypso 

script, restaging the mysogyny of calypso lyrics which, 

regardless of its authenticity in African or Caribbean 

culture, remains a constraint upon the potential social 

levellings of these theatralizations and upon the formation of 

a critical West Indian identity out of these audiences. 

If Hill turns to the folk and to the lower-classes to 

lionize the figure of the calypsonian as victorious Caliban 

and repository of West Indian theater and being, Derek Walcott 

will turn away from such folklorizations and revision lower-

class performances to theatralize an essential West Indian 

non-being, a schizophrenic and delusional product of the 

processes of decolonization. In his Dream on Monkey Mountain 

[1968], Walcott brilliantly deconstructs the mimicry inherent 

in the struggles for a West Indian theater and self as he 

conducts a charbonnier, Makak, and his sidekick, Moustique, 

through an evening of drunken disillusionments and despairing 

revelations of what Walcott sees as the central problem in 

post-Independence Caribbean self-definition: the inability to 

break with the dissembling images of the master-script and to 

dissimulate the masks of whiteness that overlay not only 

lower-class, but perhaps all of West Indian realities. 
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Employing experimental techniques as part of his project 

to translate occidental and oriental dramaturgies and 

modernist revolutions into a legitimized and internationally 

connected West Indian theater, Walcott doubles the space of 

the Caribbean with the space of the prison house. The play 

oscillates between scenes that reconstruct Makak's "dark night 

of the soul" — his hallucinations of the figure of the white 

woman who directs his delirium — and Makak's mock trial by 

the inhabitants of the prison, who taunt and condemn him with 

mimicked discourses of colonial dehumanization. Like James's, 

Walcott's principal focus is on the varieties of enslaving 

mimicries which comprise colonial/imperialist relations and 

their disseminations into the postcolonial processes that now 

dominate the West Indian stages of the late 1960s. Hence, 

like the central metaphor of the reflective surfaces of the 

African drum and the full, white moon which runs throughout 

the play, Walcott's cast becomes trapped in their own 

reflective illusionings of power, freedom, identity, and 

agency. Such illusionings range from Makak's schizophrenic 

split between his African and European images to the mulatto 

Corporal Lestrade's oppressive abuse of what he sees as 

"colonial justice" and his racist and classist discourses of 

brutality and mastery. 

In a transpositioning of Genet and Frantz Fanon, then, 

Walcott theatralizes the collective dissimulation that will 
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not liberate but continue to constrain West Indian notions of 

independence and to constrict the possibilities of any valid 

West Indian productions. Sartre's reading of Genet's dramatic 

cosmos as one filled with "illusion, betrayal, and failure" 

(Sartre [1954], 10) seems fitting as the epigraph for 

Walcott's play, for its characters are incarcerated by the 

very misrepresentations of their selves. Patrick Colm Hogan 

has recently mapped the ways in which Walcott theatralizes 

Frantz Fanon's reading of such reciprocities and decolonizing 

psychologies: 

Later in the play, Makak comes to consider the 

situation of blacks in a society structured by 

w h i t e  r a c i s m .  I n  a  m o m e n t  o f  

despair, he says: "we are black, ourselves shadows in the 

firelight of the white man's mind" . . , One meaning of 

this line is that, in a world dominated by whites, blacks 

have no more free volition, no more power than shadows. 

It also suggests that the selves or egos of blacks are 

reduced to shadows by the white racist's perception of 

them. Whites are like the men in Plato's cave who 

confuse shadows with reality. The white understanding of 

blacks is as distant from black reality as the 

understanding of a shadow is from the understanding of a 

man or a woman. But Makak does not say, "We are black. 
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appearing to whites like shadows in the firelight of 

their minds." Rather, he says that "we are . 

ourselves shadows," implying that blacks have accepted 

and internalized the racism which reduces them to 

shadows. In this sense, Walcott presents blacks as 

prisoners in the cave. And the shadows they see on the 

wall are not images of others, but of themselves, the 

only image they have of themselves. (Hogan [1994], 108) 

Hogan insightfully reads out the ideological implications of 

these enactments: 

Mimeticism creates both Makak's madness and 

Lestrade's pathetic and cruel conformity. It is 

also what creates reactionary nativism. Anti-

colonial and post-colonial theorists from Frantz 

Fanon to Ashis Nandy have noted the close 

connection between a desire to become European and 

a subsequent repudiation of all things European . . 

. To a great extent, the plot of Dream on Monkev 

Mountain is organized by reference to mimeticism 

and reactionary nativism. It in effect maps the 

development of the latter out of the former. . . . 

Walcott presents us with a valuable, if tacit, 

anatomy of subaltern identity. ([1994], 110) 
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Hill's social comedy has become Walcott's sociological 

tragedy. These subaltern identities have, as in Hill, become 

the topoi for a cultural revisioning that threatens to 

marginalize further the images of West Indianness into the 

very Platonic binaries that Hill restages and Walcott 

deconstructs: either an essential being or a non-being located 

within an appropriated and disfigured folk. Hence, while 

lines like Makak's in Dream on Monkey Mountain may diagnose 

the instability of decolonizing individuals, they also 

threaten, as Fanon may, to generalize these processes and 

peoples into, ultimately, the roles of Hegelian dialectics and 

existential angst. Sounding much like Naipaul and other 

authors and playwrights who perpetuate the image of a ruinate 

and ruptured West Indian reality, Makak deplores: 

Locked in a dream, and treading their own darkness-

Snarling at their shadows, snapping at their own 

tails, devouring their own entrails like the hyena, 

eaten with self-hatred. O Gods, O Gods, why did 

you give me this burden? (Walcott [1970], 305) 

In rejecting Hill's folklorizing tendencies, Walcott 

dispossesses the masses of West Indians from both their 

apparitions of absolute identity and their hope of anything 
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other than violent revolution against their own white masks. 

Makak's final decapitation of the figure of the white woman, 

as Hogan points out, becomes a problematic reinscription of 

both the "nature" of these lower-class enactments and the 

historical determinacy that prompts Fanon to equally dark 

conclusions. Hogan points to the precise problematics of 

Walcott's last act: 

In 1967, when the play was first produced, perhaps 

the consequences of revolutionary violence were not 

so obvious. Perhaps the resolution, the discovery of 

name and roots, the rejection of mimeticism through the 

humiliation and murder of the white woman, would not have 

seemed so mistaken, so brutal, so close to mysogyny. 

(Hogan [1994], 117) 

Moreover, if this final dissimulation only re-dissembles 

racial and class realities, it also further compounds the 

problematic figuration of the feminine so much a part of past 

performances. Though Walcott may be merely theatralizing 

Fanon's analyses of the psychology of decolonizing desire in 

Black Skin. White Masks [1967], such a depiction becomes 

especially pernicious when seen in league with the histories 

of theatralizations of West Indian women. Still dependent 
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upon colonial/imperialist discourses of othering, the role of 

woman remains chained in Dream on Monkey Mountain to male 

fantasies, militant manias, and mimetic molestations. 

As other nationalist theaters and decolonizing mise-en-

scene emerged in the late 1960s and early 1970s, some 

playwrights, like Michael Gilkes in Guyana, began to 

theatralize the identity struggles of the West Indian 

archipelago in dissimulations that seemed to escape the binary 

of social comedy and sociological tragedy seen in Hill and 

Walcott. Enacting an inguiry into the now prismatic and 

heteroglossic West Indian identity as they envisioned an exit 

from Makak's prison cell and the dialectics of self-mastery, 

plays like Gilkes' Couvade (first performed at Carifesta in 

1972) become explorations of a multiplicitous self as national 

identity and as cultural cornerstone. They represent an urgent 

need for a reconstruction not only of dissimulation but of the 

role of the West Indian artist/playwright in the 

theatralization of resistance and reinvention. Gilkes' main 

character, Lionel, is an artist possessed by the various 

fragments of his submerged, erased, and misrepresented 

identity. Lionel struggles against the myopic and cynical 

arguments of Arthur to liberate his artistic reimaging of the 

central Caribbean experience. That experience is located, for 

both Lionel and Gilkes, in the hybridization represented by 
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communities like the Black Caribs and their crucial rituals, 

the various visions and possessions in this "Dream Play of 

Guyana" (Gilkes's subtitle) from shamanic Amerindian 

ceremonies to Ashanti visitations. Lionel delineates the 

play's central metaphor, the ritual of Couvade, as he resists 

Arthur's constant dismissal: 

Quite a well-known, so-called, pagan ritual still 

seen in many parts of the world. It's a 

ceremony in which the spirits of the dead are supposed to 

return and talk to the living. Through the meeting of 

past and present, a regeneration of the tribal 

consciousness takes place. (Gilkes [1982], 22) 

Gilkes' Couvade represents these regenerative rituals as a 

call for a cultural consciousness in the Caribbean which can 

move beyond the nightmares on Monkey Mountain and the 

folklorizations of the past. In his introduction to Couvade. 

Errol Hill emphasizes the significance of this development of 

West Indian theatralizations: 

What others believe to be the symptoms of nervous 

exhaustion are to the artist tangible and 

terrifying experiences that provide a mythic 

dimension to the realistic parts of the plot. 



Lionel's exploration of ancient traditions has 

released powerful archetypal cult figures: the 

Amerindian shaman, the African Ashanti priest, the 

Hindu god, Shiva. These and other cultural 

influences contend for Lionel's soul. It is not 

enough, they seem to say, for the Caribbean leader 

to hold an incomplete vision of some distant future 

or millenium, nor to attempt a blending of cultures 

merely in words or paint. The artist-thinker must 

himself become the living image of the new 

Caribbean man, he must cross the door between dream 

and reality, he must wear the ancestral robes, he 

must be reborn . . . But the volatile Caribbean 

working classes are not forgotten. They appear as 

pork-knockers, folk preachers and political party 

followers. Through their lifestyle traditions and 

beliefs from the past are retained and transmitted 

to our time. By requiring that the principal roles 

in the three areas of ancestral, middleclass, and 

folk sequences be shared among the same actors, 

even that one role should metamorphose into 

another, the author eloquently pleads . . . for a 

culturally and socially unified Caribbean. ([1982], 

ix) . 
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While Couvade may to some extent remain bound to an 

essentializing enactment and a romanticizing conscription of 

the folk, the lower classes, and the dead even, Gilkes 

initiates a movement that continues into the 1980s to 

transform West Indian theater into not just a celebration of 

the hybrid as the new god renamed, but into a renaming of the 

very rituals of theatralization and of West Indian 

articulation. Like the Reggae performances contemporaneous 

with Gilkes' production, these enactments and movements would 

struggle to voice an alternative revolution to the identity 

politics of their post-independence milieu. 
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ACT IV 

WALCOTT, RHONE AND RENAMING THE RITUALS 

The spectacle is not a collection of 

images; rather, it is a social 

relationship between people that is 

mediated by images. (Debord, 12) 

With the onset of Reaganism, Thatcherism, and 

their correlates, a new phase of history 

began. (Said 27) 

The premier of the Jimmy Cliff 

roots/reggae film The Harder Thev Come 

(Kingston 1972) marked a dislocation in 

the socio-colonial pentameter, in the 

same way that its music and its stars and 

their style, marked a revolution in the 

hierarchical structure in the arts of the 

Caribbean. At the premier, the 

traditional order of service was 

reversed. Instead of the elite, from 

their cars moving (complimentary) into 

the Carib Cinema watched by the poor and 

admiring multitude, the multitude took 
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over . . . and demanded that they see 

what they had wrought. *For the first 

time at last' it was the people (the raw 

material) not the critics, who decided 

the criteria of praise, the measure of 

good qualification; ^for the first time 

at last', a local face, a native ikon, a 

nation language voice was hero. In this 

small corner of our world, a Revolution 

as significant as Emancipation. 

(Brathwaite, 41) 

As West Indian theatralizations developed into the late 

1970s and early 1980s, playwrights continued the redefinition 

of West Indian realities begun by the second generation during 

the struggles for political and mimetic independence. Unable 

to account for those realities by means of the binaries and 

mimicries of the 1960s and early 70s theaters of 

dissimulation, some playwrights began to transform their 

enactments to signal a new type of theater, a revised 

resistance to the master-script and to the mechanisms of power 

still dominating the islands and their imagings. Emerging out 

of the insistence upon either a reconstituted or a 

deconstructed national self that would lead the revolutions 
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against misrepresentative policies, social systems, and 

institutions of colonial oppression, playwrights rejected the 

depictions of such absolute identities or non-identities and 

began to develop a theater that, in its meta-theatrical 

nature, attempted to expose the very act of theatralization 

itself as the significant means to empowerment through 

resistence and liberation. The very act of theater becomes 

the main actor on stage in these struggles to involute the 

construction of West Indian selves and figurations and to 

infiltrate the mechanisms so central to colonial/imperialist 

dialectics, especially to the now predominant neocolonial 

systems of cultural imperialism which function in the 

Caribbean through the tourist, film and media industries. 

Such enactments as Derek Walcott's Pantomime ri978 1 and 

Trevor Rhone's Two Can Play [1982] reposition these issues of 

representation and construction to elicit a critical awareness 

of the act of theatralization and the space of cultural 

production on the West Indian stage. They call attention to 

theater as the locus for what Guy DeBord terms the "social 

relationship" of imperialism which mediates other power 

relations in the West Indies (DeBord [1994], 12). Realizing 

the fallacies of romanticizing the folk as a national identity 

or of denying the subtle creolizations which underwrite the 

sociological tragedies of lower-class "delusions," these 

enactments of an emergent theater of dissimilation and dis-
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assimilation spotlight once marginal roles. They depict 

characters inquiring into the very "roles" they play, the very 

masks constructed by and for them, and reinventing these roles 

through critical awareness. In effect, then, the creolizing 

tendencies of earlier slave theaters and carnivalesque 

performances become more fully realized in what Glissant might 

term "theaters of creolity" as playwrights begin to construct 

a theater that not only includes the voices of the 

dispossessed but has them rearticulate the means of their 

dispossession and repossess their own imagings and images, no 

longer renaming the gods, but the rituals themselves. Just as 

Brathwaite's masses would reclaim the Carib Cinema, demanding 

a "nation performance" of their "nation language," (already, 

as Brathwaite discusses, a hybrid form of signification which 

involutes the dominant signifier), the actors in these plays 

dissimilate (that is, rewrite and reinvent) the dominant 

dialogue of the master-script and the histories of their 

theatralizations. 

Such dissimilation begins the moment we are introduced to 

the principal actors in Walcott's 1978 production of 

Pantomime. Jackson Phillips, a retired calypsonian, and Harry 

Trewe, a retired English actor and proprietor of a tourist 

hotel in the West Indies, appear on the stage as embodiments 

of both a neo-colonial relationship (as Phillips serves 

Trewe's guests at the hotel) and the dialectic of West Indian 
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histories of theatralization. The displaced English actor and 

the disgruntled Creole mimic, as Walcott might define his 

calypsonian, inhabit the new space of their theatralized 

relationship: the arena of both the Hotel, symbol of 

imperialist transplantation, and the West Indian stage itself. 

The meta-theatrical nature of this relationship becomes 

compounded as we learn that not only does Phillips work in 

what John Frow terms "the commodified relation to the Other" 

(Frow [1991], 150), engendered by the neocolonial relations of 

tourism and the service industry, but that he has become 

conscripted into a theatrical performance designed as part of 

that service, as Harry Trewe emphasizes throughout, to 

"entertain the guests." Even more importantly, the play to 

be performed is Trewe's rendition of a Christmas pantomime 

that represents a synopsis of Robinson Crusoe, a text central 

to European ideologies of mercantile capitalism and the 

colonial systems which legitimized and enforced the relations 

of othering and "gratitude" that have survived to permeate the 

neocolonial relationship between Trewe and Jackson (see Hulme 

[1992]). The self-referentiality of such a re-production 

becomes clear as Trewe requests Jackson's aid in the project: 

Look, I'm a liberal, Jackson. I've done the whole 

routine. Aldermaston, Suez, Ban the Bomb, Burn the 
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Bra, Pity the Poor Pakis, et cetera. I've even 

tried jumping up to the steel band at Notting Hill 

Gate, and I'd no idea I'd wind up in this ironic 

position of giving orders, but if the new script 

I've been given says: HARRY TREWE, HOTEL MANAGER, 

then I'm going to play . . . [it] to the hilt, 

damnit ... We could turn this little place right 

here into a little cabaret, with some very witty 

acts. Build up the right audience. Get an edge on 

the others. So, I thought. Suppose I get this 

material down to two people. Me and . . . well, me 

and somebody else. Robinson Crusoe and Man Friday. 

We could work up a good satire, you know, on the 

master-servant — no offense — relationship. 

Labor management, white-black and so on . 

making some trenchant points about topical things, 

you know. Add that show to the special dinner for 

the price of one ticket. (Walcott [1980], 108-9) 

The dramatic ironies become cemented when Trewe relates 

his design to reverse the roles in the panto, attempting to 

"feel what it was like to be Friday" and to "make a point 

about the hotel industry, about manners, conduct, to generally 

improve relations all around . . . imagine first the humor and 
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then the impact of that" (Walcott [1980], 110). Rather than 

creating a light and reductive improvisation, however, this 

reversal of roles allows Jackson to begin to deconstruct the 

misrepresentations at the heart of the representation of the 

colonial relationship and its apocryphal discourses of 

civilized difference, necessary dependencies and righteous 

ownership. He fires back at Harry as he initiates this 

involution of Crusoe's text: 

For three hundred years I served you. Three 

hundred years I served you breakfast in . . . 

in my white jacket on a veranda, boss, bwana, effendi, 

bacra, sahib ... in that sun that never set on your 

empire I was your shadow, I did what you did, boss, 

bwana, effendi, bacra, sahib . . . that was my pantomime. 

Every movement you made, your shadow copied . . . and you 

smiled at me as a child does smile at his shadow's 

helpless obedience, boss, bwana, effendi, bacra, sahib, 

Mr. Crusoe . . . But after a while the child does get 

frighten of the shadow he make. He say to himself. That 

is too much obedience, I better hads stop. But the 

shadow don't stop, no matter if the child stop playing 

that pantomime, and the shadow does follow that child 

everywhere . . . until it is the shadow that start 

dominating the child, it is the servant that start 
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dominating the master. (Walcott [1980], 112-13) 

Despite Trewe's constant demands to "keep it light," Jackson 

continues his deconstruction of their relationship, inserting 

African images and languages into Trewe's script, and 

ridiculing Trewe's entreaties to follow some sort of realism 

and rationalism in his improvisation. Jackson further 

enlightens Trewe as to the hypocrisies of Trewe's design: 

You see, it's your people who introduced us to this 

culture: Shakespeare, Robinson Crusoe, the 

classics, and so on, and when we start getting as 

good as them, you can't leave halfway ... I think 

it's a matter of prejudice. I think that you 

cannot believe: one, that I can act, and two: that 

any black man should play Robinson Crusoe . . . 

here I am getting into my part and you object. 

This is the story . . . this is history- This 

moment that we are now acting here is the history 

of imperialism; it's nothing less than that . . . 

Now, I could go down to that beach by myself with 

this hat, and I could play Robinson Crusoe, I could 

play Columbus, I could play Sir Francis Drake, I 

could play anybody discovering anywhere, but I 
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don't want you to tell me when and where to draw 

the line! Or what to discover and when to discover 

it. (Walcott [1980], 125) 

The chaos such revelations produce becomes too much for 

Trewe, and, by the end of the first act of Pantomime. he has 

abandoned his script and project, unable to confront the 

realities behind the dissemblances of his own identity and 

image and that of his neocolonial other. Closing the curtain 

on Jackson's potential revolution, Trewe resigns: 

All right, so it's Thursday. He comes across this 

naked white cannibal called Thursday, you know. And then 

look at what would happen. He would have to start to . 

. . well, he'd have to, sorry . . . This cannibal, who is 

a Christian, would have to start unlearning his 

Christianity. He would have to be taught ... I mean . 

. . he'd have to be taught by this African . . . that 

e v e r y t h i n g  w a s  w r o n g ,  t h a t  w h a t  h e  w a s  d o i n g  . . .  I  

mean, for nearly two thousand years . . . was wrong. 

That his civilisation, his culture, his whatever, was . 

. . horrible. Was all . . . wrong. Barbarous, I mean, 

you know. And Crusoe would then have to teach him things 

like, you know, about . . . Africa, his gods, patamba. 
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and so on . . . and it would get very, very complicated, 

and I suppose ultimately it would be very boring, and 

what we'd have on our hands would be a play and not a 

little pantomime. (Walcott [1980], 126) 

Threatened by the uncertainties of his representation and 

reversal of the Crusoe text, Trewe fends off the utter 

destruction of his cultural contexts, and Jackson is ordered 

back to work and back into his original role. Thus, Trewe 

avoids the horrors of the colonizer's recognition of what Homi 

Bhabha has termed his "metonymy of presence," the partial and 

ambivalent representations of his role and the roles of the 

colonized. He skirts, for this change of costume at least, 

the potential "slippage," as Bhabha again defines it, between 

himself and the shadow that Jackson elucidates, between the 

constructs of his mastery and the realities of his always 

misrepresented colonial presence. Bhabha explains: 

It is this ambivalence that makes the boundaries of 

colonial "positionality" —the division of 

self/other and the question of colonial power — the 

differentiation of colonizer/colonized — different from 

both the Hegelian master/slave dialectic or the 

phenomenological projection of Otherness. It is a 
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"differance" produced within the act of enunciation as a 

specifically colonial articulation of those two 

disproportionate sites of colonial discourse and power: 

the colonial scene as the invention of historicity, 

mastery, mimesis or as the "other scene" of Enstellung, 

displacement, fantasy, psychic defence and an "open" 

textuality. (Bhabha [1985], 150) 

What Walcott does, then, is not only to present the very 

enactment of this ambivalence and slippage on center-stage but 

to connect the "original" texts of colonialism like Crusoe 

with the "originary" act of West Indian theatralization: an 

act of misimaging that recalls Prosperous masques. The 

audience perhaps realizes before Harry Trewe that the West 

Indies has always been the stage for what Bhabha terms the 

"dislocation and distortion" of the images of the Mother 

Country and its foundational logoi, mythoi, and constructs of 

identity. 

Walcott continues, in the second act of Pantomime. to 

unpack these "dislocations" even further in order to reveal to 

both Trewe and to the audience the implications of such 

"distortions." As Jackson and Trewe resume their panto, this 

time so that Jackson can make Trewe into a "brand-new man" 

(Walcott [1980], 137), Jackson resumes his deconstruction of 

colonial discourses and duplicities. He refuses to read 
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Trewe's lines as Trewe penned them. He infiltrates Trewe's 

bathroom to drown the parrot, which represents (for Jackson) 

the mimicry of the master-script in his refrain of the old 

Nazi proprietor's name, "Heinegger! Heinegger!." Finally he 

pushes Trewe to the point of violent confrontation. Thus, 

Jackson reveals the darker significance of the Crusoe panto 

and of Trewe's histories of theatralization. 

Having brought Trewe to this ultimate moment of slippage, 

Jackson impersonates Trewe's wife, the original Crusoe in 

Trewe's pantomimes back in London, who killed Trewe's son in 

a vehicular manslaughter and forced Trewe to abandon the 

theater and the Mother Country. Posing with the photo of 

Trewe's wife as his new mask, Jackson provokes Trewe to attack 

her image with an ice-pick, just as Makak attacks the 

apparition of the white woman in Walcott's other dramatic 

vision. Now more than a delusion of whiteness, this figure of 

woman becomes the very apparatus of power and representation 

which, for Walcott, lies behind all colonial relations; the 

absolute image of the Mother Country which can never be 

achieved either by colonizer or colonized through "classical 

or Creole acting," in Jackson's terms. Trewe ultimately 

concedes as his rage subsides: 

That's the real reason I wanted to do the panto. 

To do it better than you ever did. You played Crusoe in 
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the panto, Ellen. I was Friday. Black bloody 

greasepaint that made you howl. You wiped the stage with 

me . . . Ellen . . . well. Why not? I was no bloody 

good. (Walcott [1980], 164) 

In a sense, Jackson Phillips brings Harry Trewe and the 

rest of the audience of this panto to a final recognition of 

the "transparency," as Bhabha calls it, of their roles and 

their theatralized relations, and to a dissimilation of the 

discourses enacted therein. More importantly, as the play 

closes and Trewe and Jackson resolve their tensions, Jackson 

performs one final rewriting of their relationship. He 

chooses first to return to his calyspo and then, crucially, to 

realign himself in the neocolonial dialectic by remaining with 

his mimetic other, now cleared of any delusions of possession 

and mastery. In the last lines of the play, Jackson asserts 

his revised role: "Starting from Friday, Robinson, we could 

talk ^bout a raise?" (Walcott [1980], 170). Despite Walcott's 

problematic insistence upon a mysogynistic figuration of 

woman, he succeeds in developing West Indian theater to a 

point of self-recognition, to a moment of creole consciousness 

and critical awareness of the possible liberations of renamed, 

reconfigured rituals of imaging. 

Trevor Rhone continues this development of West Indian 
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theatralizations in his metatheatrical Two Can Plav. first 

performed in 1982. Rather than deconstructing the constructs 

of the Mother Country, as Walcott does in Pantomime. Rhone 

focuses on another relation of neocolonial/imperialist systems 

of power: North American control of the mechanisms of 

representation and information in the West Indies, and in 

Jamaica particularly, which has supplanted the misimagings of 

the Mother Country with the American dreams of Lady Liberty, 

of prosperity, and of potential camouflage in the American 

image of homogeneity. The American domination of the image 

becomes, for Rhone, the more dangerous form of imperialist 

oppression to emerge in the late 1970s and early 1980s, 

underwriting the neocolonial agenda of the Reagan 

Admininistration and defining the internal politics of 

Jamaica. John Lent has recently elaborated this remastery of 

the West Indies through American possessions of the means of 

representation: 

In the 1970's, a typical day's format of a . . . 

television station . . . looked something like 

this: the first one and one-half hours of 

children's shows ("Sesame Street" and a local 

"Romper Room") were followed by adventure and light 

comedy ("Daniel Boone, "Joe 90," "Gentle Ben," 

Daktari," "I Dream of Jeannie," "Bewitched," 



"Flying Nun," or "Real McCoys") until news and 

sports at 7 p.m. From 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.. shows 

were designed for adult audiences and included 

panels, mystery and intrigue shows, light comedy, 

and variety. Typical programs during this period 

included "Name of the Game," "The Val Doonican 

Show," "Mod Squad," "Love American Style," 

"Lancer," "Hawaii Five-0," "Ben Casey," and "Adam 

12." (Lent [1990], 41) 

Lent continues to delineate the 1980s and American policies of 

cultural imperialism: 

Foreign programming had become even more pervasive 

in the 1980's. Calling it "cultural displacement by 

invitation," Wilson said it affects the people's 

"perception of self, inflates the kind of material 

return expected from national economies, and in a 

real sense, questions the legitimacy of some of our 

cultural traditions and values" ... In the 

1980's, with Reagan's Caribbean Basin Initiative, 

the foreign media sources flowed into the region 

virtually uninhibited. (42-3) 
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Rhone develops his resistance to this hegemony of the 

American image and to West Indian complicities in the 

industries of American neocolonialism and capitalist 

commodif ication. He builds upon earlier theatralizations like 

his Smile Orange [1971], a biting satire upon the tourist 

trade, and The Harder Thev Come [1978], his filmic exploration 

of the injustices of the Jamaican music industry and the 

inscription of Jamaican identities and realities through 

American cultural imperialism. In Two Can Plav he enacts his 

most poignant deconstruction of the duplicities of the 

American dream. 

More than just an example of what Michael Manley, in his 

introduction to Two Can Plav. terms Rhone's "dramatic 

realism," this is a play that centers on the act of imaging 

and theatralization, on representation and misrepresentation, 

and upon the encryption of West Indian constructions of 

identity by American discourses, codes, and apparatuses of 

media control. As in Walcott's Pantomime. this enactment 

focuses upon two main characters, Jim and Gloria, and their 

struggles to escape the prison-house of their lower-middle 

class existence and the political violence of a Jamaica on the 

eve of the 1980 Seaga elections that would cement, as Rhone 

hints throughout, the neocolonial relationship between "Uncle 

Sam" and Jamaica. We first encounter Jim and Gloria in a 

world not only of gunfire and factional dispute, but also of 
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wire-tappings, panopticons, and the constant threat of 

surveillance. Jim declares to Gloria in the first scene of 

the play, "Uncle Sam is a bitch. Him have satellite up in the 

sky can read the niamber on dis house" (Rhone [1982], 7). He 

reveals both the instability of this relationship and his 

further relation with America: 

Paranoid? A not paranoid; mi nerves on edge, 

that's all. Gloria, them [their three 

children] is illegal immigrant. Them convert the one 

entry, one week visa to permanent. One mistake, one slip 

up, and they right back here. A tell them, go 

underground, get lost, don't give Uncle Sam a chance to 

catch you. (Rhone [1982], 7) 

Rhone elaborates these crucial tropes of masquerade as he 

further unpacks the mechanisms of imperialist simulacra. 

Deciding to abandon Jamaica for the promise of America and the 

reunion with their three children, Jim and Gloria enact a 

variety of schemes to infiltrate the new empire and to play 

within its images. In metatheatrical scenes that spotlight 

the capitalist and counterfeit nature of American ideologies, 

Jim and Gloria expose the realities behind Jamaican desires to 

assimilate into American roles. Moving from their performance 

of the cigarette girl and customer, a performance that reveals 
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the materialism at the heart of their existences, to the 

replaying of the Immigration official and the potential 

immigrant, Jim and Gloria theatralize the problematics of 

participating in this American illusion of inclusion and 

equality. The ironies of the "Identikit," one of the 

alternatives for falsifying their images which uses the names 

of the dead as aliases, clarify Rhone's notion of a falseness 

which underlies American pretensions to total control of the 

image and West Indian internalizations of the empire's 

misrepresentations. Choosing to avoid the possible problems 

with the Identikit, Jim and Gloria decide upon the design that 

will insure them access to America, and will instigate their 

reinvention and eventual liberation: the divorce and re

marriage of Gloria to a U.S. citizen paid for his part in 

their play with the cash smuggled in the very apparatus of the 

image, a Kodak Instamatic camera. As Jim and Gloria test the 

cash for any counterfeit bills that might give them away, we 

realize fully Rhone's implications, for the very symbols of 

American dominance, the dollars, are threatened with a 

falseness. While Rhone's play effectively dissimilates 

discourses of dominance by locating the "masses" on-stage and 

inquiring into the roles that dispossess them of any agency, 

we understand the deeper significances of Two Can Play as the 

second act unfolds. Like Walcott's Jackson Phillips, who 

demystifies and reinvents the relationship between himself and 
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his dominant other and mimetic doxible, Harry Trewe, it is 

Gloria who enacts the ultimate reorientation of both Jim and 

the audience as she shatters Jim's and Jamaica's vision of 

empire and rewrites her own role in the oppressive 

relationship of her marriage. Returning from her stint, 

Gloria educates Jim as to the realities behind his illusions 

of America: 

A don't think it worth the price, Jim. Is two 

America. White America, Black America. Which one 

yuh going to? A check out a lot o' things up dere 

— job, housing. At least we don't owe nutten on 

dis. (Rhone [1982], 50) 

Able now, because of her partial independence from Jim and his 

sexist control of her, and perhaps because of her experience 

in masked reinvention in the U.S., to have critical awareness 

of her legitimacy as an empowered being (and as a sexual 

being, as we see in the masturbation scene), Gloria redirects 

the discourses that oppress her and that have kept her 

dependent for so long. No longer a silent voice trapped 

behind the security gate that bifurcates both the house and 

her marriage, Gloria initiates her involution of her images, 

declaring to Jim, "A guess a better warn yuh. A'm starting 
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evening classes at St. John's College . . . three evenings a 

week." Again, in a line which finally solidifies her 

connection to the issues of commodif ication and the 

disseminations of objectifying neocolonialisms, she says: 

A'm not yuh property to lend, lease, or rent. Yuh 

selfishness in the bed is just the tip o' the 

iceberg . . . If A can deal with life on an 

international level, why A should make you subject 

me to be nutten but a damn dishwasher. A finish 

wid dat. (Rhone [1982], 64-65) 

Most importantly, it is Gloria who will, by the end of the 

play, make the decision not to assimilate into the American 

dream but instead to remain in Jamaica, in the house that has 

in some ways been transmogrified from the space of the prison 

to the locale for a new social relationship, one that blossoms 

along with the orange tree as the curtain falls. 

Crucially, then, Rhone seems to perceive the urgency of 

a rewriting of all of the roles engendered by these systems of 

power which serve to exploit and marginalize, especially that 

of the figure of woman who has been so distorted in the 

theatralizations of the West Indies. Though Rhone's play may 

read problematically as a further inscription and idealization 

of this topos of cultural revisioning — Gloria ends the play 
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still on her back, beckoning her now transformed significant 

other as a symbol of maternal devotion — we can perhaps 

concede that this image is at least a counter-image to the 

figurations of Lady Liberty embracing her poor, downtrodden 

masses. Bourgeois as Rhone's play is, ultimately it signals 

the beginnings of a West Indian theater that creates a 

critical consciousness of the real culprit behind the 

duplicitous designs of conquest: the master-script that, 

though fully revealed as fraudulent in Two Can Play^ still 

looms over the stage of the West Indies and continues to 

dissemble its central enactments. 

As these "nation performances" continue to develop into 

the 1980s and to involute the discourses of mastery with the 

voices of the submerged, svibaltern, and subjugated, other 

playwrights and companies emerge to further this renaming of 

the rituals and to perpetuate this inquiry into the mechanisms 

of imaging and issues of representation and theatralization. 

Groups like the Sistren Theatre Collective, a documentary 

women's theater company, and individuals like Dennis Scott, 

Rawle Gibbons, Sylvia Wynter, and Zeno Obi Constance persist 

in the struggle for West Indian dramatic expression. Perhaps 

we might leave the last act of this "history" to be written by 

them, then, as we conclude, for it is in their enactments, 

especially plays such as Obi Constance's The Ritual [1985], 

that the future of West Indian theater is renamed. 
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ACT V (CHAPTER TWO) 

WRITING MY OWN LAST ACT: 

ANGLOPHONE CARIBBEAN WOMEN'S THEATER AND THE REINSCRIPTION OF 

THE 

FIGURE OF THE FEMININE 

0 sable Queen! thy mild domain 

1 seek, and court thy gentle reign. 

So soothing, soft and sweet; 

Where meeting love, sincere delight. 

Fond pleasure, ready joys invite. 

And unbought raptures meet. (Edwards, History of 

the West Indies. 33) 

It seems to me that society is composed of a 

multitude of interfaces- Sometimes they are 

geographical, sometimes they are cultural or 

ideological. But in this island where we are all 

strangers to the place, and all equally at home, 

whatever happens to us will happen because of the 

unpredictable and disturbing things that happen at 

the interfaces. (Dennis Scott, ^The Relevance of 

Jamaican Theatre', quoted in Gibbons' Traditional 

Enactments. 47) 
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"Colonialism often works, like other oppressions, 

by one predominantly male power silencing another." 

(Elaine Savory Fido, "Finding a Truer Form . . . 

254) 

"This year I write my own play. Slim, 

And my own part in the play." 

(Miss Gatha in Sylvia Wynter's Maskarade. 38) 

Richard Hakluyt, in his Voyages and Discoveries (I580's), 

records one of the earliest examples of colonial "discovery" 

narratives which created the West Indies as a legitimized 

space of conquest and eurocentric fantasy for an England on 

the brink of its own imperialist recreations. In the "Voyage 

made by Mr John Hawkins to the coast of Guinea and the Indies 

of Nova Hispania, 1564," Hakluyt reifies Hawkins' narrative of 

his journey on a slave ship from Africa to the Main and on to 

the Indies, representing not only the routes and nautical 

information for English adventurers, but also Hawkins' 

accounts of these "insulae fortunatae" to an English populace 

eager for images of the New World. Intriguingly, yet perhaps 

not surprisingly, these images center on eroticized 

descriptions of the "fruitfulness" of these locales juxtaposed 
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against fearful depictions of the "cannibals" and "desperate 

warriors" of their indigenous populations. More intriguing, 

however, is Hawkins' tendency to locate his only detailed 

accounts of the natives he encounters in observations 

concerning the women of the New World and in constructions of 

the feminine. On reaching the Spanish Main (after a 

reaffirmation of Hawkins' company as God's elect, proven by 

their survival of the ubiquitous hurricane), Hawkins' 

confronts the natives of Cumana', a community antithetical to 

the cannibalistic horrors of Dominica in their embodiment of 

prelapsarian nature. This distinction becomes fixated in his 

imperialist gaze upon the body of the Indian woman. He 

comments: 

The women also are uncovered, saving with a cloth which 

they wear a hand-breadth, wherewith they cover their 

privities both before and behind .... The Indian 

women delight not when they are young in bearing of 

children, because it maketh them have hanging breasts 

which they account to be of great deforming in them, and 

upon that occasion while they be young, they destroy 

their seed, saying that it is fittest for old women. 

Moreover, when they are delivered of child, they go 

straight to wash themselves, without making further 

ceremony for it, not lying in bed as our women do. 
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(Hakluyt 108) 

The problematic dichotomy between the "ceremonies" of native 

and European women compounds not only the noble savage role of 

Indian women, but also orients that difference in what we 

might term a theatralization, an eroticized enactment which 

juxtaposes the savages' rituals of birth against the 

refinement of European procreational productions. While 

resonant with a Spencerian idyll, Indian women seem somehow 

devoid of post-partem persona, as yet unable to mirror the 

odalisques of Hawkins' visions of the European women back 

home. The dichotomy between these women and "our women" 

becomes even more clear as Hawkins describes the other 

"inhabitants" of these islands: 

Of beasts in this country besides deer, foxes, hares, 

polecats, coneys, ounces, and leopards, I am not able 

certainly to say: but it is thought that there are lions 

and tigers as well as unicorns. ... Of the sea fowl 

above all other not common in England, I noted the 

pelican, which is feigned to be the lovingest bird that 

is: which rather than her young should want, will spare 

her heart blood out of her belly: having a body like a 

hearn, with a long neck, and a thick long beak, from the 
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nether jaw wherof down to the breast passeth a skin of 

such a bigness, as is able to receive a fish as big as 

one's thigh, and this her big throat and long bill doth 

make her seem ugly. (116) 

Hence, Indian women become compared to (and less human than) 

such mythicized beasts as the pelican, Hawkins' paragon of 

maternal devotion, and assume their place in both early 

English hierarchies of Being and in early theatralizations of 

the West Indies which would center on a (dis)figuration of the 

feminine as they re-centered European "dramas" on the stage of 

the Caribbean. 

Such disfigurations of the figure of Caribbean women, and 

such conflations of the Caribbean itself as stage and as 

metaphorized feminine space in the representations of English 

imperialism intimate the sense that the Caribbean, and the 

West Indies particularly, has been since these intitial 

dissemblances a projection replete with the patriarchal 

imagings. Just as Hawkins rhetorically sublimates the women 

of Cumana' and their rituals, so, too, will later voyagers 

construct this place as feminine space, eroticizing colonial 

encounters and mythopoeticizing imperialist enactments in 

epic/ dramatic verse which employs woman as a vehicle for 

male, European apotheosis. 
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Historians like Bryan Edwards create a role for Caribbean 

woman which ostensibly elevates her above Hawkins' pelican, 

celebrating the Sable Venus as a figure for destinies 

manifested in mythic urges and Western desires. Edwards' 

bizarre poem, "The Sable Venus: An Ode (written in Jamaica, 

1888)," engenders an image of West Indian woman (those in the 

darker racial categories of "dark brown to black" especially) 

as romanticized and idealized sister to Venus who beckons the 

colonizer to seek her out as she becomes a metaphor for the 

very space of conquest and Edwards' fantasies of "civilizing" 

couplings. Edwards fantasizes: 

The loveliest limbs her form compose. 

Such as her sister Venus chose. 

In Florence, where she's seen; 

Both just alike, except the white, 

No difference, no — none at night. 

The beauteous dames between . . . 

The Pow'r that rules old ocean wide, 

^Twas he, they say, had calm'd the tide, 

Beheld the chariot roll: 

Assura'd the figure of a tar. 

The Captain of a man of war. 
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She smil'd with kind consenting eyes; — 

Beauty was ever valour's prize; 

He rais'd a murky cloud: 

The tritons sound, the sirens sing. 

The dolphins dance, the billows ring. 

And joy fills all the crowd. (Edwards 36) 

Edwards continues on to enact his own "ceremony" over the 

vision of the Sable Venus as she will become disseminated 

through this very unnatural history to become part of all 

Caribbean women, even the place itself, and will inspire 

future colonial and dramatic endeavors. He concludes: 

Then, playful Goddess! cease to change. 

Nor in new beauties vainly range; 

Tho' whatsoe'er thy view. 

Try ev'ry form thou canst put on, 

I'll follow thee tro' ev'ry one; 

So staunch am I, so true. 

Do thou in gentle Phibia smile. 
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In artful Benneba beguile. 

In wanton Mimba pout; 

In sprightly Cuba's eyes look gay. 

Or grave in sober Quasheba, 

I shall still find thee out. (38) 

Disturbingly, Edwards' final comment is prophetic, for despite 

the varieties of roles created for West Indian woman in the 

representations and theatralizations of colonizer and 

colonized alike, she seems relegated to such disfiguration and 

to a master's script which so depends upon her imaging that it 

has sought out and misconstructed all of her masks while it 

sought to erase all of her realities. 

Hence, as we have seen in Chapter 1, the development of 

theatralizations in the Anglophone Caribbean has also been the 

development of such discourses of patriarchal 

misrepresentation underlying colonial/imperialist imagings. 

From early Theaters of Dissemblance (those which merely played 

European scripts on West Indian stages) to the Theaters of 

Dissimulation of the 1930's-60's (those which attempted to 

construct national theaters which could enact a break from 

colonial scripts and roles) to recent Theaters of 

Dissimilation and Dis-Assimilation in the 1970's and 80's 

which attempt to involute the mechanisms of imaging behind 

systems of neo- and post-colonial power, the figure of the 
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feminine is persistently reinscribed with images which not 

only objectify, eroticize, romanticize, or even erase her 

"part," but which also appropriate her for the ideological 

designs of cultural revisionings. From Miranda and Polly 

Peachum to C.L.R. James' Marie Jeanne, from Walcott's 

feminized figures of nativist delusions to Errol Hill's 

internalizing Set Girls in his carnival plays, from Walcott's 

later depiction of the threat of woman as the epicenter of the 

relation between Jackson Phillips and Harry Trewe in his 

Pantomime. to Trevor Rhone's hopeful-yet-bourgeois investment 

in the figure of Grace at the end of Two Can Play. the 

inscription and conscription of the role of woman becomes the 

central act of the performance. Even, as I have argued in 

Chapter 1, as West Indian dramatists move away from issues of 

reidentification and into a metatheater which seeks to 

"creolize" and liberate West Indian theatralizations, the 

perpetuation of patriarchal, colonial/imperialist, and racist 

figurations seems to pervade. 

In order fully to explore the "history" of West Indian 

theatralizations and their development toward what Glissant 

has termed a "theater of creolity," then, we might need to 

examine the crucial contribution of West Indian Women's 

Theater, especially in its zenith in the 1970's-80's. For it 

is here, I would argue, that these images of oppression so 

central to colonial/imperialist discourses "interface" (as 
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Dennis Scott terms it in the epigraph), that the masks 

constructed for West Indian women are abjected, and that the 

figure of woman is reinscripted as the mechanisms of her 

initial inscriptions are exposed. Such an enactment of 

involution culminates in the theatralizations of playwrights 

like Sylvia Wynter and Sistren from Jamaica and Trinidadian 

male playwrights such as Rawle Gibbons and Zeno Obi Constance 

who represent a movement toward a renaming of the rituals of 

self-expression in West Indian theater and culture which 

emerges as a central facet of other theatrical revolutions in 

the Caribbean. 

Anglophone Caribbean Women's theater emerges 

predominantly in Jamaica in the 1930s, originating in the 

cultural flourishing which would mark West Indian 

redefinitions of not only a specific Caribbean identity, but 

also a distinctly Caribbean national theater that could begin 

to resist the discourses of colonialism so dependent upon 

certain ideological roles for the colonized Other. Thus, in 

league with the variety of West Indian political, social and 

cultural organizations and institutions created to reaffirm an 

essentially West Indian Self rooted in both colonial histories 

of oppression and in a reorientation around Afro-Caribbean, 

even African, ^traditions'. West Indian playwrights began to 

dissimulate the dissembled images of the Master's script and 

to enact what were ostensibly West Indian realities on a 
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reclaimed stage. As Ivy Baxter has detailed in her Arts of an 

Island, such movements were largely the creation of upper-

class and middle-class women, those with enough social 

standing within West Indian cultural hierarchies to promote 

such nationalist productions, and with enough economic 

security to finance these emergent theater groups. Baxter 

hints at such distinctions as she discusses the ^backgrounds' 

of many of these pioneering women: 

The developing theatre in Jamaica was affected by growing 

Jamaican nationalism, which helped to create this 

movement. This was evident by the formation of theatre 

groups. The most important of these was the Kingston 

Dramatic Society which developed in 1929, as the Dramatic 

Section of the Kingston and St. Andrew Literary and 

Debating Association. ... In 1936, this society put 

on, at St. Georges Hall, the first Exhibition of Jamaican 

Arts and Crafts. This was followed by the art exhibition 

arranged by Esther Chapman in 1939, and that of Edna 

Manley's works in 1938. The Y.M.C.A. was the first to 

produce a play by a Jamaican playwright, Susan 

Proudleigh, by H.G. DeLisser; the Kingston Dramatic 

Society followed soon after with many others. Norman 

Washington Manley and Edna Manley were the patrons of 

this organization, (Baxter 258) 
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and again: 

Another arts club which developed subsequently was the 

Quadrangle or Four Arts Club, founded in August 1938. 

Two leading memebers of this group were Esther Chapman, 

editor of the West Indian Review and Burnett Webster . . 

. among its earliest members was the late Doris Hastings, 

American wife of a Jamaican bussinessman, Howard 

Hastings. Her professional dramatic career in the United 

States enabled her to create the group known as the Radio 

Players, who performed over the government radio station, 

ZQI, and later on the Jamaican commercial station, RJR. 

(258) 

Perhaps the most significant of these early involvements 

in theater by women is the contribution of Grace Fowler in the 

construction of the Jamican Little Theatre Movement in 1942. 

Working in conjunction with other women from what Baxter 

refers to as "a new urban British colony" (259), Fowler would 

continue the endeavors of these early thirties theater matrons 

to create what would become the crux of early Jamaican 
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movements toward self-expression: the Jamican Pantomime. 

Baxter historicizes this crucial moment: 

Another [of the contributors to the Little Theatre 

Movement in league with Fowler] was Elinor Lithgow, the 

wife of an Army Officer stationed here. She began to 

direct plays in the Little Theatre manner, which is 

different from large scale operettas and follies. The 

two of her outstanding productions were Quiet Wedding and 

Shining Hour. Roma Fitchett, the English wife of a 

Jamaican barrister, who was also known as Roma Presano, 

was a singer. . . . Working with Ranny Williams, the 

Jamaican comedian, she rearranged the format of the 

Christmas Morning Concert . . . Roma introduced [the 

element of theme linkage] as well as scene changes and 

more elaborate decor into this particular Christmas 

Morning Concert, and thus the idea of Jamaican Pantomime 

was born. (259) 

If these upper and middle-class women were prominent in 

the early development of nationalist theater companies, so, 

too, did they initiate productions, though relatively few in 

number, which were written by West Indian women and which 

linked their voices to the other cries for a decolonization of 
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the roles of the West Indian in general. Like Elinor Lithgow, 

playwrights Vera Bell and Una Marson utilized the new forums 

for plays which attempted to rewrite West Indian 

identifications. Bell's Soliday and the Wicked Bird would 

become one of the favorite of the Pantomime productions of the 

Fowler Little Theatre, enacting a Jamaican "folk" legend of 

the Maroon tale of Bubiabo and underwriting the middle-class 

pretensions of nationalist Women's Theater to begin to 

dissimulate the coeval ideologies of race and class which 

underlie (and belie) both Caribbean social dialectics and the 

theatralizations of the past which obscured and yet inscripted 

such discourses. Marson's somewhat militant London Calling 

[1937] and Pocomania [1939] go further still in their attempt 

to locate West Indian spectacles in the histories of 

resistance and "lower-class" (both working and peasant) 

identities which prelude nationalist revisionings. Here, 

then, was not only the inception of woman's voice onto the 

previously patriarchal stage of both political resistance and 

theatrical production, but also the prologue to later 

refigurations of a type of theater which could link the issues 

of women's rights and roles to other struggles for Selfhood, 

Yet, what limits much of this early beginning in West 

Indian Women's Theater is also what limits these other 

struggles. Like the other theatralizations of this Theater of 

Dissimulation, from C.L.R. James' Black Jacobins to Errol 
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Hill's Man Better Man (as discussed in Chapter 1), these 

enactments tend to either essentialize West Indian identities 

or to "folklorize" them, centering on nationalist constructs 

of a viable West Indian Identity which sublimates both the 

role of woman and the roles of the dispossessed masses under 

the * larger' design of cultural affirmation based on bourgeois 

(or, mulato middle-class) re-imagings. Hence, even Una 

Marson's plays become less about the dissimulation of gender 

imagings than a resistance to colonial systems of control 

which conscripts women and lower-class alike to its campaign. 

Just as movements like the Women's Self-Help Movement and the 

People's Convention of Robert Love would argue more for the 

inclusion of women in the power structures of the upper-class 

than for the closer analysis of gender oppression and its 

mechanisms of articulation throughout Jamaican social 

hierarchies, so, too, would Jamaican women playwrights invest 

their plays with representations of woman as a vehicle for an 

ultimately patriarchal tension between colonizer and 

colonized. Rhoda Reddock asserts such focal displacements in 

her analysis of the Early Women's Movement in the West Indies: 

In addition to its actual membership, the Garvey movement 

had a strong influence on middle-strata black and colored 

women. In addition to fostering racial pride, it 

provided a place for women in their quest for personal 
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dignity and that of their oppressed race. In Trinidad 

and Tobago, for example, feminist Audrey Jeffers and 

women members of the Coterie of Social Workers stressed 

their aim of raising the status of colored women. 

Similarly, in Jamaica, middle-strata liberal feminists 

such as Una Marson, Amy Bailey, and others of the Women's 

Liberal Club challenged the leadership of white upper-

class women's organizations. (Reddock 76) 

While crucial in the foundation of West Indian theater, then, 

and while significant in the expression of women's voice in 

early nationalist theatralizations, these matriarchs of the 

genealogy of Anglophone Caribbean Women's Theater may have 

merely replaced one mask for another over the always-

misrepresented figure of the feminine, transforming her from 

simply a receptacle for European discursive disseminations 

into a re-appropriation for the designs of bourgeois 

decolonizations, romanticized and essentialized still behind 

a veil of solidarity. 

As a second generation of playwrights emerges in the 

1950s and 60s to continue the early efforts of these 

matriarchs in developing a Women's Theater in league with 

other Theaters of Dissimulation, the initial 

misrepresentations of the 1930s and 40s become not only 
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revised but also subverted in performances which now place at 

center-stage the struggles between upper and middle-class 

women and their lower-class black "counterparts." In an 

effort to dissimulate both European (dis)figurations of the 

feminine and the internalization of these roles by middle-

class "mimicries," this new wave of West Indian women 

playwrights begins to radically question the agency of 

nationalist representations and bourgeois Women's Theater, 

problematizing the essential identities constructed by earlier 

productions and the complicities inherent in middle-class 

ideologies with imperialist inscriptions of the Other. Hence, 

plays such as Veronica Penrose's The Evil Spirit (1966) and 

Cicely Waite-Smith's The Impossible Situation (1966) locate 

the tensions of what is now post-coloniality in relations 

between middle-class women and other marginalized figures in 

the West Indies, from the obeahman to the domestic servant, 

mirroring the dichotomies of other dissimulating enactments 

like those of the emergent Derek Walcott and Errol Hill while 

perhaps transcending the sexism of these other productions. 

Penrose's The Evil Spirit, from its initial stage notes, 

pinpoints the object of its dissimulation as the West Indian 

middle-class and its delusions of superiority, of difference, 

and of post-Independence empowerment. The entirety of the 

play's action occurs in the central location of bourgeois 

existence, the salon "sitting room" of "a middle-class family" 
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in Trinidad, where Mrs. Dawson struggles with the crisis of 

patriarchal economies and middle-class social position as she 

attempts to marry off her daughters. Convinced of the 

presence of supernatural forces working to restrain her 

daughters' ^marketability', Mrs. Dawson hires the services of 

an obeahman, and as the play opens we find her immersed in 

rituals of purification advised by this "seer-man," Mr. 

Jackson, who Mrs. Dawson delineates as "an honest man. Not 

the money-making type" (Fonrose 5). 

Hence, the central tension of the play, as well as its 

ostensible light comedy, emerges in the juxtapositioning of 

folk "superstitions" (as Mr. Dawson terms them as he envelopes 

himself in a white sheet to parody his wife's gullability) and 

middle-class "superstitions" and illusions such as the 

identities gained through bourgeois rituals of marriage 

contracts, social mobility, and * self-mastery'. Mrs. Dawson 

will exclaim at one point, "What I know is, that every lovely 

girl must be married, and if she's not, something is wrong, 

for all men love pretty girls" (16). Subtly, Fonrose depicts 

the internalization of such illusions by the younger 

generation of women as Gem exclaims, "I want to get married 

and have a lovely home," and Ivy replies, "You're right, any 

girl who doesn't want to get married is a fool. A perfect 

fool" (10-11). 

That the marriage contract is essential to both the 
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identity of women and to the constructions of the middle-class 

becomes even more clear as Mr. Dawson reads the liberating 

Letter which will resolve these crises and re-direct Mrs. 

Dawson's delusions of "jvxmbies" and lower-class ^folly'. 

Mr. Dawson: O.K. Let's forget it, and talk of something 

else. This morning as I was going through the gate, the 

post-man gave me a letter. I did not open it, until I 

reached the office, and then I had a pleasant surprise. 

Mrs. Dawson: (excitedly) What was it? Have you won the 

Jamaica sweepstake? . . . 

Mrs. Dawson: (despairingly) I thought you had won the 

sweep. I've been dreaming about it all day and night, 

and thinking of what I'd buy with the money. 

Mr. Dawson: You've been dreaming about this too, in so 

much that you've given away money to know what's 

preventing it. (16-17) 

The irony here that underwrites Mr. Dawson's reading of the 

letter from Gem's prospective husband announcing his 
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intentions lies in the fact that not only does this contract 

exist between the two men of the play (Roland must follow 

patriarchal procedure and address his intent to Mr. Dawson), 

but that such aspirations to identity and status parallel the 

Jamaica Sweep in the "dreams" of the West Indian middle class, 

and more, that such illusions become somehow more viable than 

the commodified follies of the "lower classes." Thus, as Mrs. 

Dawson chases Mr. Jackson out of her sitting room at the end 

of the play, calling him a "scamp" and a thief, we realize 

that the real humor of this enactment lies in its unmasking of 

bourgeois concepts of difference. The obeahman, we note as 

the curtain drops, has been correct all along perhaps, and his 

superstitions have, perhaps, produced this sentimentalized 

happy ending, despite Mrs. Dawson's deliverance. There is 

indeed an evil spirit in this house, lurking still, Fonrose 

implies, and it is the spirit of middle-class superiority and 

its systems of enslavement that ultimately rehearse and replay 

discourses of dominance. 

If Fonrose begins to shift the focus of West Indian 

Women's Theater from nationalist dissimulations to a more 

critical decoding of post-Independence dialectics. Cicely 

Waite-Smith will enact similar, yet more politicized, 

revisionings in her Impossible Situation, another short one-

act set in Trinidad. Like Fonrose, Waite-Smith locates the 

action of her play in a specifically defined arena of middle-
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class construction, "The Channing living room, in the West 

Indies: expensively furnished, modern, in somewhat doubtful 

taste belonging to people who have * arrived'" (Waite-Smith 5). 

And again, like Fonrose, Waite-Smith will expose the 

pretensions and delusions of this middle-class cast by 

centering upon the figurations of the role of the feminine in 

relation to class and racial dialectics. Indeed, as the 

principal dialogue of the play is between two women, the 

ascendant Mrs. Channing and her domestic servant Bernice, 

Waite-Smith even embodies these dialectics in the crisis of 

woman's identity. To do so, she depicts a tension over Mrs. 

Channing's lost earrings, the mark of both middle-class 

aesthetics of femininity and nouveaux riches prestige, which 

become the touchstone for her conflict with Bernice, who, at 

the opening of the play, stands accused of stealing them. As 

the play unfolds and the tension between the two rises, we 

learn that these earrings signify more than merely petty 

misdemeanors, for they quickly become symbols of racial and 

class difference. Waite-Smith enacts: 

Mrs. Channing: So that's your story, is it? Well, we'll 

see what the police have to say about itl 

Bernice: You going call the police? 
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Mrs. Channing: (furious) You can bet your last penny I 

am! Do you think I'm going on being taken in and lied to 

and stolen from by a damned nigger? You're all alike1 

I wouldn't trust one of you round the corner with a dead 

fowll (8-9) 

Unmasking the prejudices of middle-class women, Waite-Smith 

moves beyond Fonrose to imply the internalization of these 

codes of difference and the dark irony and hypocrisy of such 

discourses in the mouth of female characters who continue to 

"other" and enslave their counterparts, buying in (literally) 

to patriarchal oppressions and recolonizations of West Indian 

self-imagings. In a more resistant dramatic moment she allows 

Bernice finally to voice the fundamental problematic 

underlying earlier Women's Theatrical romanticizations: 

Bernice: (with hatred) And where I going find another 

job without a recommendation? You can take advantage of 

me now and you can call the police! But the day will 

come when things will be different and when brown woman 

like you will have to suffer for them wickedness! (9) 

No longer is the inclusivity of 19 30s Women's Theater 

valid. Instead, such myths are dismantled, along with the 
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motivations behind middle-class (and mulatto women's) 

mimicries. Hence, as Helen Channing finds her earrings in her 

own purse, realizing the "impossible situation" that her 

"mistake" has engendered, Waite-Smith intimates the 

irrationalism of bourgeois fear: 

Mr. Channing: Tell her you found them, I suppose. 

Mrs. Channing: I can't do that. It would put me in an 

impossible position. . . . 

Mrs. Channing: Oh God, why do we have to live like this! 

Mr. Channing: What d'you mean? Like what? 

Mrs. Channing: (incoherently — searching to express her 

inner anguish — something she has never faced before) 

I don't know . . .All this suspicion and lying and — 

hatred. Being afraid all the time . . . 

Mrs. Channing: What about the gun you keep by your 

bedside? What about the way you check and double-check 

all the doors and windows at night? Isn't that fear? 

Mrs. Channing: Well, with me it's fear. And you don't 

have to deal with the servants. You don't know what 
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it's like. Locking up every single thing — food and 

everything . . . knowing how they despise you for it . . 

. Having to endure what they're feeling about the car and 

my clothes and the silver . . . Never trusting them . . 

. And you can't trust them. . . . If I could only tell 

her the truth . . . But I can't . . . I'll just throw 

them away somewhere . . . Then perhaps they'll be 

forgotten. (12-13) 

We realize as Helen speaks her final lines that these earrings 

will not be forgotten, nor will the issues they've come to 

symbolize, now that the enactment has occurred. The audience 

can no longer escape the subversive implications of this 

dissimulating theater and the sense that Women's Theater is 

not only a crucial facet of West Indian decolonization but 

also of primary importance in revisioning West Indian 

identities, counter-identities and the chains which confine 

them still during this ostensible era of Independence. 

Indeed, the old Prosperan gods of patriarchy have become the 

Helen Channings of post-coloniality. 

One final playwright in this second generation of Women's 

Theater will continue the subversion and dissimulations of 

Fonrose and Waite-Smith to both unmask middle-class 

misrepresentations and to refocus the figuration of woman on 
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those most dispossessed in the re-identifications of West 

Indian Theater. Cicely Rowland, in her 1967 production of 

Uncle Robert. compounds the ironies of Fonrose and the 

^documentation' of Waite-Smith to enact a resistance to 

mulatto middle-class ideologies of patriarchal power and 

difference and to explode bourgeois West Indian myths of 

aesthetic liberation and pretensions of transcendentally 

signifying the ^new' West Indian Self. Hence, Uncle Robert 

opens not in the salon, but on the ^other side' of social 

barriers which separate (usually) the varieties of Caribbean 

realities. Like Errol Hill, who will choose to center his 

chorus in the character of the Calypsonian and, thus, relocate 

the theatrical in the figures of popular, lower-class 

performances, Howland speaks her prologue through the 

troubador Chorus, who articulates similar relocations: 

Chorus: Good Evening. Let me introduce myself to you. 

I am the Chorus. That is to say, I am both storyteller 

and onlooker. ... In a minute or two I am going to ask 

you to take a walk down the street with me and have a 

look at some people I have been watching over the fence, 

a group of people as close as the fingers on my hand and 

as separate as blue sea and Blue Mountain. Yes, what we 

call a family. Let me remind you that family stories are 

in the very best tradition. Twenty-five centuries ago 
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and more the Ancient Greeks told stories that have never 

been equalled, as you know. The names of their heroes 

ring down the ages as familiar as Mother Goose and Brer 

Anancy . . . Ulyses . . . King Agamemnon . . . Helen of 

Troy .... Family life: this was, this is, the 

stumbling block, bugbear, battlefield, ivory tower, 

institution, heaven, and hell, that then and now brings 

a man face to face with the gods. So follow me now. Let 

us go down one of our streets in the year 1957 and I will 

show you some of our local family heroes in the very 

thick of battle. Safely, of course, from the sidelines. 

(Howland 5-6) 

We quickly realize, then, that Uncle Robert, like other 

theatralizations of the period from Hill to Walcott, attempts 

to rewrite Caribbean experience and validate it alongside 

Western master-pieces. These are "local" characters playing 

out very located roles, comparable to the foundational images 

of Western cultural identifications. Yet, unlike both Hill 

and Walcott and the predecessors of Women's Theater in the 

1930s, Rowland's Chorus positions us as spectators on the 

margins gazing in upon the very illusions of such ^validation' 

figured in the central middle-class entity, the Family, and 

its enactments of West Indian ^tragedies'. Rather than 
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"renaming the gods," as other Theaters of Dissimulation 

attempt to do, Howland will brilliantly deconstruct the very 

notion of such an endeavor, linking it to other middle-class 

delusions (and cleverly countering the productions of Hill, 

Walcott, and others). To do so, Howland revolves the play 

around the figure of Robert, a middle-class poet, and his 

struggles to produce a West Indian epic. Howland introduces 

Robert as he discusses the central image of the play, the 

garden, with his own lower-class counterpart, Lancelot, and 

begins to hint at the problematics of such Ariel-like figures 

and such relations: 

Robert: The border's fine. The surface is fine. 

Everything's fine on top. You know 

your trouble? You want it easy. As long as it looks 

good you're satisfied. . . But the plant has roots. It 

doesn't drift and bum like you and me. It has to worry 

about what's underneath. If there isn't nourishment and 

air and moisture down there it's going to have to die. 

And then what's your surface going to look like? Eh? 

Lancelot: It not going to look like anything at all, Mr. 

Robert. 
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In a sense, this garden comes to represent the West Indies 

itself, actually worked by Lancelot and only managed by Robert 

who sees it as a metaphor for a displaced West Indian identity 

and alienation which has become his idee fixe. Just such 

misperceptions lead Robert to his poetic project. He 

discloses to Lancelot: 

Robert: No. A poem. An idea for a poem. One day, 

Lancelot, I shall write a great epic poem. . . . Don't 

fool yourself, the Greeks and all aren't the only ones to 

have heroes and gods. We'll have ours too, "commensurate 

with the grandeur of the earthquake and the ferocity of 

the hurricane." Black gods and white gods and (winking) 

ripe brown goddesses, eh Lancelot? (10) 

Such eroticizations of the figure of the feminine couple 

with Robert's other fantasies of romanticized identities to be 

found in the "purity" of undissembled Caribbean communities 

like the mountain village he has chosen to "create" in. 

Epitomizing bourgeois desires to ^go native' and escape the 

liberal's guilty conscience and revelation that, as Robert 

puts it, "History's just a record of one bloody crime after 

another" (18), Howland's Poet retires to his idyllic cavern to 

revision such histories and to cleanse himself in visions of 
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a truer Self. Returning scenes later, Robert speaks to 

Matthew (his nephew) of his epiphany on the mount: 

Matthew: I just feel I don't know who I am anymore. . . 

Where I belong. . . 

Robert: Tell me about it. 

Matthew: I don't like myself. . . I don't like my 

thoughts. . . I don't even understand myself. 

Robert: I know. We've been given quite a heritage, but 

we don't seem to have much idea what to do with it. 

Europe and Africa. Two feet to stand on. There: there's 

balance for you. No sense trying to keep your balance on 

one foot, is there? Some of us like to think we can 

stand firmly on the European foot, all by itself. We'd 

damn well amputate the other one if we could. Others — 

like John [Matthew's homosexual partner] perhaps — want 

it the other way: Africa's enough for them. Ever looked 

at yourself in the mirror? Embrace your whole heritage, 

boy. Not just your dual colour — both cultures, both 

feelings, both worlds. . . If you do that — if John does 

it — then you'll know who you are. You're free. (57) 
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Even Robert's romanticizations of the *native' experience have 

not prevented his reaching the same epiphany that West Indian 

playwrights reach in the late 60s and early 70s of hybrid 

identities and prismatic voices (see my discussion of Michael 

Gilkes in Chapter 1). Howland seems to support, in some 

senses, such beginnings of decolonization and reconstruction, 

allowing Robert such wisdom, for a moment at least, before he 

is stabbed to death by Lancelot, deflating immediately his 

presence in both Matthew's enlightenment and the bourgeois 

entity of the family circle. 

As the family gathers around the corpse of this Janus 

figure, destroyed before he could create his Homeric, 

mythopoetic manifesto, we begin to realize that this has not 

only been a play about delusions of middle-class cultural 

destiny and re-identifications, but about the realities which 

such misrepresentations engender in their wake. Robert's 

absence in the hills creates entropy in this very fragile 

family unit, exposing the petty natures and insecurities which 

underlie each character's mask, culminating in Sylvia's 

destruction of the garden to spite Robert's spurning her very 

affected love for his own poetic desire. Highly symbolic in 

its reflection upon the role of middle-class women in the 

defeated designs of artistic (even dramatic) endeavor, the 

destruction of the garden leads to the most crucial commentary 

in the play, and perhaps its most telling subversive moment: 
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the scapegoating of Lancelot for the *crime' which inspires 

his homocidal act to rebel against his patriarchal mimetic 

other, Robert, whom he had once wanted to join in the hills. 

Rowland's point again seems clear, as Lancelot enacts what has 

perhaps become the archetypal mimetic action of lower-class 

resistance. This is a struggle between men, both deluded in 

some senses still by the Prosperan gods of Eurocentric 

discourse, both unable to escape futility and reinscription in 

roles which serve to enslave them and enchain them to a not-

so-Greek fate. 

Most important, however, is the way in which Rowland 

relates all of this to a refocused figure of woman. 

Throughout the play, Rowland depicts both the matriarchal-yet-

patriarchal Granma and the younger women like Sylvia and Babs 

as parodic fops, constantly either crying out their racial 

prejudices or cooing about love and re-playing middle-class 

roles of the coquette while they bespeak their separation from 

the realities of the masses. Babs will even comment that the 

jazz she has begun to listen "brings out the negro in me" 

(18), and Sylvia's every line seems to drip with the 

malapropisms of middle-class affectation. She comments to her 

unrequiting love, "Robert, I'd rather hear you laugh than all 

the perfumes of Arabia" (22), and continues on in sicophantic 

soliloquies: 
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There's a great poetry in the soil. I can see that, 

Robert. This morning when I went into the garden — my 

feet were bare — there was a dew on the grass — I began 

to sense it — a rythm. Or should I say metre when 

speaking about poetry? (23) 

Juxtaposed against such bourgeois duplicities and dupes, 

Howland positions the figure of Ruby, mother of Lancelot and 

cook in the household, who, though never romanticized beyond 

her myopic belief that "the Party will change everything, 

solve everything," becomes the locus of the last act of the 

play and of its central implications. As the Chorus possesses 

Ruby, the audience gets a glimpse of Howland's only hope in 

this otherwise tragic dissimulation: 

Chorus: No-one has ever spoken for this woman. HE might 

have spoken for her, had he lived- Disgrace, hunger and 

fear — she knows them all. She knows the strength and 

texture of the woven net. Who will speak for her now? 

She and her kind will not easily be explained or 

comforted. (71) 
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Indeed, the message of Rowland's performance seems 

encapsulated in these last lines, for as the curtain closes on 

Ruby alone onstage, the audience is forced, finally, to focus 

upon the figure of those women so dispossessed by the 

machinations of the middle-class and reproductions of, 

ultimately, a master-script. 

If this second generation of playwrights shifts the 

ideological focus of Women's Theater from the dissimulations 

of European misimagings to the further dissimulations of the 

re-enactments of those misimagings, forcing us to stand on the 

other side of Rowland's "fence" and critigue the identities 

posited by West Indian theaters during the Independence era, 

we might also realize that these playwrights still locate 

their theatralizations in identity politics and essential!zed 

binaries of Self and non-Self which, even in what postcolonial 

critics might term their "counter-hegemonic" projects, still 

seem to figure the realities of woman's experience in 

existential dilemmas and in dichotomies of difference, of 

Being, and of the feminine. While Women's Theater in the late 

1960s may be much more effective than other Theaters of 

Dissimulation, then, it is as yet restricted by its very 

attempt to merely rip away the masks of patriarchy and mimicry 

rather than involute the mechanisms of these discourses and 

systems of power. Such involution becomes the project of the 

third wave of West Indian Women's Theater in the 1970s and 
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1980s, for it is here that playwrights begin to transform the 

Theater of Dissimulation into what I have termed a Theater of 

Dissimilation, one that attempts to liberate the role of the 

feminine from the confines of theatralizations which simply 

subvert the appropriation of colonial/imperialist discourses 

and disfigurations of woman, to produce a metatheatrical 

renaming and infiltration of the very systems of imaging 

themselves. Moreover, it is here that Woman's Theater begins 

to play a crucial and lead part in the development of a 

"nation theater," which like Kamau Brathwaite's "nation 

language," creolizes the West Indian stage and script to do 

more than merely counterpose the dispossessed against those 

who re-possess the masks of patriarchy and difference, but 

instead to inhabit the very center of the rituals of 

theatralization with the realities of the margins and the 

voices of the marginalized who begin to write their own last 

act and rewrite their own roles. In doing so, this Theater of 

Dissimilation is able to resist the now neocolonial means of 

domination, the control of the images of identity and the 

constructs of West Indian selfhood by foreign, largely 

American, capitalist colonizers as it joins other West Indian 

struggles to develop critical consciousness of the magic of 

the new Prospero. 

Perhaps the earliest, and most significant of these 

emergent plays is Sylvia Wynter's Maskarade. published in 1979 
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and first performed for a telecast on Jamaica Broadcasting 

Corporation television in December 1973. From the initial 

stage notes, we get a sense that this enactment will depart 

radically from the theatralizations of earlier Women's Theater 

to reposition its action and implications in the rituals and 

culture of the masses of both rural and urban poor. Moreover, 

these rituals will be compounded by a series of "stages," both 

historical and dramatic, which serve to force an audience 

awareness of the process of cultural revisioning, of 

theatrical imagings throughout class hierarchies, and of their 

own roles in the reproduction of certain discourses and 

spectacles which define social self-conceptions and perhaps 

limit social revolution. Wynter hints at such restagings as 

she sets her own stage: 

The play is enacted on three levels of awareness: Lovey 

and his apprentice are real — Lovey reliving the past, 

trying to paint the picture to the young boy. On the 

second level there are the ^shades' of the Jonkunnu Band. 

On the third level there are the seemingly real scenes 

with Driver, Brainsy, etc. and the play within the play, 

(Wynter 26) 

and again, emphasizing both the ^experimental' nature of this 

production and the significance of its refocusing: 
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There is the reality of Lovey and the Apprentice: the 

illusion of the Jonkunnu Band: the seeming reality of 

Brainsy's shop and Miss Gatha's room: the Jonkunnu Band 

in the Kingston streets and the play within a play. This 

play within the play should also be on two levels: when 

the actors are acting their parts in a larger-than-life 

manner, and when they forget to act and their true 

emotions are revealed. . . . The text is written in what 

seems at first glance to be blank verse: on examination 

this is found not to be the case — it is written this 

way to present dialect as an art form, and to illustrate 

the cadence and rythym of stage dialect speech . . . Some 

poetic licence has been taken in respect to Driver's 

lines when he refers to buses, telephones, electricity — 

none of which were in use at the time: such poetic 

licence is perfectly in order in a play that has fantasy 

in its context. (28-29) 

What Wynter does, then, is to bring onto the previously 

bourgeois stage a play which enacts an earlier stage in the 

histories of West Indian expression: the Jonkunnu ceremony and 

the Riot of 1841, all staged within the larger frame of the 

"pappyshow" of Lovey and his apprentice, another ^street' 

ritual of the contemporary masses. The implications of this 
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become clearer as we realize the play's plot, for this is not 

just an enactment along the lines of an Errol Hill re-

performance of any notions of an essentialized West Indian 

theater rooted in a romanticization of the folk. As Lovey 

informs us at the beginning of the play, this is a 

theatralization of the dialogies of such "lower-class" 

performances and of their internalizations of patriarchal 

master-scripts. Lovey explains: 

Come one, come all 

Come high, come low 

Come and see our puppet show! 

Come close, sit down. 

Listen well while I relate 

A terrible tale of love and hate . . . 

Blow for blow 

Lead for lead 

Blood for blood. 

Actor-Boy Prince 

Stone cold dead on a Kingston street! 

After that, riot! Soldier! Gunl 

I remember well, how I remember well. 

That Christmas Jonkunnu masquerade: 

The people, the tale 

And the part that we played in the play. (30) 
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Wynter will clarify such critical theatralizations as she 

juxtaposes this "unofficial" voice to the "official" voice of 

Mayor Mitchell: 

Take heed. Know what is good for you: 

Play your play 

Jump your masquerade 

But keep the peace . . . 

Or else I stamp out Jonkunnul 

Stamp it into the ground 

Stamp it once and for all out of this Town! (11) 

Bound within the space between these official and unofficial 

discourses. Driver emerges onstage to reveal the conflicts 

Wynter perceives in such re-playings. Driver, the carriage-

driver for Mayor Mitchell, desires to rewrite his part in the 

traditional play as he aspires to mimic the power of his 

patriarch and the upper-class. He comments to Brainsy: 

You know something? 

I tired of playing Horsehead, Brainsy, 

Year in, year out. 

Making an ass of myself. 
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I born for better part than that man, 

I born to play a Kingl (32) 

More importantly, however. Driver's desires to reconstruct 

within the image of his Master stem from underlying desires to 

both possess the figure of the feminine and to seduce the 

young Quashiba into playing her own rewritten part as a 

vehicle for patriarchal empowerment. As Driver relates his 

design to Brainsy we realize that Wynter is attempting to 

explode these "mimicries" and the ritual of Carnival itself as 

dependent upon the imagings of the master-script. Driver 

elates: 

That's part of the plan 

To catch that ground dove in my hand . . . 

That's why I must be King . . . 

I have a Throne, Brainsy! A 

Kingdom! And a crown of gold. 

That's the plan, Brainsy, you don't see? 

That's what I'll blind her with: 

Fill up her eyes with dreams: 

I am going to make her a Queen, Brainsy, 

In the Kingdom of the play 
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She'll wear the finest dress she'll ever see! 

Gold Earrings in her ears 

Silk shoes and gloves to match. 

A crown of gold 

And silver stars sprinkle all over her frock. 

She'll be my masquerade Queen, 

In our imagining, 

I'll be Actor-Boy, her King. 

My arms will be her Kingdom 

My love will be her Throne. (34) 

That such imperialist designs depend upon both the conquest of 

woman's body and the theatralizations of hegemonic power in 

illusory representations of wealth, prestige, and fantasies of 

position cements Wynter's critique of the very role of such 

enactments in the reimprisoning of women and the masses. 

Perhaps it is just such internalizations that keep the 

"people" bound to the strings which control their gesturings 

just as Lovey manipulates his puppets. 

Yet, this is not a play merely about male fantasy and 

lower-class mimicries. Instead of simply exposing the 

mechanisms of the dialogy between the official and unofficial 

voices of mastery here, Wynter allows woman to attempt to 

liberate her part from Driver's restaging. Hence, Driver's 
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traditional Queen and long-time lover. Miss Gatha, will emerge 

to interrupt this *new' script and reclaim the role of woman. 

Lovey sets the stage for such an involution: 

But Driver forget one factor in the equation: 

Miss Gatha from way back 

Play the Queen in Jonkunnu 

Work her finger to the bone 

Make Driver a decent home. 

Now she begin to suspect 

The dolly house mash up 

Her life over and done with 

Throw away like scrapses on a dry 

leaf firel (36) 

And, again in metatheatrical language, Gatha will question 

Driver's patriarchal passions: 

What part you decide for me to play? 

Or, you write me out of it. Driver? 

Write out my scene? (37) 

Resisting such revisionings of her part, Gatha again revises 

the masquerade (now terming it Maskarade, as if Gatha's play 
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lends Wynter's its title), to don the disguise of Executioner 

and to, as she tells Slim, "write my own part in the play" 

(38). Here, in the "play within the play" in scene 2, Gatha 

will intercede in the traditional plot of Jonkunnu and 

instigate an "actual" battle between Cuffee, the young lover 

of Quashiba who has been given the part of Actor-Boy by 

Driver, and Driver in his role as King. Lovey, again, 

conjures the scene: 

The play still playing according to the pattern. 

they fighting now 

And just as it should turn out 

The young prince supposed to win: 

Touch the old King with his stick. 

The old King fall down on the ground 

Pretend him dead . . . 

This is the pattern of the Maskarade 

Play; 

The young challenge the old: 

One of them die: 

The doctor bring him back alive. 

After, all sing and dance and celebrate, 

And jump up MaskaradeI . . . 

This time the pattern change: 
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Real life catch up with the play. 

Cuffee was young and strong. 

Driver was old and expert. 

Cuffee heart fill with rage and hate. 

Driver head fill with a dream: 

A last dream of love 

And a moonlight drive 

With a young girl around his neck 

In a carriage by the sea . . . 

When another actor enter on the scene 

And write a different script. . . . 

This was no play thing now .... (45-47) 

As a result of Gatha's involution of her part and her act of 

resistance, the riot breaks out throughout Kingston which 

drives Mayor Mitchell into retreat and the Jonkunnu band into 

the hills where they lurk still, Wynter tells us, as a 

symbolic flame of social revolution and subaltern rebellion. 

Wynter conflates these actions of dis-assimilation in her 

final lines: 

Gatha: Is me. 
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After all these years 

Driver write me out of the play: 

Blot out my part, my scene: 

So I write a different end, Brainsy, 

To a different play. . . . 

Lovey: Jonkunnu play over? 

Jonkunnu play just begun! 

Mayor Mitchell or no Mayor Mitchell, 

Jonkunnu play, ban or no ban, go on. (49-50) 

Hence, Wynter has not only prefigured the advent of future 

tensions between West Indian social classes, but has located 

such prophetic enactments in the refiguration of woman which, 

though perhaps somewhat problematic still in its retreat to a 

subaltern identification, nevertheless begins a process of 

dissimilating the languages and images, rituals and 

representations of West Indian realities. 

So, too, will other theaters and playwrights emerge in 

the 1970s to continue this process and refiguration. As 

critics like Rhonda Cobham have demonstrated recently, 

theatrical companies such as the Sistren Collective extend 

Wynter's renaming of the rituals, especially in their most 

succesful production of Bellywoman Banaarang from 1978-1986, 
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not only staging the dramas of "lower-class" women in a 

docvimentation of patriarchal oppression, but to also locate 

these critiques in the rituals of women's experience: the 

children's ring game which becomes, according to Cobham, 

symbolic in Bellywoman Banaarana of the struggle for 

liberation from the constructs of the feminine. Cobham 

delineates the group's particular "consciousness-raising" 

involution: 

Working outside of the formal intellectual and stylistic 

traditions which dominate Caribbean theatre, the 

Collective was able, nevertheless, to move beyond 

mere documentary or burlesque; from the level of 

simple recall to that of artistic reflection. The 

content and politics of the group's experience was 

able to dictate the form and vice-versa to the 

point where, in the words of one reviewer, the play 

offered evidence *that we can build our own 

Caribbean theatre forms by looking inwards to the 

simple customs we take for granted . . . the things 

experts call "folk forms" ', (Cobham 233-4) 

and again; 
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Ford-Smith's [Honor Ford-Smith, director of Sistren] 

solution to this logistical problem as artistic director 

was to use ritual frameworks to enclose a series of 

scenes which seemed to relate to a particular class of 

experiences or to a specific stage in the women's lives. 

The rituals that emerged from the workshops that seemed 

to work best, given the women's relative youth and their 

absence of any marked association with specific religious 

rituals or festivals, were those connected with childhood 

and the street. . . . Over time, these frames and 

bridges emerged as the embodiment of the metaphysical 

concerns of the narratives. (235-6) 

Hence, though still unpublished and therefore unavailable 

to this author, Bellywoman Banaarana seems to enact a similar 

resistance to both traditional master-scripts and social 

internalizations, as the ring game of the children becomes an 

enclosing metaphor for the cultural enclosure of the figure of 

the feminine, represented on stage by the four pregnant 

teenagers who can never break free from the confines of their 

"play-within-the-play." Unable to muster the defiance of a 

Miss Gatha or the hopeful investment in the figure of the 

subaltern revolutionary, Sistren leaves these characters 
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destitute and broken through the play's ending, perhaps 

enacting the "other side" of these 1970s dissimilations: the 

despair of "lower-class" women to ever entirely revision their 

realities. Cobham intimates such despair in her articulation 

of Sistren's message: 

Gloria is beaten, first by her mother and later by her 

baby's father; Yvonne's pregnancy results in her being 

violently evicted by her Godmother and Marie is raped. 

Only Didi seems to escape overt physical violence, since 

hers is the one relationship that seems at the outset to 

be based on mutual attraction. Yet she too must endure 

a form of spiritual violence as she confronts the irony 

that her romance with ^Dennis, just Dennis' has been 

based on mutual exploitation: she wanted the food he had 

offered, he wanted her body. (237) 

If this is a play which utilizes a renaming of the 

rituals to, as Cobham states, "raise questions about ways in 

which the process of mothering, be it social, biological or 

institutional, may be undermined or put at risk by the 

economic realities of Caribbean society" (238), it is also a 

play about the failure of such revisionings to produce any 

empowerment beyond critical awareness. Like the ring game at 
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its center, this is a play which cannot break free. Cobham 

again makes the point: 

The play uses the actual words and format of children's 

games familiar to Jamaicans. Many of them are ring games 

which constantly replay certain prescribed movements and 

directives. The repetition becomes an image of the cycle 

of failed nurturance which is played out from state to 

institution and back to state. The idea of a circle also 

illustrates the way in which each generation of women is 

forced to repeat the cycle of early pregnancy, overwork, 

inadequate mothering ... It suggests that the circle is 

a shifting, open-ended structure that may simultaneously 

reconstitute itself as trap or bulwark. . . . In a later 

use of a similar figure a wider, institutional circle of 

barriers is invoked. Whereas in the former circle the 

chances are about even that the ball will be caught or 

dropped, in this sterner fastness of economic and social 

limitation, the image is one of animals penned in, who 

may find, in breaking through their pen, that their 

destination is the slaughterhouse. (242) 

Like Jackson Phillips and Harry Trewe in Walcott's Pantomime. 

these characters exit the stage still bound to the systems of 
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imaging which control their reconstructions, still under 

Prosper©'s wand, and still struggling to represent the 

marginalized West Indian woman on center-stage. While the 

masks may have been abjected, they have not as yet been fully 

reconstructed. 

As the Theater of Dissimilation and Dis-Assimilation 

develops into the 1980s, another group of playwrights will 

join these women playwrights to not only continue a renaming 

of the rituals but to offer more positive solutions to the 

dilemmas of the seventies. Critics such as Elaine Savory Fido 

and Judy Stone note the significant emergence of a lineage of 

male playwrights, stemming back to the "experimental" and 

"ritual" theater of Dennis Scott, who focus their eighties 

enactments upon the refiguration of the figure of the feminine 

and its relation to cultural revisionings and "lower-class" 

theatralizations. Perhaps most significant of these is the 

Trinidadian playwright Zeno Obi Constance, whose The Ritual. 

Or Friday Morning. First Period [1983] offers possibly the 

most critical and effective representation of not only the 

systems of power and imaging which confine West Indian woman, 

but also the role of theatralization itself in the resistance 

to such domination. Here, in this final Ritual, we find the 

potential liberation of both West Indian constructions of Self 

and the Caribbean consciousness in general. 

Constance opens his ritual in another site of 
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internalization: the schoolhouse, where five unnamed girls 

will alternate parts (a process that eventually conscripts the 

audience to participate in their rather Brechtian 

^verfremdungseffekt'), as they inhabit the role of Omega, a 

pregnant classmate and paradigm of the final sign alluded to 

in her name. Insisting upon, finally, the dialogue of the 

streets and the "lower-class," Constance fully "creolizes" the 

once Master-script of West Indian theater as he involutes this 

center of power struggle with the arenas of marginalization 

and the voices of the marginalized. As the curtain rises on 

these schoolgirls, they, too, have begun to internalize 

discourses of objectification, standards of beauty and 

femininity, and the moralities of patriarchy. Standing, "as 

if in a trance," the girls break the initial silence of what 

we realize quickly is a possession ritual of sorts, to voice 

these representations of social indoctrination as they mock 

their friend Joylyn, commenting amongst themselves, "Joylyn 

want one good man to cool she down, leh she behave she self" 

(Constance 54). Such mockeries cease as the group begins to 

discuss Omega's situation and decides to compound the 

possessive nature of this ritual by "playing we is Omega" 

(56). Throughout Part One of the play, the girls take turns 

playing Omega in a variety of scenarios which theatralize her 

plight, moving from Omega's discussion of her pregnancy with 

her Rasta lover, Michael, who imposes the moralities of his 
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community upon her, to her dialogue with her parents, who 

threaten her with violence and ignore her, to a court room, 

where she is further brutalized with accusations of 

prostitution and the dehumanizations of the State. As the 

ritual of playing Omega continues, and the line between 

reality and their game becomes thinner, the girls begin to 

transform their perception to become conscious of a larger 

significance in their enactments. Constance stages this 

epiphany: 

1: How you mean you eh playing? 

4: Look, let we finish the thing, nah. 

5: I cyah take much more ah this nah. 

4: So what? Let we done it. Me eh go feel good until 

we come to the end. 

5: No. 

1: (angrily) No, my ass. You know damn well why we doing 

it and we going to do it. 

5: What it going to prove eh I What it going to prove? 

1: It going to prove what it have to because all ah we 

is Omega. You and you and you; all ah we. All woman who 

ever love before or get love before; or skip school or 

storm taxi or cuss teacher or screw after party, all is 

Omega. And all ah we who carry the guilt of a girl who 
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get pregnant but didn't want to get pregnant. So we 

going to become Omega for a little while to understand 

she feelings, to know she better, cause is like to know 

we better. (66) 

Hence, Constance locates his revisioning in a 

heteroglossic fracturing of the notion of identity as 

essential and individual, subaltern or silenced. Here, Omega 

as construct becomes all of us as construct, and as 

complicitous in her oppression, objectif ication, and 

dismissal. Constance cements the point at the end of Part 

One: 

1: [slapping number 5]: Ah say we doing it and we damn 

well doing it, if we have to do a thousand scenes, play 

a thousand plays, perform a thousand rituals until we 

understand Omega — not Omega the end — but Omega the 

beginning of a New Society. Is 400 years now we playing 

Omega. Like is since forever we is Omega. Since we step 

off them slave ships Caribbean woman is Omega, hustling 

man and getting seeded. Never sure who the father is . 

. . So we go try, we go become Omega until we understand 

and come so strong that Caribbean woman cyah get 

exploited again. Until black woman could walk tall with 

they heads held high. Cause if v/e cyah see that day even 
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in we minds, then there is no hope. NOT NOW; NOT EVER. 

(67) 

It is with this renewed perspective that the girls will 

enact Part Two of this ritual, performing a number of social 

^street scenes' and instances of patriarchal exchange of the 

figure of woman, from the shopkeeper's relation of his sexist 

tale to the interruption of the Taxi-driver, who also begins 

a story of male fantasy and mysogyny, to the Constable who 

harasses Michael and Omega as they court on the pretence that 

Omega seems out of place with a Rasta and not home safe where 

she should be. These scenes culminate with one final ritual, 

"the very best one" as Number 1 terms it, which recalls an 

African birth ceremony vastly different and yet somehow 

connected to the dismissals of such ceremonies in Omega's 

world. Here, Constance centers the message of his play: 

[As the Ashanti Elder prepares the ceremony] For through 

you and this child to be born our people can experience 

not only the past but the present and future to come. 

Let Adunna come and we shall perform the ritual of 

pregnancy that has been ours and will be ours forever. 

(74) 
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Lest such reifications seem too romanticized and idealized, 

Constance yanks the girls out of their possession trance as 

the Teacher emerges to scold and scoff at the girls for 

"wasting time," accusing them of not giving enough disciplined 

concern to Omega and her plight. Ironically, she demands the 

girls' names — identifications which are now superfluous — 

to report them to the school authorities as the curtain drops. 

Thus, while the girls give their names for the first time in 

the play, we sense that Constance's insistence that they are 

now all Omega subverts such re-indoctrination and any 

nostalgia for an essentialized solution in myths of Africa and 

"pure" cultural traditions. The only renaming that must occur 

is that ritualized in this performance: one which demands 

involvement in a specifically West Indian reconfiguration of 

a prismatic Self, aware of its own construction. For Zeno Obi 

Constance, we must all write Omega's last act together, and 

only in doing so can we ever really be free. 
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STATION BREAK (CHAPTER THREE) 

DEFLATING THE DISSEMINATIONS OF CONQUEST: 

LUIS RAFAEI SANCHEZ AND THE INTER-ERUPTION OF THE PROGRAM 

PUERTORRIQUENO 

"I am convinced this is the spot of the earthly 

paradise." (Christopher Columbus, 1493) 

"Y el teatro es, por mas que lo embelequen, una maroma 

audaz, un feroz riesgo [And theater is, no matter how 

much they dissemble it, a tightrope walk, a savage 

risk]." 

(L.R. Sanchez, 1984) 

When Christopher Columbus initiated the dissemination of 

both Spanish imperialist design and Euroimperialist discourses 

of conquest and possession, he also engendered what might be 

termed the paradigmatic theatralizing act in the histories of 

Latino Caribbean, especially Puerto Rican, colonialism. 

Unlike the Herodotean metaphors approproriated by Columbus for 
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his descriptions of the *barbarian' Caribs, Puerto Rico and 

its Arawak inhabitants became immediately transformed into an 

edenic fantasy replete with idyllic idealizations and pastoral 

masques awaiting a master of ceremonies to orient the 

production. If Santo Domingo was Caliban, Puerto Rico played 

the part of Ariel, an eroticized and exoticed space which 

beckoned its own "discovery" and an open stage awaiting the 

passion play of Catholic patriarchy. Columbus establishes 

this misrepresentation in his records of his first encounter 

with the Taino (a name which was the result of an errant 

articulation and an example of quixotic blunder as the name 

itself derives from an initial miscommunication, "taino" being 

the Borinquen word for "hello"), commenting that these lesser 

actors constitute a "gentle and loving" people who "exhibit 

great love toward others in preference to themselves" (Babin 

and Steiner, 2). Such tropes of Platonic gratitude and 

Magdalenesque compassion dominate the representations that 

legitimized the violent "civilizing mission" of Spanish 

invasion and justified the rape of Borinquen land, culture, 

women as a policy of grace. The policies of "mestizaje" meant 

primarily the coerced dissemination of both Spanish blood and 

a hierarchy of meaning culminating in the absolutism of 

Iberian identity and ideology. Hence, from the "soldier-

adventurer" Juan Rodriguez Calderon's poem dedicated "To the 

Beautiful and Felicitous Island of San Juan de Puerto Rico" 
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[1820s] that spawns an entire tradition of nature poetry (30), 

to the representations of North American imperialism that 

reproduce Columbus' theatralization of an "Island Paradise" 

populated with either white American couples re-discovering 

love or submissively smiling "island girls" still awaiting the 

imperialist embrace, Puerto Rico has been a stage for 

revisionings of dominance, joined in the figurations of erotic 

space and epic renaissance. Even recent American policy 

unofficially designates Puerto Rico as the "perfxamed colony" 

(as Gordon Lewis points out), our Ja'el against the evil 

Sisera played by Castro, perpetuating a role for Puerto Ricans 

which masks American denial of a Puerto Rican right to self-

representation at the same time that it dissembles Puerto 

Rican realities into yet another master-script. 

Just as these master-scripts of Puerto Rico's colonial 

prostitution have relied for five hundred plus years upon such 

misrepresentative roles, so, too, has the history of Puerto 

Rican drama been an enactment of imperialist relations. From 

the earliest missionary theaters to the reproduction of 

Spanish subjects and contexts throughout the nineteenth 

century — from the first nationalist theaters of 

dissimulation in the 1930s to the absurdist de-realizations of 

the 60s and 70s, from the Borinquen "areitos" (early dramatic 

rituals cited by some as originary acts for a national drama) 

to the satires of Francisco Arrivi and the later dissimilating 
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theater of Luis Rafael Sanchez and Zora Moreno — the Puerto 

Rican stage has been a site of disseminations of both conquest 

and resistance, negotiation and reconfiguration in relation to 

this official program puertorriqueno. Moreover, it is here in 

the interstice between these two theatralizing tendencies that 

Puerto Rican playwrights, especially those in the 1980s, have 

begun to rename the rituals of Puerto Rican drama and deflate 

the very mechanisms of misrepresentation that have for so long 

masked the masses of Puerto Ricans as those same mechanisms 

massified Puerto Rico's part in the dialectics of the 

Americas. Here, in a metatheater much like that of the 

Anglophone Caribbean in the 80s yet specific to Puerto Rican 

genealogies of conquest and neocolonialism, playwrights led by 

Luis Rafael Sanchez take that "savage risk" of refiguring both 

Puerto Rican theatralizations and Puerto Rican revolutions 

into a theater that "inter-erupts" (that is, explodes and 

interrupts) the very space of the act of signification, 

creating, potentially, a critical consciousness of the 

essential dialogies underlying Puerto Rican images, the 

"tightrope" upon which Puerto Rico has been positioned since 

Columbus erected his tent. 

The initial stretchings of this tightrope between 

official monologies and the heterologic realities of Puerto 

Rico emerge with the first ^official' theatrical acts on the 

island. Similar to the dissembling theaters of the Anglophone 
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Caribbean that either constructed a West Indies fit for 

European consumption in the theaters of the metropole or 

literally disseminated its own nationalizing texts via 

travelling troupes, the ^original' stages of Puerto Rico were 

appropriated and conscripted for the service of Castillian 

conquistadores and their ideological attaches: the 

missionaries who would become the initial masters of 

ceremonies transforming the pastorality of Columbus' fantasies 

into the program of acculturation to the Love Supreme. Sandra 

Cypess makes such a connection between theater and conquest in 

her insightful chapter on Puerto Rican theater in The History 

of Caribbean Literature. v. I: 

Because the Spanish military conquest also implied 

acculturation, the church fathers used the dramatic 

form as a way to instruct both the indigenous and 

African populations in the Christian religion. The 

churchmen made use of both indigenous and African 

elements with European forms to reach the new 

populations they were trying to convert with the 

aid of drama. (Cypess, 239) 

Though such early presentations may have been the antecedents 

of later creolizing theaters in the twentieth century as 
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Cypess indicates further on, these productions were more the 

appropriation of those pre-Columbian "areitos" for an 

ultimately European deus ex machina and a decidedly 

Eurocentric Logos. Thus, the morality play was anything but, 

as it demanded the a priori role of a heathen audience upon 

which it could manifest its legitimizing right to power, to 

possession, and to representation itself, masked all the while 

in the loving guise of paternal benevolence. 

So, too, would the emergence of secular theater in Puerto 

Rico be confined to the master-script and to the dissemination 

of colonial ideologies and patriarchal relations. As the 

project of conquest became one of colonial occupation, and as 

the acculturating theater of the missionaries inculcated a 

hispanophilia at the heart of its ecclesiastical enactments, 

Puerto Rico became a stage for the perambulations of the 

Empire, from its baroque social comedies to its romantic 

idealizations, a marginal space for the re-centerings of 

Spanish cultural and mimetic hegemony. As Frank Dauster 

summarizes: 

Prior to 1938, theater in Puerto Rico languished 

under the same handicaps which prevailed in 

most of Latin America. Theater consisted almost entirely 

of inferior comedy and bad melodrama presented by 

visiting Spanish companies. The acting style echoed the 
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excesses of romanticism, and the organization of the 

companies around one leading figure tended to subordinate 

dramatic values to the commercial. The prompter's shell 

was probably the most important item in any presentation. 

The few sporadic attempts to do something representative 

of Puerto Rico were virtually ignored. (Dauster, 177) 

Thus these early theatralizations were more a facet of 

larger socio-economic systems of coramodification and cultural 

imperialism than they were mere entertainment. The 

predominance of plays as inculcators on into the nineteenth 

century reaffirms not only the popularity of the Spanish 

dramatists (and therefore their value on the colonial 

margins), but also the canonization of such Spanish tropes as 

the eroticization of the land and the disfiguration of the 

figure of the feminine for patriarchal plots, the idealization 

of the very victims of Spanish genocide, and the constant 

reification of the notions of racial and class hierarchies. 

The humanism of a Fuente Oveiuna and the stagings of 

liberation applauded in Golden Age Theater must have 

oscillated oddly in the arena of the colonial stage, while the 

peasant multitudes denied access to these theater houses, a 

people so brutally denied their own revolution from the 

massacre of 1511 on, congregated elsewhere, erased. Jordan 
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Phillips hints at the problematic "mimicry" inherent in these 

theatralizations: 

Patronal feasts and other special occasions were 

usually celebrated with dramatic productions, at first 

only religious, and by late nineteenth century there were 

groups of "aficionados" who presented works of the best 

known Spanish dramatists: Echegaray, Zorilla and 

Calderon. The influence of the Romantics is predominant 

in both Tapia [Alejandro Tapia y Rivera's Robert 

D'Evereux. 1848, marking him as the * father' of Puerto 

Rican drama] and the dramatist Salvador Brau, whose Heroe 

y martir fl871'> exalts the character Juan de Padilla, a 

sixteenth-century leader of Castillian independence. The 

same passionate love for freedom is reflected in Brau's 

later play, Los horrores del triunfo (1887). Both are 

written in verse. (Phillips, 11-12) 

The rather farcical re-enactment of these celebrations of 

collective liberation, these panegyrics to freedom, seems 

especially dissembling given the realities of the Spanish 

slave trade and the pernicious taxonomies of identity decreed 

by the Crown and actualized by colonial governors. Certainly 

Calderon's famous title, "La vida es sueno [Life is a dream]," 

seems strangely lucid in a racial caste system which 
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culminated in such categories as "No te entiendo (I don't 

understand you)" (Winn, 143). That Puerto Rican romantic 

traditions would center on internalizations of Spain's own 

duplicitous folklorizations seems even more significant and 

disturbing. Texts like El Jibaro (cornerstone of nineteenth 

century Puerto Rican fiction), like so many of the plays of 

this period, not only reproduce a "costumbrista" style, but 

they tend to re-enslave the masses to a now doubled 

dispossession: the Puerto Rican rural poor playing the part of 

the romanticized European peasant, twice removed from self-

representation and absurdly standing in for the sentimentalism 

of an ultimately European middle-class played now by the 

criollo elite and mulatto bourgeoisie. All the while, Puerto 

Rico herself re-enacts her role of the feminized and 

eroticized stage for the spurs of Spain's cavalier revelers. 

While official theater in Puerto Rico, then, tended to 

function as an arm of imperialism, disseminating cultural 

tropes via theatralizations programmatically Spanish and 

monologically patronizing, other rituals of Puerto Rican 

culture creolized into a theater of resistance to these 

dogmatic representations. Like the early slave theaters in 

the Anglophone Caribbean, these festivals and presentations 

represented more than simply the reductive gesturings of the 

masses, as they were so often perceived by their overseeing 

plantation masters. Similar to those Anglophone 
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theatralizations, these productions often dialogized the 

master-script and impersonated, even infiltrated, traditional 

social and mimetic roles in a carnivalesque reversal that 

would eventually become essential to later theaters of 

creolity in the 1980s. 

Yet, also like those West Indian theaters of dialogy, 

these enactments tended, in all of their decolonizing 

attempts, to reproduce the very discourses that perpetuated 

colonial systems of power and myths of superiority, from 

patriarchal insistence upon the erotic act of conquest to 

tropes of savage desire transmogrified into love of the 

Spanish. Hence, in their dialogizing act these rituals often 

serve to disseminate the dialogy of colonial experience: the 

unofficial play in the official as sanctioned inversion and 

(ultimately) re-centripetalizing coup. Like the West Indian 

Carnival, such rites posture a revolution while essentially 

rehearsing and resocializing the gesturings of the master. An 

example from the Fiesta de Santiago will illustrate. 

Performed each year on July 25th in rural districts like 

Loiza, this ritual dedicated to St. James of the Conquest 

(originally, as Babin points out, an icon of Spanish 

legitimacy in the ^expulsion' of its Moorish racial other) 

becomes much more than merely a syncretic act uniting 

Catholic, African, and indigenous dramatic techniques. 

Instead, as Francisco Arrivi implies in his twentieth century 
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scripting of the rite fVeiiiqantes. to be examined shortly in 

detail), this fete becomes a theatralization of the discourses 

of erotic possession and idealized acculturation, as the 

central action of the * fiesta' enacts the hunting down and 

seducing of a young mulata by Benedict©, a Spanish colonial 

first masked as a horned devil (or, veijigante). As Benedicto 

confesses his designs and codifies his seduction, we begin to 

realize the problems in this re-enacted ^rape': 

Benedicto: (In a firm voice) Ah! Peace and Love! 

Don't lose the only way that can keep us together. 

It is true that I shall ask your father to let you 

work for me as a servant. There is nothing else we 

can do. But in the shop, when I have closed up 

everything for the day, then we shall be alone 

together. Tona will be for me the prettiest brown 

girl and the best rhumba dancer in the whole island 

. . . Well, you know what to do . . . You will be 

my servant in the daytime but at night you will be 

my queen. (Babin, trans. Dr. R.E. Coulthard, 175) 

As Arrivi implies, the carnival act itself becomes, as it will 

for Tona, a reenactment of patriarchal dominance and the 

disfiguration of the role of woman in an economic relationship 
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metonymic of the Spanish *presence' behind the masque. Rather 

than just performing what Babin terms, "a celebration of 

complex paradoxes, in which the masked dancers taunt and mock 

those they pay homage to" (164), such theaters of dialogy 

ultimately serve to re-disseminate the discourses of conquest 

and re-dissemble the conquered and their conquerors. While the 

chorus of masked actors ostensibly inverts traditional Spanish 

styles and stages, it is revealed at the end to be a group of 

men disguised as women chanting on the couples' paradigmatic 

relation. Disturbingly, as Arrivi emphasizes, such re

investments of the eroticized image of colonial relations tend 

more toward internalization than liberation or revolution, and 

hence Tona cries out after her seduction is complete: 

Tona: My body was changed into a ripe naseberry . . . 

Tona: A knife of fire opened that naseberry in two. (176) 

The dialogic act at the core of such early resistance theaters 

and their rural descendents often leaves the monologies of 

imperialist discourses intact in yet another reprogramming of 

Puerto Rican imagings and yet another objectifying 

misarticulation. 

With the shift in imperialist dialectics in 1898, and the 

subsequent rescriptings of the role of Puerto Rico from the 

conquered and seduced Spanish possession to the "kept woman of 
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the United States," as Gordon Lewis quips (Lewis 38), the 

tightrope between official image and the realities of the 

Puerto Rican people was restretched between ^new' binaries of 

mastery and resistance, of colonizer and colonized, and of the 

ideologies of race, class and gender. North American 

imperialism, again according to Lewis, relied upon somewhat 

different roles for the island and its "war booty" (43), as 

the Puerto Rican masses were derisively termed. Transforming 

the Spanish encomienda system into a new, urban 

industrialization. North American conquest meant the 

dissemination of discourses of Rooseveltian democracy (Teddy, 

that is) replete with capitalist competition that constituted 

a cultural imperialism dependent upon further 

misrepresentation of Puerto Ricans for its manifestation of 

free market destinies. It also meant the re-enslavement of 

the Puerto Rican masses to North American racialist otherings, 

transmogrifying the Spanish caste system into an absolute 

binary between black and white and condemning the majority of 

Puerto Ricans to the same brutal part of the African-American 

and Native American Other in the dichotomies of American self-

realization. Exploited for their resources and cheap labor, 

yet feared for both their "mixed heritage" and their 

Catholicism, Puerto Ricans became imprisoned in what remains, 

today, their dual role: lesser actor in the drama of 

neocolonialism prompted into soliloques of statehood and 
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identification with the North American empire (the Puerto 

Rican casualties in Vietnam serving as just one examle of such 

conscription), all the while denied politico-juridico-

administrative power over its own lines. Gordon Lewis 

underscores the significance of such roles: 

At the same time, Puerto Rico suffers all the agonizing 

anxieties of that status, which gives it neither 

the security of marriage nor the liberating sense of 

separation. It is, quite simply, a status of tragic 

ambivalence. (38-9) 

In response to such tragic misrepresentations, Puerto 

Rican poets, politicians, essayists, and critics initiated 

cultural projects and theatralizations that proposed a 

dissimulation of North American scripts and identities and the 

creation of counter-hegemonic (as bell hooks extends Gramsci's 

term) discourses of a puertorriquenidad capable of reorienting 

a Puerto Rican sense of Self. In league with nationalist 

ideologues like the young Munoz Marin and the "hero" of Puerto 

Rican independentista movements, Albizu Campos, Puerto Rico 

began the deconstruction of its histories of conquest and 

subjugation and a decolonizing effort that would, ostensibly, 

liberate not only its colonized masses, but also its colonial 
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^mentalities'. As in the nationalist cultural renaissances 

elsewhere in the Caribbean and Latin America, Puerto Rican 

writers and artists sought a redefinition of national 

identity, often locating such revisionings in the figure of 

the folk, the African slave or the jibaro peasant, and the 

figure of the feminine cast as either temptress, goddess, 

beast or fertile land. From Luis Pales Matos's poetry 

celebrating a negrista identification with the music and drum 

rythms of African ^roots', to the polemics on the Puerto Rican 

psychology like Antonio Pedreira's Insularismo [1934], this 

early wave of nationalist theatralizations posited new gods in 

place of the hierarchies of identity imposed upon Puerto 

Ricans and a renaming of the Puerto Rican ^experience', of 

Puerto Rican Being, and a revocalizing of a Puerto Rican voice 

once again erased and dissembled via the machinations of the 

master. Maria Teresa Babin codifies the project of these 

nationalizing tendencies: 

Since then there has been a release of energy directed 

toward the creation of a literature inspired by the 

landscape, the people, the traditions, and the self-

identity of the Puerto Ricans. But instead of a Romantic 

platitude for the lost paradise, this literature carries 

the drama of our historical tribulations, the suffering 

and the degradation of our innermost personality, the 
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protest and the condemnation of a political system that 

is considered obsolete and humiliating, and a search for 

the reconquest of our lost image. (Babin, xxiii) 

Such desired "reconquests" would also inspire playwrights 

in the 1930s to develop a theater that could enact a similar 

dissimulation. Abandoning the constant infusion of foreign 

scripts and characterizations, a new generation of dramatists 

emerged dedicated to the erection of an essentially Puerto 

Rican theater, forming themselves under the manifesto of their 

primary director, Emilio Belaval, and returning to the 

"original" theatrical acts—the "areitos" of the Borinquen 

peoples—as their locus for revision and their site of 

struggle. Beginning, as Frank Dauster has noted, in "the 

amateur theatricals offered in the Casino de Puerto Rico" and 

in a "popular theater based on local types, a theater of 

grotesques and farces led by ^Diplo,' Ramon Ortiz del Rivero" 

(Dauster, 177), and culminating in the first dramatic 

presentations of entirely Puerto Rican scripts in 1938 (the 

Ateneo and Areyto association's productions) , this new Theater 

of Dissimulation would initiate the revolution in Puerto Rican 

theater so crucial to both the development and a critical 

understanding of later revolutionary enactments, political and 

mimetic. 

Perhaps the most significant example of this early 
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nationalist theater is Mendez Ballester's Tiempo Muerto. Like 

other plays performed during the Areyto group's short-lived 

history (disbanding in 1942), Mendez Ballester's play is 

paradigmatic of what Jordan Phillips, Frank Dauster and other 

critics have established as the social realist phase of Puerto 

Rican drama. Dauster synopsizes the implications of such 

early dissimulating attempts: 

It is obvious that all these works share a common outlook 

and a common conception of the theater. They spring from 

the complex of interests which had led to the burst of 

activity in all cultural fields; they are attempts to 

define the reality of Puerto Rico and the Puerto Rican. 

Whether this be the political, the economic problem of 

the depressed cultural worker, or the already developing 

cultural dislocation produced in the Puerto Rican quarter 

of New York, the plays are basically social and 

realistic, frequently naturalistic, in style. Dramatists 

were not interested in the experimental theater of Europe 

or the continental United States; their conception of the 

theater as a means of social reform dictated a strictly 

realistic pattern which was to dominate the Puerto Rican 

theater for a considerable period. (180) 
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Such social realism permeates Mendez Ballester's enactment of 

a jibaro family tragedy that climaxes in the figurative 

sacrifice of Puerto Rico's agro-economic history and agrarian 

poor. Extending the notion of the fallow season on the 

plantation as a figure for the period since North American 

supplantation, Tiempo Muerto calls into question not only the 

dissembled histories of a Puerto Rican peasantry in transition 

to an urbanized techno-capitalism, but the romanticization of 

these once erased actors in nineteenth-century depictions. 

Ostensibly giving the stage to the masses of Puerto Ricans 

once locked out of the theaters, Mendez Ballester presents the 

trials of a family of caneworkers in a dialogue voiced in folk 

dialect, portrayed in an ostensible documentary style as a 

warning to nationalizing parties and as a eulogy for those 

cast off of the tightrope between old identifications and new 

identities. At the same time that Tiempo Muerto becomes 

"the direct antecedent of a large body of socially oriented 

dramas" (Dauster 180), however, it becomes paradigmatic of the 

problematics of not only early theaters of dissimulation but 

early nationalist politics in Puerto Rico and throughout the 

Caribbean. Though critical of nationalist tendencies to 

romanticize or dispossess the lower classes of an equal share 

to a Puerto Rican Self, Mendez Ballester ultimately seems to 

reaffirm an essential Puerto Rican experience of victimization 

and tragedy that must underlie, as Tiempo Muerto implies, any 
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reidentification of national theater and culture. Hence, the 

play's protaganists end in either sacrificial violence (the 

death of the loyal son, Samuel) or resignation (Ignacio and 

Juana's ignoring the dreams of North American materialism and 

remaining imprisoned in the decaying plantation house). 

Moreover, the prostitution of the daughter, Rosa, to the 

mayordomo and the final suicidal act of Juana as she attempts 

to impose agency on her destiny, further complicate the degree 

to which Tiempo Muerto functions as a resistance text. 

Disfigured again for the figurations of cultural revisioning, 

both women end the play still in the roles designated for 

Puerto Rican women in the master-script. Though sacrifices to 

Ballester's dissimulating enactment, they seem more a 

dissimulation themselves, perpetuating discourses, ultimately, 

of bourgeois sentimentalism and nationalist idealization: the 

dishonored and objectified Sister and the ruined chthonic 

Mother. Folklori2ed in another sense, perhaps, the Puerto 

Rican masses become once again obscured under the mask of 

middle-class ideologies of self, marginalized still in the 

identity politics of nationalism. Contemporary playwright and 

critic Emilio Belaval's comment that, "Nuestro actor tiene que 

ser un producto nuestro, un interpretacion de sentimientos 

nacionales que en su recreacion personal de las obras no vaya 

a adulterar el tipo o el ambiente a el confiado [Our actor 

needs to be our product, an interpretation of national 
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sentiments that in his personal recreation of the works is not 

going to debase the character or the community he is entrusted 

with]" (Phillips, 16), hints at the ways in which such social 

realisms perpetuated the essential binarism of colonial 

ideologies, conscripting the *have-nots' in a struggle with 

the *haves' and disseminating the very notion of essential 

social and mimetic identities lying fallow in the hearts of 

Puerto Ricans. 

By 1958, and the First Drama Festival, such tendencies 

were giving way to an aggressive and critical repositioning of 

the Theater of Dissimulation. With a new generation of 

playwrights led by Rene Marques and Francisco Arrivi, and with 

a new popular class emerging in the urban centers of the 

island and on the mainland (the Nuyorican community, for 

example) which began to suffer the dissemination of North 

American massification via popular theatralizations in 

television and advertising, the social realist focus on the 

masses as vehicles for socialist commentaries shifted to what 

Jordan Phillips terms a "poetic realism." More than simply a 

break with the naturalistic styles of earlier playwrights, 

these ^experimental' dramatists sought, more specifically, to 

deconstruct the Puerto Rican Self rather than discover it. In 

doing so, they employed varieties of nontraditional techniques 

to dissimulate the psychologies of Puerto Rican identity 

crises and to deflate the duplicities of North American 
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seduction. 

An example of such repositioning and deconstruction can 

be seen in Marquesas Los soles truncos [1958]. Moving beyond 

Mendez Ballester and his own social realist and naturalist 

beginnings in early productions like La carretera [1952], 

Marques escapes, in some senses, the folklorizing tendencies 

of these initial theatralizations to create a drama that 

focuses not on any essential jxbaro (peasant) experience as 

the quintessential Puerto Rican problematic, but instead upon 

an ^ interiorization' of Puerto Rican angst expressionistically 

enacted via three female figurations. Each woman is 

represented by a specific color (the lights of the fans 

revolve throughout the play as each sister relates her pain, 

guilt, or defiance), and each is representative of the Puerto 

Rican hacendado class driven mad by the invasion of North 

American racism and materialism. Locked inside their now 

dilapidated plantation house, like Judith, Rosa, and Clytie in 

Faulkner's Absalom. Absalom!^ the three sisters become figures 

for a Puerto Rican gestalt that exposes their various tragic 

flaws and delineates, ostensibly, Marquesas rather militant 

stance on both the "docility" of the Puerto Rican character 

(as he will term it in a polemic by the same title), and the 

essential desire that not only bound colonized to colonizer 

but also haunts any attempt at liberation of Self. Hence, 

Emilia cries at one point, "Pero no vivimos en el mundo de 
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afuera [But we don't live in the outside world]" (Marques, 

39), and we realize that such a world indicates both the world 

of the masses and the world of external realities, and that 

Marques has created an enactment where we, as audience, also 

inhabit that "occult zone of instability" (Fanon's phrase 

seems almost part of the stage directions) that he interprets 

as the crux of Puerto Rican consciousness. Tearing off the 

mask of paradisaical fantasies. Marques presents us with an 

identity that ultimately lacks any substance, substituting 

instead the rhapsodic poetry of Emilia, who longs for the 

idyllic times of Spanish control, and the rage of the darker 

Ines who defies the selling of the family plot to the very 

"barbaros" that destroyed their mother, the North Americans, 

who infested Mama Eugenia with an "anemia perniciosa 

[pernicious lack in the blood]" (46). 

Further compounding the figuration of such a dependency 

complex, Marquesas women reveal that not only has their love 

for Spain left them lashed to a system now obsolete, but that 

such love manifested itself in a mimetic desire for a young 

Spanish officer and in the eventual destruction of the 

youngest sister, Hortensia. She appears as a spectre during 

the more disturbing segments of the enactment in order to 

conjure the transgressive guilt harbored by both Emilia and 

Ines and to potentially free them from their psychic chains. 

She cries at one point: 
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Resistir es la consigna, Emilia. Resistir. A pesar del 

hambre, y el tiempo, y la miseria . . . Veinte, cien, mil 

veces le dire lo mismo: "Jamas nuestras tierras seran de 

los barbaros!" [To Resist is the motto, Emilia. To 

Resist. In spite of hunger, and time, and misery . . . 

Twenty, one hundred, one thousand times I'll tell you the 

same thing: "Never shall our lands belong to the 

barbarians!"] (50) 

Much lighter than the others, Hortensia's spectral presence 

becomes Marques's symbol for the aspirations of Puerto Ricans 

to the absolute of the Master, appearing, like the white 

vision of Foe's Pym, as the projection of racialist and 

imperialist mimetic desire. Literally the haunting of 

hispanophilia, Hortensia represents the lack which, for 

Marque2, lurks in the Puerto Rican psyche. 

In a final act of defiance, again like Clytie's burning 

of the Sutpen House, Ines cleanses the space of these polluted 

histories and psychologies and cements Marquesas counter-

hegemonic stance. Transcending the horror that she was always 

"la vergtSenza de una familia donde reina la hermosura [the 

taint on a family where beauty reins]" (33), Ines uses the 

family jewels to seduce Emilia into her tragic auto da fe. As 

she rationalizes her madness, she comments: 
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Y sobre el dolor de Hortensia, y el tuyo, Emilia, y el 

mio, se elevara la risa de los turistas, la digestion 

ruidosa de los banqueros, la borrachera sucia de los que 

gritan . . . [And over the pain of Hortensia, and yours, 

Emilia, and mine, will rise the laughter of the tourists, 

the noisy digestion of the bankers, the dirty 

intoxication of those who cry out . . .] (67), 

and again: 

Un mundo arriba: el nuestro. Otro mundo abajo: el de 

ellos. Y un istmo uniendo los dos mundos. Es preciso 

destruir el istmo. [One world above: ours. Another world 

below: theirs. And an isthmus uniting the two worlds. 

It is necessary to destroy the isthmus.] (68) 

In her burning of the stage, which itself becomes the nihilist 

abyss of Ines' rejection of assimilation and commodification, 

Marques violently dissimulates the drama of Puerto Rican 

searches for identity. Here, only an anti-identity can be 

engendered. And only, it would seem, through a problematic act 

of self-mastery over a self always-already dissembled. 

What Marques ends up enacting, as Sandra Cypess 

comments, is still a "nationalist theater," then. Though 
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eschewing the romanticizing and idealizing elements of earlier 

nationalistic productions. Marques still posits a solution 

that remains within the binaries of colonial ideologies: a 

non-being as the essential impasse toward Puerto Rican 

liberation, only redeemable via militant counterpose that 

defies existential insignificance. More importantly, the 

locating of such comic desire and such tragic madness in the 

figure of woman ultimately only reaffirms the patriarchal 

roles of the master-script. Now the embodiment of Puerto 

Rican schizophrenia and malaise, these gendered constructions 

echo both Freud and Camus in their constant reconstruction of 

archetypal feminine figurations for the irrational unconscious 

and the erotic nature of the Other. Such an "existential 

machismo," as Efrain Barradas clarifies it, would become a 

central trope in Marques's theatralizations, from Los soles 

truncos to later productions like his Mariana o el alba 

[1965], which deconstructs the effects of the Lares rebellion 

of 1865 in similar counter-hegemonic and patriarchal fashion. 

Marguerite Fernandez Olmos continues to clarify the central 

problematic in both Marques and other militant 

theatralizations: 

Much has been made, for example, of the mysogynist 

sentiments of Rene Marques, one of the major authors and 

intellectuals of the 40s and 50s and an important 
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precursor of the authors of today. In his famous essay, 

"El puertorriqueno docil" Marques considers the adoption 

of "Anglo-Saxon matriarchal patterns" which resulted from 

North American influence as a fundamental cause of the 

social and moral deterioration of Puerto Rican colonial 

society, and as a deterrent to the masculinity needed to 

save a type of existential integrity of Puerto Rican 

nationhood. (Olmos, 40) 

The insistence upon woman as "cultural castrator," as 

Fernandez Olmos terms it, and the constant emphasis upon the 

imagined space of woman's psyche and its connections to the 

imaging of a national collective angst rooted in hierarchies 

of feminized desire leave Marques's deconstructive attempts 

contaminated by phallogocentrism, ultimately still 

disseminating the typical program puertorriqueno and still 

dissembling the realities of Puerto Ricans once again 

appropriated for bourgeois revisionings and for middle-class 

revolutions. 

If Mendez Ballester and Marques represent two divergent 

yet similar tendencies of Puerto Rican theatralizations and 

nationalist ideologies, Fransisco Arrivi's Veiiiaantes offers 

what will become a more significant and critical prologue to 

later theatralizations in the 80s. Representative still of a 
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theater of dissimulation and of a certain nationalist 

endeavor, Arrivi begins in Veiiiaantes to unmask the roles 

designated for Puerto Rico's masses of dispossessed and 

marginalized and to unveil the systems of neocolonial power; 

racial superiority, notions of ^difference' and myths of 

^equality', as well as the very gendered roles so tragically 

overplayed in the Juana/Ines dichotomy. Rather than 

folklorize the plight of the poor or anatomize the criollo 

elite, Arrivi centers his play on the ritualized 

internalization of eroticized and racialized conquest. He 

concludes with the eventual reinvention of this Puerto Rican 

"realidad" by Clarita, granddaughter of the original Puerto 

Rican acts of rape and possession. 

Beginning his play in the Fiesta de Santiago of Loiza 

(previously mentioned in its historical context as the site of 

a folk ritual based upon an archetypal rape) Arrivi initiates 

a critical unpacking of the very rituals of re-enslavement and 

the discourses of mastery in the carnivalesque re-enactment of 

Mama Tona's rape by Benedicto. In a double entendre, this 

first act of the play not only inhabits the official stage 

with the theatralizations of the masses and their unofficial 

inversions, but also deconstructs the disseminations of 

conquest inherent in those role-reversing spectacles. It is 

just such re-presentations that Arrivi will continue to 

deflate throughout the play, transforming the mimetic triangle 
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of Marques' spectral fenunes fatales into the triangle of Mama 

Tona, her daughter Marta, and Clarita struggling with the 

racial ^truths' of their identities and their new roles in a 

North American dialectic. Masking such truths in a desire for 

assimilation, Marta attempts to negate her histories of pain 

and conceal her African ^roots' as she does her hair in the 

symbolic turban, coercing Clarita into a marriage with Bill, 

a North American tourist executive and a "southern gentleman." 

As Clarita ponders the implications of such a relationship, 

the ^bomba' of Mama Tona (and the African identity it 

represents) possesses her. In a brilliant juxtapositioning of 

the colonial and neocolonial masques of dominance, the stage 

returns to the beach at Loiza and the initial scene of the 

crime of the Veijigantes (the men in horned masks who raped 

Mama Tona in their choral complicity). Here, in the 

interstice between rituals of desire and love, Clarita begins 

her epiphany, only to be interrupted by Bill's opening lines: 

Bill: Out of this world! El paraiso, como dicen ustedes. 

. . . GoshI It's a real beauty! A real Beauty! Ma-ra-

vi-llo-sa, como dicen ustedes. (Arrivi, 260-61) 

The ironic re-articulation of Columbus' line highlights the 

main object of Arrivi's satire in Veiiiaantes: the 
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reproduction of objectifying images which disguise darker 

truths and the misrepresentation of essential identities 

underlying North American and Puerto Rican nationalist 

designs. 

Yet, rather than leave such problematics imprisoned in 

nihilist despair or sentimentalized stoicism, Arrivi directs 

his audience to a possible solution that will reverberate in 

later theaters of dissimilation. Finally reaching her 

epiphany, and ready to reinvent her own heteroglossic identity 

and heterologic reality, Clarita speaks her new role: 

Dije que no. (Alejandose de Bill lentamente. ) Quiero 

contemplar el jardin con su luz natural, pisar la dureza 

de su suelo, respirar su aire como es, escuchar el sonido 

real de las palabras, [I said no (Distancing herself from 

Bill slowly.) I want to contemplate the garden in its 

natural light, tread upon the firmness of its earth, 

breathe its air as it is, listen to the real sound of 

words,] (292) 

and reconstructs at least a locus for the reoriented Puerto 

Rican revolution: 

Mama, vivamos de frente a esa realidad puertorriquena. 

Sin los disfraces que convierten al pais en una pesadilla 
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de mascaras. Nos sombran para veneer este embrujo de 

veijigantes y buscar una dicha real.[Mama, let's live 

face to face with this Puerto Rican reality. Without the 

disguises that convert the country into a nightmare of 

masks. Their shadow keeps us from vanquishing these 

bewitching devils and searching for real happiness.] 

(297) 

That Arrivi may actually envision an essential "dicha real" in 

the Puerto Rican discourse of resistance is what may 

ultimately limit this play to a nationalist tendency. Like 

the dissimulating attempts of Albizu Campos, which repeated an 

essentializing (as well as Catholic and patriarchal) rhetoric 

of independence, Clarita's rhetoric still seems bound by 

identity politics and a sentimentalism of sorts for a figure 

that can, in its multiplicity of identity, figure for the new 

Puerto Rican. 

However, despite such limitations. Mama Tona's and 

Clarita's final acts become the most liberating of the 

enactments of the 50s Theater of Dissimulation, and the most 

revolutionary moments, perhaps, of Puerto Rican theater to 

1958. Reclaiming the stage with the symbols of the Fiesta de 

Santiago, Mama Tona drives Bill's racist rage off-stage and 

purges her own repressed memories of the Veijigantes (she 
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perceives Bill as her assailant) as she rewrites her 

historical role of victim into that of victor. In a final act 

of solidarity, the three women (Mama, Marta, and Clarita) 

dance to the beat of their African, unofficial discourse in 

Mama Tona's bomba into the now re-lit garden. The play ends 

with Marta cranking the volume, her own mask dissolving as she 

removes her turban, and Puerto Rico's veil lifting as the 

curtain closes. 

As the theater of dissimulation progresses into the 

1960s, a new generation of playwrights emerges to more fully 

explore such a veil and to initiate a new theater that enacts 

its inter-eruptions in the very interstices theatralized by 

Arrivi, moving nationalist theater and cultural consciousness 

beyond the binaries of Mastery/Resistance, Self/Other, 

image/reality, difference/sameness, and the dialogies of race, 

class, and gender to a critical awareness of the act of 

theatralization itself as a culturo-ontological act and as the 

crucial site of struggle in a neocolony now repossesed for the 

imperialism of tourism and re-dissembled as the paradise for 

North American rediscoveries. Led by the work of Myrna Casas 

and culminating in the 80s in Luis Rafael Sanchez' Quintuples. 

this new Theater of Dissimilation would become much more than 

simply the "intensification of poetic realism," as Phillips 

surmises, for it would not only deflate the disseminations of 

conquest in the program puertorriqueno, but also rename the 
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very mechanisms of imaging and signification behind the masks 

of earlier nationalist dramas. 

Acting as both an epilogue to nationalist theater and its 

dissimulating attempts, and as a rehearsal for this new 

theater of dissimilation, Casas' Absurdos en soledad [1963] 

radically revolutionizes the Puerto Rican stage. A vanguard 

play in both its style and its focus on the link between 

gender oppression and racialist/classist hierarchies of 

meaning and dualisms of identity, Absurdos infiltrates the 

absurdist theater of the Master (the still bourgeois dramas of 

Artaud, lonesco, Pirandello) to extend Marquesas 

deconstructions and Arrivi's re-ritualizings into a critique 

of Puerto Rican roles and the absurd ideologies underwriting 

the script. Sandra Cypess comments upon the implications of 

this infiltration: 

In addition to including the innovations Marques brought 

to Puerto Rican theater, Casas's work also shows 

the influence of Artaud, lonesco, and Beckett, as well as 

the social ideas and multimedia techniques of Brecht. 

Like many Latin-American works that stiow the influence of 

the theater of the absurd, including Marquesas El 

apartimiento. the Cuban Jose Triana CLa noche de los 

asesinosl and the Argentine Griselda Gambaro (Los 

siameses). Casas's Absurdos en soledad is not purely 
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absurdist, since it has an intentional level of social 

criticism as it attempts to redefine the position of 

women in Puerto Rico. The reader/audience who questions 

signs in the theater is asked to carry that critical pose 

over into social problems. (Cypess 245) 

Dissimilating their own "influences," then, Casas's six 

absurdos proceed to explode the very notions of transcendental 

signification and mimetic desire that lurk in the shadows of 

the imperialist dialectic. 

To do so, Casas opens the play with a dialogue between La 

Nina and La Actriz, a bifurcation of the figuration of woman 

into her essential femininity and her public role. Swinging 

on a swingset in center-stage. La Nina and La Actriz 

immediately begin to unpack all centralizing realities and 

centripetalizing discourses of absolute being. Unable to 

locate themselves in any certainties, or in the "teatro" 

itself, both leave the scene to wander the play's other acts, 

concluding "no hay ningun teatro [There exists no theater]" 

(Casas 35). The other absurdos seem equally existential in 

their insistence upon a constant state of misrepresentation 

and alienation, as the solitude permeating each piece becomes 

the solipsism of meaning itself, always denied any substantial 

reality in this colonized and neocolonized arena. Hence, the 
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"seis persianas [the six silky scarves]" contemplate the 

nature of Love ("un amor cualquiera [whichever love]") in an 

utter mockery of Platonic dialogue that conducts its colloquy 

in "cualquiera" time and "cualquiera" space, concluding in the 

rather monolithic line, "No hay amores sin igual [Incomparable 

love does not exist]" (18). In similar semiotic subversion, 

the four characters of the third absurdo bumble through a 

search for "una palabra" while the patriarchal El is occupied 

with his incessant costuming. Just as the scene promises to 

break into significance, with the soliloquy of "cuatro" 

regarding Love, "primero" and "tercero" interrupt in argument: 

Cuatro: Eras el amor. Te dije alguna vez que soy 

producto del amor? . . . Amor paternal, amor maternal, 

amor de abuelo, amor de abuela, amor fraternal ... Me 

asfixiaron de amor y quemaron mis raices . . . [You were 

always love. Did I tell you once that I am the product 

of love? Paternal love, maternal love, grandfatherly 

love, grandmotherly love, fraternal love . . . They 

asfixiated me with love and burned my roots . . .] 

Primero: Por favor, permanecere callado. Pero, que 

alguien diga algo. Tan solo una palabra. Prometo 

quedarme callado despues. Tan solo quiero una palabra . 

Por favor, una . . . prometo quedarme 
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permanecere quieto . . . despues . . . Una Palabra! 

[Please, I'll be quiet. But, let someone say something. 

Only a word. I promise to remain quiet afterwords. I 

only want one word . . . Please, one word ... I promise 

to remain ... to remain permanently quiet . 

afterwards . . . One Wordl] 

Tercero: La gente pide demasiado. Este pide una palabra 

y pretende que El se la de. [The people request too 

much. This one requests one word and pretends that He 

will give it to him.] (59) 

Such interruptions and polyrythmic dialogue emphasize, once 

again, Casas's point: the search for self-representation in a 

colonial arena so dissembled for so long must, ultimately, 

dwindle into the madness (Casas terms her stage an asylum in 

the prologue) of absence, dislocation, and dis-figuration. 

Moreover, it is in the discourses, the languages themselves, 

of the Master that mastery lies, and thus, the re-production 

of such languages of Love and Identity becomes the real 

absurdity of Puerto Rican theatrics, replaying the roles ad 

infinitum in delusional disseminations of a colonial 

"presence" never really there in the absence of a creating 

Logos. 
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The final lines of the more powerful fourth absurdo 

provide the subversive link and the methodology behind these 

madnesses. As El Pequeno and El Grande (figures for the 

dichotomized society of haves and have-nots) attempt to 

negotiate a price for a limb of the Tree (symbolic of the very 

genealogies of Puerto Rican identities and the class structure 

itself). El del Arbol dismisses them both, "Ustedes dos me 

aburren. Vayanse! . . . Cobarde! Parasito! [You both bore 

me. Get out! . . . Coward 1 Parasitel]" (79-80). Both 

wealthy and poor are denied a position in the mimetic 

apparatus, unable to signify themselves in the hierarchy of 

the Master. El Pequeno's lament rings in our ears as the 

absurdities subside: 

No. No pude tratarme como trato a el. Soy un ciudadano 

que respeta las leyes, no el presidente de la junta de 

actividades extracurriculares ... [I could not treat 

myself like I treat him. I am an urbanite who respects 

the laws, not the president of the association for 

extracurricular activities] 

Tan solo quiero una rama . . . una de las de abajo . . . 

no puede hacerme esto . . . a mi . . . una de las de 

aba jo. [I only want one branch . . . one of the lower 

ones . . . you can't do this . . . to me . . . one of the 
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lower ones.] (81) 

The irony of the metatheatrical comment underlines the 

connection between Puerto Rican "actividades 

extracurriculares" and the images of North American 

theatralizations, simultaneously providing a parody of the 

pretensions of the Puerto Rican petty-bourgeoisie. The little 

man, respectful of the North American laws, who only wants the 

lowest rung on the imperialist sign, remains devoid of place, 

self, and even voice. Trapped on the tightrope of Casas's 

critique, all the roles of Puerto Rican culture tremble in 

their de-centering, making Casas's dissimilation more along 

the lines of a Genet than a lonesco. Though such "de

realization," as Sartre terms it in his preface to Genet's The 

Maids. may still become problematic in its ambivalence, in its 

rewriting of the figure of the feminine, its deflation of 

patriarchal roles, and its attempts to escape the traps of 

Puerto Rican theaters of dissimulation and locate its 

subversion in the act of representation itself, Casas's work 

certainly serves as an anti-nationalist text more than as a 

paradigm of poetic realism or a quasi-nationalist inscription. 

By the 1980s, the misrepresentative acts of the 

imperialism of the image critiqued in Casas's Absurdos 

pinnacled in what was, and perhaps still is, the most 



pernicious manifestation of North American neocolor 

discourses of mastery in the Caribbean. Unlike the ot 

islands of the Caribbean which suffered from the cultt 

imperialism of the metropole to variant degrees throughout 

history of this "meta-archipelago," as Antonio Benitez F 

terms it, Puerto Rico seems the central location fo; 

persistent and precise dissemination of conquest 

programatic control of the mechanisms of representati 

Hence, while the Reagan administration's Caribbean Ba 

Initiative certainly ventured into Jamaica, Puerto Rico 

the long-standing headquarters for such theaters of operati 

Arnaldo Cruz and Anibal Gonzalez clarify the implications 

such enactments in both Puerto Rican culture and its cult 

texts: 

The attempt to speak from a "pure," uncontamina 

popular culture outside the U.S--controlled m 

media has a long history in Puerto Rico. Recently Ani 

Gonzalez has traced this history. He traces the tensi 

between Puerto Rican writers and the media to the 19 

when under the Estado Libre Asociado [ELA] 

"commonwealth" status, the island begins to unde 

massive economic and social transformations. While 

the economic sphere Puerto Rico ceases to be a suf 

producing island to become a haven for American indust; 
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in the social and cultural spheres industrialization 

brings about the decline of an agrarian way of life and 

ushers in a new culture. It is during this decade that 

television comes to the island and, with it, "Madison 

Avenue style advertising campaigns, *canned' TV shows . 

. . hastily dubbed into Spanish," locally produced soaps, 

and the "myriad other glittering enticements that only 

television can offer." Also the mass market magazine 

comes into its own. As a result of this massification of 

culture, a good portion of the "increased reading public 

created by the literacy campaigns of the fifties and 

sixties [is] siphoned off into the area of the so-called 

^subliterature'." But more importantly, the 

massif ication of culture in the 50s and 60s not only 

challenges the Puerto Rican literary establishment for 

the newly created public; it also questions Puerto Rican 

literature's "claim to speak truthfully and accurately, 

in consonance with the voice of the people, about the 

problems and concerns of Puerto Ricans." For "after 

all," asks Gonzalez, "what could be more truthful or 

empirically accurate in appearance than an image on a TV 

screen?" (Cruz 38) 

Spotlighting the tightrope that has been stretched since 
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Columbus's originating dissemblance between official 

misimagings and Puerto Rican realities, then, such master-

scriptings become by the 1980s the finale of both patrician 

Rebublican America and its dependencies upon a corporate 

capitalist simulacrTom. As Hollywood narrates the roles of 

Puerto Rico's cinema-goers via its bourgeois voice-overs, and 

the novellas of daytime television "oprahfy" Puerto Rican 

workers, students, ^professionals' with their opiate, Puerto 

Rico is once again relegated to paradisaical revisionings for 

the genesis of yet another New World Order. 

Out of this dialectic, and from within this very 

spotlight, Luis Rafael Sanchez interrupts and inter-erupts the 

program to perform his Ouintuples [1984], a play that not only 

represents the peak of his own dramatic career, but the 

critical crux in the history of Puerto Rican theater. 

Extending the theaters of both Arrivi and Casas and his own 

earlier productions and brilliant novel La guaracha del Macho 

Camacho. Sanchez's Ouintuples avoids the nationalist hope for 

"una dicha real" and the absurdist angst of "illusion, 

betrayal, failure" (Sartre xiii), to fully realize the 

liberating potentials of the theater of dissimilation and to 

become, as Effrain Barradas comments on the play's cover, "el 

teatro caribeno de futuro." Melding the satiric rituals of 

Arrivi and the ^surreality' of Casas's ritual space of 

critique, Ouintuples not only renames these rituals of 
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theatralization, but also reclaims the stage for the voices of 

those massified into erasure. 

From the first lines of Sanchez's "Prologo a la 

representacion [Prologue to Representation]," we sense the 

revolutionary and involutionary implications of this inter-

eruption. Employing two actors in an enactment replete with 

both binaristic metaphors and metatheatrical inter-plays, 

Sanchez re-presents an award ceremony for the Congreso de 

Asuntos de La Familia where five actors (all the literal 

quintuplet disseminations of Papa Morrison, "El Gran 

Semental") address the audience and "improvise" their 

acceptance speeches. Setting the stage, Sanchez immediately 

intimates the object of his satire: 

La Qnica mflsica incidental se escucha a lo largo del 

intermedio, un bolero energico y convidador de Pedro 

Flores o de Rafael Hernandez ... La prolijidad de las 

acotaciones, su literaturizacion consciente, quieren 

servir como reflexion de los temperamentos, de los 

actitudes, de las mascaras preferidas por las personajes 

[The only music accompanying the scene is heard 

throughout the intermission, an energetic and inviting 

bolero by Pedro Flores or Rafael Hernandez . . . The 

prolixity of stage notes, their conscious literalization, 

are meant to serve as a reflection of the temperaments. 
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the attitudes, the masks most preferred by the personas], 

(xiv) 

and again, in a fuller detail: 

Quintuples es un vodevil, un sainete de enredos. Es, 

tambien, la parodia de una comedia de suspenso. Y 

finalmente, una aventura de la imaginacion, una obra 

dentro de otra obra. El ritmo escenico tiene un brio 

cercano a la danza frenetica, una irreprimible urgencia 

[Quintuples is a vaudeville, a one-act comedy of 

entanglements. It is, also, a parody of a suspense 

comedy. And finally, an adventure of the imagination, a 

work within another work. The scenic cadence has a 

spirit close to frenetic dance, an irrepressible 

urgency]. (xv) 

Thus, Sanchez's stage becomes the interstice between official 

theatre and popular theatralization, between the discourses of 

possession inherent in the official image and the unofficial 

rituals of possession of a Puerto Rican Other which have been 

dancing their own "frenetic dances" like Macho Camacho's 

guaracha through the streets of San Juan since those festivals 

in Loiza. Doubling such an intersticial stage with the 
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quintessential stage of Puerto Rican massification, the 

evening of the Academy Awards, Sanchez begins to reveal the 

deeper implications of his satire and further clarify its 

object. This is a play about the dissemination of roles 

themselves, about the very massification that Gordon Lewis so 

aptly delineated as the "slavery of today," acted out upon the 

very center of that massif ication from behind the masks of the 

five "monsters," as Sanchez terms them in the epigraph, 

figures themselves for the misrepresentation and disfigurement 

of Puerto Rico. More significantly, this is a play that, 

rather than leave its object opaque in alienating ambiguity or 

ambivalence, locates the site of its subversive commentary and 

reconstructive "urgencia" not so much in a specific identity, 

but in the very process of embourgeoisement enacted via the 

consumption of ideologies, roles, identities and voices 

emanating from the ejaculating edifices of North American 

semiotic dissemination, and internalized at the end of another 

broadcast day. Hence, as the play opens and the quintuplets 

enact their improvisations, we realize that they represent 

more than a simple parody of middle-class pretension or 

decadent cultural bankruptcy. Instead, they enact the roles 

of the massified themselves, from the macho Mandrake el Mago, 

to the whorish Dafne Morrison, to the neurotic psychiatrist 

Bianca, to the monstrous and mad Nene in his cage, to the 

ridiculously frigid Carlota, to, finally, the transendental 
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signifier himself, the now impotent phallogocentre Papa 

Morrison. Gordon Lewis clarifies the cultural realities 

underlying these masks of what he terms, "la clase 

televisada": 

These are the Puerto Rican lonely crowd, insecure in 

their newly found status, desperately anxious to be 

noticed. Despite their internal gradations, they all, in 

one way or another, exhibit certain common 

characteristics. Formed in large part from the lower 

class through education, and lacking a middle-class model 

of a suitable lifestyle, they have uncritically adopted 

that of the North American middle class, though they were 

never born to it or trained in it. Mainly dependent on 

salaries, real wealth is out of the question; what takes 

its place is a "new slavery" of indebtedness to the bank, 

accentuated by indiscriminate use of the credit card, 

with its excessive interest rates, and all in turn 

aggravated by an aggressive consumer ethic. Daily life 

becomes a constant anxiety about how to pay the monthly 

installments on the car, the house, the GE refrigerator, 

[etc.] . . . It is an automobile-centered class, and 

merely to watch the reckless driving that takes place on 

the new highways . . . is to be made aware of how the 

automobile, a self-enclosed, air-conditioned private 
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cell, becomes a generator of anti-social behavior and 

attitudes. They are an uprooted people, with little 

sense of place or community consciousness . . . This is, 

in brief, a raucously materialist society in which poetry 

has been replaced by publicity, a rich sense of place 

replaced by the anomie of big city life. (Lewis 73) 

Such descriptions echo throughout Sanchez's satire from 

La cruaracha del Macho Camacho [1976] to La hiel nuestra de 

cada dla [1973], yet what distinguishes their satiric 

theatralization and their dissimilation in this play is, 

again, their rooting in the role-playing rituals of the 

Congreso. As each quintuplet is introduced in terms of 

his/her corollary images, from Steve Reeves and Marcelo 

Mastroianni to Catherine Deneuve, Sonia Braga and Jane Fonda, 

Sanchez's dissimilation as well as Lewis's comment on the 

cultural crises of this clase televisada becomes actualized: 

It is a world of social parasites, who are no more Puerto 

Rican, in any real sense, than Jackie Onasis or 

Princess Pignatelli. (75) 

Sanchez's characters enact such a lack of substance as they 

re-enact similar mimetic desire, a new Love Supreme as 
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mythified and mystifying as that of early missionary theaters 

that is perhaps even doubly enslaving in its repetition of the 

program puertorriqueno. As each character leaves the stage 

dreaming of escape in the "Gran Circo Antillano," the 

carnivalesque mirror of Sanchez's satire reveals the 

disfigiiring desire for identity behind the masques of Puerto 

Rican self-mastery. 

If the roles of the quintuplets represent a dissimilation 

of certain class constructs, then, they also enact an 

explosion of the gender constructs and the sexual politics re

produced in this mimetic desire. Continuing Casas's 

insistence upon the link between the roles of men and women 

re-played throughout Puerto Rican searches for "status," each 

quintuplet's "improvisation" invariably includes a discussion 

of "Love and its effects" that ends either in an elopement 

with a dwarf (Dafne's heroic Besos de Fuego), in the sagacity 

of El Nene's imagined cat, in the frigidity of Carlota, in the 

obsessive/compulsive smoking of Bianca, or in the macho 

gesticulations of Mandrake. Positioning his critique on the 

interstice between his two actors (a gender binary 

themselves), Sanchez deflates patriarchal tendencies both in 

the images of the Empire and in nationalist representations of 

erotic conquest. This deflation culminates in the brilliant 

transpositioning of the stage itself with the site of woman's 

body, both dialogized like Tona's "ripe naseberry" into an 
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ultimately phallogocentric and homosocial relationship. Dafne 

utters the umbilical conjunction: 

Y el amor es, por mas que lo embelequen, una maroma 

audaz, un feroz riesgo. (Sanchez 7) 

And, Marguerite Fernandez Olmos cements the connection: 

Both works [Sanchez's La ouaracha and Ferre's fiction] 

present female stereotypes which are not unique to 

Puerto Rican literature: on the one hand, the white, 

bourgeois, sexually repressed female, legal and 

respectable wife and mother; on the other, the woman of 

color, forced into sexual liasons with men of wealth and 

power because of an inferior economic status, 

representing the erotic and the sensual. In both works 

these women are linked by a wealthy and influential white 

man who oppresses all women equally, regardless of their 

race. (42) 

That Quintuples extends such dissimilation by inhabiting 

some of these roles on stage while leaving a lurking presence 

of others in the wings seems crucial to its creolizing 

tendencies. Rather than write the role of marginalized lower-
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class women into a dramatic new part, like Casas's Clarita or 

La Nina, Sanchez centers upon the deflation of the mechanisms 

of such desire and not any ideological evaluation of it per 

se. Hence, each of the female characters articulates a 

constant deference to the commands of Papa Morrison as they 

misarticulate their inablities to improvise themselves into 

new roles. Incapable of reinvention, and alienated in their 

necessary dependencies upon the signs of their dilapidated and 

crippled Pater Familiae, all of the five characterizations 

remain chained to a system of representation that only 

perpetuates their onanistic displacement. 

In a final act of such dissimilating tendencies and such 

"hybridizing" techniques, as Arnaldo Cruz would term Sanchez's 

quasi-Bakhtinian project. Quintuples inter-erupts the very 

languages of massification, making the dialogue of the play 

and the discourses it reveals the main actor on the stage. 

Delineating the languages of the popular class themselves as 

the tightrope between the official and unoffical voices of 

Puerto Rican representations, Sanchez creates a satiric mode 

which depends upon a conflation of subversive expose' and 

absurdist de-realization in a new form of *decolonizing 

satire' that speaks the voice of the masses in its 

heteroglossic "grito". Unlike the West Indian theaters of 

dissimilation which literally creolize the script with Rasta 

and shanty dialects and the languages of rural communities. 
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Sanchez's Quintuples roots its creolization in the massified 

language it infiltrates and reorients. Arnaldo Cruz 

highlights this process in Sanchez's earlier work: 

To the discomfiture of some critics. La ouaracha not only 

denounces the colonized aspect of mass culture from 

the outside, but also assumes the language of the media 

in order to transform it from the inside. This latter 

parodic mode exposes the media while also undermining all 

other attempts at critiquing mass culture from the 

outside ... In fact, all of the characters in La 

ouaracha are caricatures. They are all stereotypes 

because they reflect the author's intention of critiquing 

social dialects. They are all quotes: the sharp-tongued 

prostitute, the traditional working-class mother, the 

frigid upper-class lady, the corrupt politician are all 

part of the stock of characters of Puerto Rican popular 

humor and literature . . . The characters of La ouaracha 

have no depth. They have no reality outside the dialect 

which they are. Indeed, even the identity which we, as 

readers, reconstruct for them is only provisional, for it 

is only a function of repetition. (Cruz 41-44) 

Similar repetition and hybridization occur throughout the 
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rituals of the quintuplets, and as the actors dispossess 

themselves of their make-up and roles at the end of the play, 

we, the audience, dispossess ourselves via critical 

consciousness of these very discourses of conquest. El Actor 

warns as the curtain closes: 

No queremos ahondar mas en la magia por que le danamos la 

magia. Porque se arriesga la hermosura de su mentira. 

Una mentira que es como una maroma entre ustedes, el 

publico y nosotros, los actores [We don't want to 

penetrate deeper into the magic because we would spoil 

it. Because it would put at risk the beauty of the lie. 

A lie that is like a tightrope between you all, between 

the public and ourselves, the actors]. (Sanchez 78) 

Breaking the chains of these enslaving duplicitous discourses 

which coerce both Puerto Rican programs of identity and 

station identifications of social, economic, political being, 

Sanchez's Quintuples. perhaps more than any of the other 

dramas of dissimilation in the Caribbean in the 80s, 

potentially liberates us all from the master-script, severing 

the umbilical cord to our genealogies of aborted American 

dreams. 

As an epilogue to Quintuples. the Teatro del Sesenta, 

under the direction of Idalia Perez Garay, reproduced an 
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earlier play of Sanchez representative of his more 

identitarian beginnings. La pasion seoun Antiaona Perez [1968] 

in the 1991 festival of the Centro de Bellas Artes de Puerto 

Rico. Continuing his dissimilating project, the Teatro 

surrounded the reproduction with film and television 

equipment, monitors, speakers. In what Grace Davila-Perez 

defines as an act of "escenificacion", such a re-presentation 

evidences the revolutionary power of Sanchez's resistance, 

denoting, as Davila-Perez notes, that "aunque la 

representacion-filmacion de La pasion sequn Antiaona Perez ha 

terminado, la escenificacion continua [Even though the 

representation-filmaticization has terminated, the scene-

ification continues" (Davila-Perez 155). Que le vaya bien, 

eh? Que le vaya bien-
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LOUVRI YON BAYE (CHAPTER FOUR) 

DISPOSSESSION AT THE CROSSROADS: 

FRANK FOUCHE', FRANKETIENNE, AND THE IIBERATION 

OF THE HAITIAN "ESPACE INVIVABIE" 

"The black body has become that ^espace invivable' 

that one must either transform or escape" (Dash 135). 

"And the possessed gives herself up to become an 

instrument in a social and collective drama" (Dayan 

40). 

"Nous sommes fatiguees de conjuguer le verbe ^se 

sacrifier' [We are tired of conjugating the verb ^to 

sacrifice oneself']" (Franketienne 138). 

When Quentin Compson exclaims at the end of Faulkner's 

Absalom. Absalom! his denial of the histories of horror retold 

and unmasked by Shreve's othered gaze, "I don't. I don'tl I 

don't hate iti I don't hate it!" (Faulkner 471), he bespeaks 

more than just a further erasure of his own composite self and 
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the histories that fail to authorise his narrative. In a 

sense, his attempts at absolution are valid, for it is not so 

much the truths of his past that haunt Quentin, but rather 

Shreve's theatralization of those very illusions that shelter 

the darker realities of the discourses of othering, mastery, 

racial superiority, difference that hide like Henry in the 

disintegrating architectonics of the mythos of the South. 

Shreve's retelling of those "unspeakable things" becomes the 

dissimulating act that horrifies Quentin, and Faulkner's 

audience, into a critical consciousness of the dialectics of 

imperialism and the systems of othering (race, class, and 

gender) that become the central objects of Faulkner's somewhat 

postcolonial and deconstructive narrative. Possessed in that 

cold New England air by his own script now deciphered and 

recast, Quentin shudders in the spectacle of Shreve's re

presentation of the darkness at the heart of the "eggshell 

shibboleth" of American identity. 

Perhaps not surprisingly, the central metaphor, and 

indeed, the central stage, for all of Faulkner's drama of 

difference and dominance is Haiti, itself a "literary sign" 

(as Michael Dash defines the island as metaphor in the 

Epilogue to his Haiti and the United States') of the darker 

reality lurking like Clytie within the ruinate shell of what 

Joan Dayan terms our "gothic americas" (Dayan, HHG, 187). 

More than simply the developmental location of Sutpen's 
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notions of mastery and racialist brutality (as he moves from 

that backdoor in Tidewater to the sidedoor of American 

individualist supplantation in Haiti), and more than merely 

the epicenter of Sutpen's "curse" and Bon's revenge that will 

entropically devolve the fiction of mastery, Haiti becomes the 

crux for all of the constructs that misrepresent the Other, 

the crossroads of cultural textuality. Faulkner elaborates: 

Where high morality was concomitant with the money 

and the sheen on the dollars was not from gold but 

from blood — a spot of earth which might have been 

created and set aside by heaven itself. Grandfather 

said, as a theatre for violence and injustice and 

bloodshed and all the satanic lusts of human greed 

and cruelty, for the last despairing fury of all 

the pariah-interdict and all the doomed — a little 

island set in a smiling and fury-lurked and 

incredible indigo sea, which was the halfway point 

between what we call the jungle and what we call 

civilization, halfway between the dark inscrutable 

continent from which the black blood, the black 

bones and flesh and thinking and remembering and 

hopes and desires, was ravished by violence, and 

the cold known land to which it was doomed, the 

civilised land and people which had expelled some 
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of its own blood and thinking and desires that had 

become too crass to be faced and borne longer, and 

set it homeless and desperate on the lonely ocean -

- a little lost island in a latitude which would 

require ten thousand years of equitorial heritage 

to bear its climate, a soil manured with black 

blood from two hundred years of oppression and 

exploitation until it sprang with an incredible 

paradox of peaceful greenery and crimson flowers 

and sugar cane sapling size and three times the 

height of a man and a little bulkier of course but 

valued pound for pound almost with silver ore, as 

if nature held a balance and kept a book and 

offered a recompense for the torn limbs and 

outraged hearts even if man did not, the planting 

of nature and roan too watered not only by the 

wasted blood but breathed over by the winds in 

which the doomed ships had fled in vain . . . along 

which the last vain despairing cry of woman or 

child had blown away. (12-13) 

Hence, Faulkner employs Haiti not as a marginal space of 

terror whence his actors emerge from the wings, but rather as 

the very center-stage upon which colonialism, imperialism and 
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all ideologies of legitimized possession play out their 

tragedies. This literary and cultural sign becomes the empty 

space at the center of the colonial project, a metonymy of 

presence for all of the absentee signification of bourgeois 

discourses that sacrifice to the Myth of Progress the very 

matter of the black body itself as the locus of all of the 

images of racial otherness. It is this figure of Haiti that 

still haunts, as it has much of American Romance, Quentin, 

Faulkner, and the reader at the close of the novel, that is 

echoed in the dislocated howls of Jim Bond as he escapes into 

Faulkner's transposition of Fanon's later notion of the 

psychodramas of "occult zones of instability" into Quentin's 

denial. 

Such a trope of Haiti as figure for exotic fear, for 

otherness, for mimetic denial, and for discursive possession 

permeates much of American Romance, modernist and 

postmodernist traditions, as critics from Joan Dayan to Wilson 

Harris have recently demonstrated. From Poe's Pym and his 

voyages into the unsignified South to Faulkner's reinscription 

of the space of Haiti as the body of Lucas Beauchamp in 

Intruders in the Dust to Graham Greene's disturbing 

reaffirmation of a dark and savage Antilles in The Comedians 

and even into the hallmark films of American individualism 

like Howard Hawks's (and Faulkner's) To Have and Have Not. 

Haiti as discursive space oscillates in its ambivalent 
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scriptings. Constantly misconstructed as the necessary 

detritus of an Enlightenment Age and its industrializing 

bastards, Haiti has become, as Joan Dayan theatralizes 

Cartesian fallacy and connects it to myths of race in Haiti. 

History and the Gods. a zombified space/body necessarily 

dematerialized for the invention of legitimizing superiority. 

Michael Dash, in his reading of the inscription of Haiti into 

the American "literary imagination," pinpoints the fetishizing 

of Haiti and the black body it represents: 

Even after the end of the American occupation in 

1934 Haiti continued to be visible in terms of 

antithetical extremes — land of promise or land of 

savagery, where the natives were nobly or ignobly 

black. Either uncritically idealized or blindly 

denigrated, Haiti had become the stock in trade for 

cheap sensationalist fiction, such as Theodor 

Roscoe's Murder on the Way (1935) — a murder 

mystery complete with voodoo drums and malevolent 

zombies, (Dash 73) 

and again, during the resurrection of such images in the 60s: 

Just as Joseph Conrad had earlier supplied the 
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dominant images of Africa in the European 

imagination, in the 1960s Graham Greene performed 

the same dubious service for Haiti in the Western 

imagination. The puritanical crusader immersed in 

sensual darkness; the unspeakable kingdom of the 

night; a static, timeless world of absence — these 

durable and influential images establish an 

imaginative quarantine around Africa and Haiti . . 

. As we have seen, Haiti, like Africa, had been 

fixed ^textually' since the nineteenth century as a 

literary sign, inexhaustively suggestive of mystery 

and carnality. Spenser St. John's account of ^The 

Black Republic' (1884) sent a shudder of disgust 

through the minds of his Victorian readership. The 

same disturbing pleasure awaited Greene's readers 

in the 1960s. (101, 105) 

That such images of Haiti have recently become part of media 

myopia in the dissemination of official discourses surrounding 

another American invasion only compounds the tragic sense that 

the images of the Antilles in general must, as Michael Dash 

calls out, be transformed even as Dan Rather's shudders at the 

"distant drums" recodify the master-script and Haiti is once 

again dispossessed of any actual self-representation. 
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Such a transformation, and such a final liberation of the 

Antillean image and sign underwrites the historiography of an 

Antillean theatre, and especially Haitian theatre, in the 

twentieth century, from the earliest broadcasts of Theodor 

Beaubrun to the poetic decolonizations of Cesaire who centers 

his Negritude in a possession of Haiti, from equally haunting 

reclamations of the Haitian stage by Glissant's Dead in 

Monsieur Toussaint to the unmasking of the silenced Haitian 

voices in Frank Fouche's General Baron la Croix ou le silence 

masque. Culminating in metatheatrical productions like 

Franketienne's Kaselezo, the revolutions of Haitian New 

Theater contract in the birthing of a critically conscious 

theater that promises to dissimilate the discourses that still 

block Haitian "hopes and desires." 

The ^gran trope' of Haitian imagery and the master-script 

for its theaters of dissemblance is not solely the product of 

American fiction, however. While the Occupation of 1915-1934 

compounded the misrepresentation of Haiti and the exclusionary 

racial systems at the center of these theatralizations, it did 

not engender them, for just as Haiti would dominate the 

American literary imagination, so, too, would its spectre 

become fashioned out of earlier imperialist fantasies that had 

long before dissembled the island and its populations as the 

central locus for its own justifying logos. Hence, Haiti was 

constructed as the quintessential theater for all of the 
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colonial dramas, becoming the paradigmatic figure from 

Montaigne's Essais to Froude's damning monolith uttered in 

1887: "[Haiti is] the most ridiculous caricature of 

civilization in the world" (Dayan 32). Regis Antoine's 

insightful study of the construction of the Francophone 

Caribbean in metropolitan writing highlights this crucial 

dependency upon the image of a dark, primitive, exoticized 

space projected onto the earliest ^mappings' of the Antilles 

for French consumption. Antoine clarifies: 

This colonization was to result in a body of 

writing in various genres including the chronicles of 

missionaries, travellers, residents, and eventually, in 

France itself, writers and essayists who, without ever 

having gone to the Caribbean, would nevertheless use 

Caribbean motifs in their work. Thus over three hundred 

years an image of the islands has grown and developed. 

(349) 

Such growth and development would result in the proliferation 

of the gran trope of an Antillean inferiority both mimetic and 

racial in essence, permeating the foundational texts of French 

tradition from Voltaire, Diderot and Chateaubriand to Rousseau 

and Hugo, Breton and Malraux. Despite its appropriation by 

realists like Balzac or by historians like Du Tertre (whom 
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Antoine notes as underwriting Rousseau's concepts of the noble 

savage), this gran trope equally depends upon and dispossesses 

the majority of Antilleans for the construction of French 

hegemony initially, and later for the ostensible revolution 

against such hegemony. Hence, C.L.R. James' insistence upon 

Haiti as the nexus for European enactments of revolution in 

The Black Jacobins can be read back into the entirety of the 

European colonial project as it fed off of such 

theatralizations of the Antilles and the main actors who would 

play out its farces: the savage and voluble black slave, the 

noble Toussaint, the tragic raulatress. Perhaps more so than 

on the other islands we've thus far examined, the Francophone 

Antilles would come to represent the greatest and most 

pernicious dissemblance of all, for here not only could 

playwrights "not write plays about voodoo" (as James's Marie 

Jeanne exclaims at the crux of Black Jacobins) , but more 

crucially, European playwrights and even other Antillean 

authors, travellers, statesmen could never avoid constructing 

Haiti into and out of their own haunted misperceptions. 

More important than the sheer magnitude of the gran trope 

of Francophone Antillean otherness, then, is its dependency 

upon two central misrepresentations that become the framework 

of the French master-script: the Vodoun religion of the 

slaves, and the performance rituals often associated with the 

religion. Here, in both of these arenas of theatralization, 
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the chronicles Antoine highlights seem to center their 

narrativizing of the black Self, eroticized and exoticized and 

always mimetically other and linguistically inept in relation 

to French models. Father Labat, a catholic priest often 

"sympathetic" to the slaves, becomes possessed himself by one 

of these early slave theaterical performances: 

While you look on, they seem to be beating their 

stomachs, although it is their thighs that are 

beaten. They withdraw briefly and pirouette, and 

recommence the same movement with completely sensual 

gestures, as often as the drum gives the signal, which it 

often does, several times in succession. From time to 

time they link arras and make two or three turns beating 

their thighs and kissing each other. (355) 

Eighteenth-century white Creole chronicler of the colonies, 

Moreau de Saint-Mery, describes in somewhat less reductive 

though still problematic terms the Vodoun ceremony of the Don 

Pedro Dance: 

Who will also believe that Voodoo gives place to 

something further which also goes by the name of 

dance? In 1768, a slave of Petit-Goave, of Spanish 
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origin, abusing the credulity of the blacks, by 

superstitious practises gave them an idea of a dance, 

analogous to that of Voodoo, but where the movements are 

more hurried. To make it even more effective the slaves 

place in the rum, which they drink while dancing, well 

crushed gun-powder. One has seen this dance, called 

Dance to Don Pedro, or simply Don Pedro, induce death in 

the slaves; and the spectators themselves, electrified by 

the spectacle of this convulsive exercise, share the 

drunkeness of the actors, and hasten by their chant and 

a quickened measure, a crisis which is in some way common 

to them. It has been necessary to forbid them from 

dancing Don Pedro under grave penalty, but sometimes 

ineffectually. (Laguerre 31-2) 

Both Labat and Moreau provide evidence of both a central 

preoccupation with and inscription of the Vodoun culture. 

Crucially they note a parallel theatrical tradition on the 

plantations and in the proverbial hills that was more than 

simply an exorcistic or orgiastic frenzy. Though both authors 

seem to miss this point, we might realize already in these 

eighteenth century narratives the theatralizations that would 

not only become the dialogic theater for a "religion of 

resistance and revolution" in the Antilles, but also the 
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crucial interstices, as Joan Dayan has argued, between the 

official image of Haiti (the French *loi') and the unofficial 

reinvention of that image in the rituals of the Haitian loa 

(Dayan, Raritan. 35). So threatening were these rituals, and 

yet so central to the discourses of mastery and racial 

difference, that even the cornerstone text of French 

colonialism, the Code Noir, delineates its taxonomizing terror 

via the othering of Vodoun: 

We forbid the public excercise of any other than 

the Catholic, Apostolic and Roman religion. We 

will that all persons who act contrary to this 

prohibition, shall be punished as rebels, and 

trouble makers. In this view, we forbid all 

heretical assemblies; declaring the same to be 

illegal and seditious conventicles, subject to the 

like punishment, which shall also be inflicted upon 

those masters who permit their slaves to attend 

such assemblies. (Laguerre 58) 

While denying the right to Vodoun ^theatrics', the Code would 

act as an ironic and brutal theatralization of both the role 

of Antilleans in the consciousness and judicial courts of the 

masters, and as the paradigmatic master-script enacting its 
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own masquerade, artificial and fictive throughout. Joan Dayan 

delineates the farce underlying French power plays: 

The Black Code, the most barbaric product of the 

Enlightenment, was ignored by the philosophes and 

later forgotten — or, more precisely, never mentioned. 

The discourse on methodical dispossession, a logic of 

conversion more horrific than the threat of damnation, 

has been relegated to the bowels of white thought, like 

the Furies hidden beneath Athens so that the city could 

be born. The Black code provides the context for 

understanding the "humanitarianism" of the "Amis des 

noirs" and of Montesquieu and Rousseau. Had they allowed 

the French code of laws into their reflections on 

servitude, slavery, and nature, it would have been a 

mockery of their highest truths. (Dayan, HHG. 200-1) 

Fully dependent upon a misrepresentation of the roles of 

Antillean blacks, the dramas of the State emerged out of the 

denials of self-representation that mediated colonial history 

and manufactured mastery. Similarly, the anonymous author of 

the Essai sur l^esclavaae et observations sur l^etat present 

des colonies [1750] expresses the confluence of all of 

Antillean misrepresentation, linking the racial and 
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The dance called water mama and in our colonies La 

Mere de L'Eau (the water mother) is strictly 

forbidden to them. They make a great mystery of it, and 

all that is known of it is that it excites very much 

their imagination. (59) 

While Corneille and Racine played out the fantasies of the 

State and Mastery in the theatre houses, another theater was 

emerging that would eventually topple both colonial 

governments and their attendant theaters of dissemblance. 

Juris Silinieks elaborates the dialogy nascent in Francophone 

Antillean theatrical origins: 

In the francophone Caribbean and elsewhere in the 

region during the colonial period, theater performances 

were part of the cultural life among the white 

colonizers, popularly called "bekes" in Martinique 

("zoreilles" in Guadaloupe), and wealthy mulattos, the 

plantation owners and the upper middle classes in the 

more prosperous cities of Haiti, Guadaloupe, and 

Martinique. By and large, however, this theater was an 

artificial transplant, detached from the insular 

geographic and sociopolitical realities, imported from 
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the metropolis or from Italy, made according to the 

established canons of prevailing aesthetics. 

[Others] would insist that the true beginnings of 

autochthonous Caribbean theater are to be found in the 

soirees, the evening gatherings that slaves and their 

later descendants held on the plantations . . . The 

soirees were part of a spiritual marronnage, not simply 

running away from authority, but an assertive 

nonacceptance of the imposed canon. (Silinieks 507) 

It would not be until the twentieth century that such 

marronage began to find a voice on the official Antillean 

stage and it is here in what Wilson Harris might term the 

"womb of space" that later Haitian playwrights in particular 

will induce their labor. Indeed, the central metaphors of the 

master-script will become the center-stages of Haitian 

enactments and repossessions of the very rituals of 

signification, the very voices of the erased, and the very 

crossroads of cultural ontology. 

Beginning in the nationalist movements of the 1920s and 

30s, Haitian playwrights, poets, sociologists and essayists 

initiated a break from the master-script so long inscribed 

onto the space of the Antillean identity. Jean Price Mars's 

Ainsi parle l^oncle and other studies of folkloric archaeology 

attempted to provide a legitimizing discourse for an authentic 
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Antillean Self, unmasked from the dissembled images of the 

past. Jacques Roumain and his idealizations of the Haitian 

peasantry in novels and polemics alike would become fodder for 

emergent literary generations centering themselves in a 

theatralization of Antillean consciousness that ostensibly 

rewrote the roles of the savage and the tragic mulatress. In 

Haiti, especially, the tendencies of a young intellectual and 

poetic community toward a dissimulation of the discourses of 

mastery and the roles of the master-script coalesced into what 

Michael Dash has termed "a crise de conscience" (Dash 67), 

manifesting itself in the Indigeniste movement's revolution in 

poetry that would counter the hegemony of French dissemblance 

in the hopes of a "revolution permanente." Dash encapsulates 

the radical transformation at this crucial crossroads in 

Haitian articulation: 

What was desired was more than an infusion of local 

colour into Haitian writing. They were, 

consciously or unconsciously , obsessed by the need for 

cultural wholeness, for the artist to be the voice of the 

community. Essentially Indigenism was built around this 

generation's preoccupation with the status of art and 

ritual in a world of materialism and broken continuities. 

. During the Occupation Haitian nationalism, the 

raison d'etre of Indigenism, sought various points of 
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orientation. Among the various myths that informed 

Haitian nationalism were the glorious and untainted pre-

Colombian past; the heroic struggle of 1804; the legacy 

of cultural refinement and literary taste inherited from 

their Latin culture and the most influential alternative 

to emerge in the late twenties — Africa. (79, 91) 

Such a "process of repossessing and renaming the landscape and 

reality of Haiti" (82), would be part of a dramatic revolution 

as well, as young playwrights like Dominigue Hippolyte and 

Roger Dorsinville in Haiti began to create a particularly 

Francophone Theater of Dissimulation that, like other theaters 

of dissimulation in the West Indies and Puerto Rico in the 30s 

and 40s, broke from the largely derivative modes of Antillean 

theaters of dissemblance and restaged this crisis of 

conscience in enactments that would forshadow later 

revolutions. In a sense, these early dissimulating enactments 

inhabited and recodified that ^espace invivable', beating out 

from within the barrier of French cultural imperialism and the 

mimicries of the Haitian elite a new voice — the Other made 

Self, the vehicle of inferior difference made into an 

authentic actor with his own script. 

Hence, as Dash has amply demonstrated in his third 

chapter from Literature and Ideology in Haiti, while poets 
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like Carl Brouard and other members of the Haitian Griot 

movement in the 30s and 40s turned to a romanticization of 

Vodoun culture to effect their dissimulations, dramatists like 

Roger Dorsinville, in his 1945 production of Barrieres. 

positioned their redefinition of the role of Antillean 

identity within a critical, and yet often problematic, attack 

on the social realities underlying the discourses of race and 

class that separated the majority of the black Haitians from 

the realization of liberte, egalite, or fraternite and that 

also infected the middle class in its "zone of instability" 

between the binarisms of haves and have nots. Hence, 

Barrieres begins its enactment juxtaposed between two 

families, Les Roberval and Les Rabeau, both representing the 

intersticial community of the bourgeoisie itself blockaded 

along racialist and classist lines. The Robervals are, by 

Dorsinville's designation, lighter skinned, somewhat 

wealthier, and speak their lines in meticulous French. The 

Rabeau family, from the initial scenes, reveals its lower 

status as Marie enunciates in Creole her argument with her 

mother. Such tensions and their implications become 

exacerbated as Robert Rabeau, himself reminiscent of that 

young generation of indigeniste revolutionaries, violates 

these barriers and attempts to marry Nicole Roberval. 

Employing their erotic coupling as a theatralization of his 

own cultural relativism and romanticization of a Hegelian ^law 
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of the heart', Dorsinville (via Robert) utters what becomes 

the idee fixe of early dissimulating enactments, "Un coeur 

d'homme ne differe pas d'un autre coeur d'homme. Tous les 

coeurs sont sembables, et quand 1'amour les touche . . . " 

(Dorsinville 9). Robert elaborates the real barriers dividing 

both the stage and the audience of Dorsinville's production: 

Robert: Mais maman, c'est exactement ce que je ne 

veux pas entendre dire. "Dans son monde — dans le 

notre". Quelle difference y a-t-il? Existe-t-il 

un "leur monde" et un "notre monde", et en quoi 

leur monde est-il superieur au notre? En fait j'ai 

plus de valeur que Jean. Nicole n'est pas 

superieur a notre Marie, si fine. En quoi le 

commergant Roberval est-il superieur a 1' avocat 

Rabeau? [But mother, this is exactly what I don't 

want to hear you say. "In their world — in ours". 

What difference is it? Does there exist a "their 

world" and an "our world", and how is their world 

superior to ours? In fact I have more worth than 

Jean. Nicole is not superior to our Marie, nor 

more refined. How is the merchant Roberval 

superior to the lawyer Rabeau?] 
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Mme. Rabeau: En rien, en rien, cela est vrai. 

Mais enfin il y a les . . . conventions, les 

"inventions" du monde, si tu veux. Et tu 

m'etonnerais infiniment si a 28 ans, un ecrivain, 

journaliste, avocat conune toi n'etait pas arrive a 

comprendre que tout n'est pas simple dans notre 

milieu [Enough, enough, this is true. But still 

there are the . . . conventions, the "inventions" 

of the world, if you like. And you would amaze me 

if at 28 years old, a writer, a journalist, a 

lawyer like yourself had not arrived at the 

understanding that all is not simple in our social 

circle]. 

Robert: Mais, c'est nous qui compliquons tout 

[Yet, it is ourselves who complicate everything]. 

( 8 )  

Crucially, Dorsinville dissimulates the masks of 

internalization that still enslave his audience, and Robert's 

prophetic line seems to pinpoint one of the objects of 

Dorsinville's attack. The other, the more pernicious 

mechanisms of the discourse of mastery as it has been re-

represented in the justifying myths of the Haitian elite, is 
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unveiled in the dialogue between Mme. Roberval and her 

daughter, the contestable space of Nicole. Dorsinville 

dissimulates further: 

Mme. Roberval: . . . Mme. Robert Rabeaul La belle 

affaire! Pouvoir pretendre a des enfants blonds, 

et se contenter de mettre au monde des descendants 

de Rabeau . . . Des gens que I'on re<?oit par 

condescendance parce qu'ils sont les amis de classe 

de vos enfants, mais qui ne veulent pas rester a 

leur place. lis veulent monter. lis ne sa 

contentent pas de vous avoir comme relations, il 

faut encore qu'ils essaient d'epouser . . . lis 

sont malhonnetes. . . . [Madame Robert Rabeaul Big 

Deal! To be able to pretend to blond children, and 

to content oneself in giving birth to the 

descendants of Rabeau . . . people one sees 

socially because they are the classmates of your 

children, but who do not want to stay in their 

place. They want to move up. They are not content 

to have you as relations, it is further necessary 

that they attempt to get married . . . They are 

knaves. . . .] 

Nicole: Qu'entends-tu par declasser? Robert est 
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certainement superieur a Jean, et je t'affirme que 

Marie n'a jamais pense a epouser cette tete creuse 

qu'est ton fils. . . . [What do you mean by this 

depreciation? Robert is certainly superior to 

Jean, and I promise you that Marie would never 

think of marrying that empty headed son of yours . 

• . -] 

Tu sais qu'ils ne m'aiment pas. lis veulent faire 

acheter leurs cheveux blonds et leur nom. Tu sais 

que Mackensen est venu ici comme un blanc manant de 

rien du tout. Tu sais que La Ferte n'a qu'une 

belle tete, et qu'il I'a mise aux encheres [You 

know that they dislike me. They want to purchase 

their blond hair and their name. You know that 

Mackensen has come here as a white peasant of no 

substance at all. You know that La Ferte is 

nothing but a pretty head, and that he put it up 

for sale at auction]. (18,19) 

Exploding such ideologies of difference, Barrieres becomes a 

play that not only revolts against the master-script, but also 

inquires into the very re-production of that master-script in 

Haitian codifications of Self. Voicing, as Veve Clark puts 
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it, what had previously been unspeakable, and putting such 

resistance into the mouth of Nicole as he rewrites the figure 

of the tragic mulatress somewhat, Dorsinville initiates a 

deflation of the barriers of power that dispossess both 

colonizer and colonized, ultimately. Mme. Roberval's central 

exclamation echoes Quentin's horror and the audience's own 

reaction to this performance that would be immediately 

censored by Occupation officials: 

Mme. Roberval: Cest la premiere fois qu'elle m'a 

parle ainsi. Cest la premiere fois que j'ai vu 

entre mon enfant et moi une barriere si haute [It 

is the first time that she has spoken to me like 

this. It is the first time that I have seen 

between myself and my child a barrier so high]. 

(22) 

Indeed, Barrieres itself becomes that utterance of defiance 

that would replace one barrier with yet another. Still 

bourgeois in its final idealization of Robert's noble heart, 

and hence, still associating a certain romanticization with a 

revisioned black body and reaffirming a connection still to 

what Clark calls the "old forms" of French master-scripts, 

Dorsinville's dissimulation ends like much of the early 

indigenist drama in an unresolved crise de conscience. As 
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Robert storms off of the stage in noble defiance, we are left 

with the spectre of Rose, the Roberval's maid, underwritting 

Dorsinville's humanist expose', and we wonder, though 

Dorsinville himself marginalizes her into the wings, whether 

Robert's revolution will eventually include her. 

As the theater of dissimulation develops in the Antilles 

out of this initial crossroads of the articulations of an 

authentic Antillean Self, two paths emerge that will both 

continue the unmasking of the dispossessing roles of the Other 

and struggle for a redefinition of the space of both the black 

body in general and the figure of the feminine in particular. 

If these earlier nationalist attempts had culminated in 

Dorsinville's relativist humanism and romaniticized Sameness, 

the Negritude playwights, poets and statesmen would position 

their dissimulation within a reified notion of Difference, 

elaborating Robert Rabeau's defiance and reconstructing a 

barrier between the binaries of colonizer and colonized. 

Drawing upon the racial essentialism of Price-Mars and other 

codifiers of Antillean ^reality', and fueled by the movements 

both in Europe and Africa toward a revisioning of the Dark 

Continent, Negritude, in its more effective enactments, 

promised to not only legitimize a new role for the Antillean 

actor, but to include in its revolution against old forms the 

voices of those erased for so long: the masses of black 

peasants who, in their blackness and in their "folk" rituals 
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of an African identity dancing its way toward decolonization, 

became the idealized counter-hegemonic sign. Appropriated now 

for their very otherness, the dispossessed ostensibly 

inhabited the stage, epitomized in the figure of Caliban in 

Cesaire's rewriting of the archetypal Eurocentric 

theatralization of Mastery, A Tempest. 

Cesaire's A Tempest [1969] represents as well a crux for 

the very movement of Negritude and for Antillean theaters of 

dissimulation in general. The last of Cesaire's four plays, 

each of them an opus in decolonizing cacophony and critical 

inquiry into the mechanisms of the discourses of colonial and 

neocolonial power, A Tempest becomes the quintessential 

Negritude enactment of what Silinieks terms "confrontation and 

cultural irreconcilables" (Silinieks 512). Dissimulating from 

the initial moment of its occupation of Shakespeare's 

dissembling text, A Tempest literally unmasks these original 

roles and their contemporary contexts, exposing the pseudo-

humanism of Gonzalo, deflating the colonizing wand of 

Prospero's myths of power, problematizing Ariel as the 

bourgeois mulatto poet-intellectual so complicitous in his 

borrowed role, and finally centering on an inflation of both 

Caliban and his Africanized discourse of rebellion. Cesaire 

forecasts in his Prologue the inversion that is about to 

repossess the stage from its originary rupture: 
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Le Meneur de Jeu: Allons, Messieurs, servez-vous. 

. . A chacun son personnage et a chaque personnage 

son masque. Toi, Prospero? Pourquoi pas? II y a 

des volontes de puissance qui s'ignorent! Toi, 

Caliban? Tiens, tiens, c'est revelateur! Toi, 

Ariel1 Je n'y vois Aucun inconvenient. Et 

Stephano? Et Trinculo? Pas d'amateurs? Oui! A la 

bonne heure! II faut de tout pour faire un monde. 

Et apres tout, ceux-la ne sont pas les pires! Pour 

les jeunes premiers Miranda et Ferdinand, pas de 

difficultes. . . Vous, d'accord! Pas de 

difficultes non plus pour les scelerats : vous 

Antonio, vous Alonso, parfait! Dieu! J'oubliais 

les dieux! Eshu te va comrae un gant! Quant aux 

autres, debrouillez-vous! Alors, choisissez. . . 

Mais il y en a un que je choisis : c'est toil Tu 

comprends, c'est la Tempete. II me faut une 

tempete a tout casser. . . Alors, il me faut un 

costaud pour faire le Vent. Alors, c'est toi? 

D'accord! Et puis un allez-y. . . Attention 1 

C'est partil Vents, soufflez! Pluie et eclairs, a 

volonte ! (Cesaire, 11) 

[The Moving Spirit: Let's go, sirs, help yourself. 

To everyone his character and to each character his 
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mask. You, Prospero? Why not? There are unknown 

caprices of power! You, Caliban? Well, well, how 

revealing! You, Ariel! No problem. And Stephano? 

And Trinculo? No amateurs? Yes! Great! You need 

everything to make a world. 

And after all those aren't the worst! For the 

young principles, Miranda and Ferdinand, no 

difficulties . . . You, okay! No difficulties for 

the scoundrels either: you, Antonio. You Alonso, 

perfect! God! I forgot the gods! Eshu fits you 

like a glove! As for the others, thrash it out for 

yourselves! Well, choose . . . But there's one 

I'll choose myself; it is the Tempest. I must have 

a tempest to smash everything up . . . Well, I need 

a tough guy to make the Wind. Well, is it you? 

Okay! And then a strong commander for the boat! 

Good, now, let's go - . . Careful! It's done! 

Winds, blow! Rain and lightning do your stuff!] 

(trans. Joan Dayan, 3) 

Like the Haitian Griots that would utter similar cries of 

defiance in their Noirist poetry culminating in Depestre's 

militant sexuality and anti-imperialist snarls, and like the 

marronnage tradition that Silinieks links to Cesaire 
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(Silinieks 509) that had for centuries been dialogizing the 

official discourses of colonialist ideologies of Race and 

Difference, Cesaire supplants Prospero as he reorients the 

"nature" of Antillean crisis. Renaming the very gods that 

have legitimized colonial hierarchies of being, Cesaire's 

poetic tempest indeed threatens to "smash everything up." 

To do so, Cesaire relocates Shakespeare's plot around a 

bifurcated struggle between Prospero and Caliban, and within 

a discursive revolution that underwrites Caliban's literal 

dramatic rebellion. Though learned in the discourse of the 

colonizer — Prospero's language of mastery — Caliban shouts 

back the discourse of freedom, rooted in his African gods and 

culture and in his abjection of the tropes of the master-

script. Sickened by Ariel's "nostalgia for freedom" in his 

bourgeois verse that he plays over Caliban's attempted coup, 

and entrenched in his radical difference, Caliban claims 

center-stage in the penultimate scene to declare the manifesto 

of Negritude: 

Caliban: II faut que tu comprennes, Prospero : 

des annees j'ai courbe la tete, 

des annees j'ai accepte 

tout accepte : 

tes insultes, ton ingratitude 

pis encore, plus degradante que tout le reste. 



ta condescendance, 

Mais maintenant c'est fini! 

Fini, tu entends! 

Bien sur, pour le moment tu es encore 

le plus fort. 

Mais ta force, je m'en moque, 

comme de tes chiens, d'ailleurs, 

de ta police, de tes inventionsi 

Et tu sais pourquoi je m'en moque? 

Tu veux le savoir? 

C'est parce que je sais que je t'aurai. 

Empale Et au pieu que 

tu auras toi-meme aiguisel 

Empale a toi-meme! 

Prosper©, tu es un grand illusioniste : 

le mensonge, <?a te connait. 

Et tu m'as tellement menti, 

menti sur le monde, menti sur moi-meme, 

que tu as fini par m'imposer 

une image de moi-meme : 

Un sous-developpe, comme tu dis, 

un sous-capable, 

voila comment tu m'as oblige a me voir, 

et cette image, je la hais! Et elle est fausse 

Mais maintenant, je te connais, vieux cancer. 
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et je me connais aussil 

Et je sais qu'un jour 

mon poing nu, mon seul poing nu 

suffira pour ecraser ton monde! 

Le vieux monde foire! (Cesaire 11) 

[Caliban: You must understand, Prospero: 

for years I've bowed my head, 

for years I've accepted 

everything: 

your insults, your ingratitude, 

worse still, more degrading than everything else, 

your condescension. 

But now its over! 

Over, you hear! 

Of course, for now you're still 

the strongest 

But I don't give a damn about your strenghth, 

or your dogs, 

your police, your inventions! 

And you know why I don't give a damn? 

You want to know? 

It's because I know that I'll get you. 

Impaled! And with the rod that 

you'll have sharpened yourself! 
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Impaled by yourself I 

Prospero, you are a great illusionist: 

lying, that you know. 

And you've lied so much to me, 

lied about the world, lied about myself, 

and this image, I hate itl And it's false I 

But now, I know it, old cancer, 

and I know myself too! 

And I know that one day 

my naked fist, my naked fist alone 

will suffice to crush your world! 

The old world goes phut!] (trans. Dayan 64) 

Beyond the limitations of identity politics so prevalent in 

all Caribbean theaters of dissimulation and in Negritude texts 

in particular, Caliban's final monologue begins to hint at 

more than merely the defiant shout over the still erect 

barriers of difference. Cesaire's location of Negritude's 

ultimate revolution of the word from within this barrier, and 

from within the "image" that Caliban delineates, conjures a 

new direction for the decolonization of the Antillean stage. 

Though Cesaire ameliorates his tempest in the ongoing feud 
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between Prosper© and Caliban over the right to the island at 

the end of the play, we might realize that such a shift from 

the re-presentation of a viable Antillean Self to the 

exploration of language itself as the Antillean "espace 

invivable" that must be reclaimed is nevertheless crucial to 

later enactments in the francophone Antilles. Robert Eric 

Livingston pinpoints both the play's final limitations and 

potential liberations in his article entitled, "Cesaire, 

Serreau and the Drama of Negritude." He comments: 

Cesaire rejects the Shakespearean vision of 

reconciliation and foregrounds a continuing 

conflict between colonizer and colonized. At the end of 

the play, master and slave remain locked in a specular 

relation of domination and defiance. With a 

consciousness heightened by the very failure of his 

rebellion, Caliban denounces Prospero's illusions and 

proclaims the imminent end of his own alienation. . . . 

In the end, Prospero is left calling out Caliban's name, 

while in the distance, over the sound of the surf and 

theories of birds, scraps of Caliban's song can be heard; 

"Freedom Ohe' Freedom.". . . As a voice in the wind, the 

spirit of liberation lacks visible agency: it persists as 

an idea rather than as a project for collective 

realization. (Livingston 194-5) 
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Though perhaps mired in only a renaming of the gods, and 

though still restrained by the racial essentialism and a 

Fanonian politics of resistance underlying its attempts at 

liberation, Cesaire's final play opens the gate for further 

voyages, not so much into the idealized African womb, but 

through that womb into a space of deliverance. 

If Cesaire and the ideologies of Negritude still 

represented the master-script and the "old forms" of colonial 

discourse that would eventually lead to Duvalierism and the 

racialism of Haitian black fascism, phallogocentrically 

essentializing the roles of the Antillean into recastings of 

typical molds of the binarisms of master-slave relationships, 

another path for playwrights would lead to more dissimulating 

engagements. Represented in its earliest enactments in Haiti 

by such popular playwrights and performers like Theodore 

Beaubrun and by the forebearers of what Veve Clark has termed 

Haitian New Theater, and culminating in the productions of 

playwrights of a new "antillanite'" such as Martinican Edouard 

Glissant's Monsieur Toussaint^ this theater of creolity 

elaborated the space of both the Antillean Self and the 

Cesairean insistence upon discursive space as the crucial site 

of the struggle for freedom. More than just a defiant shout 

from across the barrier, the dissimulations of the early 

theater of creolity would center the enactment of 

decolonization within the interstice between master and slave. 
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the slash between the haves and have nots, and the 

transformative liminal zone between role and reality. Veve 

Clark highlights the earliest enactments of Beaubrun's 

"reformation of form" and reoreintation of revolution: 

Languichatte, the comic character portrayed by 

Theodore Beaubrun in innumerable sketches and plays, is 

the dramatic bridge leading toward Haitian New Theater. 

Clearly, the character and the playwright are responsible 

for bringing the Creole language and glimpses of popular 

culture to the stage. As Beaubrun tells the story, his 

character was named after the langue-chatte leaf used in 

infusions against colds and flu (Cornevin 220). The 

surname Debordus (cf. the French debordant) captures the 

over-flowing, exuberant, rapid fire delivery in Creole 

which has become a characteristic of his persona since 

the early radio shows in 1941. Even to this day, 

Languichatte is the best known actor in Haitian popular 

theater . . . On a consistent level for a decade before 

Felix Morisseau-Leroy mounted Antigone in Creole. 

Theodore Beaubrun and his alter ego Languichatte 

demonstrated how Haiti's diglossic cultural and 

linguistic geography might challenge and in part reform 

dramatic discourse inherited from both the French classic 

and popular theater. (Clark 782) 
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Languichatte's typical site of struggle was the middle ground 

of the middle class, the satirized scenarios of bourgeois 

^reality' inhabited and made grotesque by the carnivalesque 

antics of Languichatte's troupe, all "with working or 

underclass manners, dress, speech, and opinions prominently in 

view" (782). Such a middle ground would become transformed by 

Glissant into the crossroads where he would effect new 

theatrical rituals, acting out like Languichatte in the space 

between possession and dispossession his revisionings and 

unmaskings. 

Developing the tradition of early Haitian theater like 

Jean Brierre's Adieu a la Marseillaise [1955], and recasting 

Cesaire's dissimulating focus on the dialectics of 

decolonization and historical duplicity, Glissant's Monsieur 

Toussaint enacts Glissant's own insistence upon theater as a 

force for critical and collective consciousness, beginning 

with a "historical reinsertion" that Juris Silinieks 

designates as the key to the play (Silinieks 517). Rather 

than simply occupying and rewriting the originary texts and 

roles of colonial discourse, Glissant conducts what he terras 

a "work of recapitulation" (Foster and Franklin 19), a re-

exploration into the foundational moment of Antillean 

ontology: the Haitian Revolution and Toussaint's re

presentation of the master-script of French Republicanism, 
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that will eventually both dispossess the ubiquitous figuration 

of Toussaint and the mimicries of nationalist and Negrist 

essentialism and liberate the long misrepresented and silenced 

voices of those still demanding testimony. Framing the 

enactment in the arenas of both folk rituals of possession and 

the resignifying act of testimony, Glissant avoids the 

bifurcation of his stage between master and slave, and instead 

transforms his stage into the very dialectic of Antillean 

space: the crossroads of Toussaint's own death ritual 

symbolized in both the prison cell of the static Antillean 

present and the dynamic spatial and temporal zone which is 

both an historical moment (the Revolution) and a space of 

collective will, as Antonio Louis-Jean has termed Vodoun 

itself, of collective, polyphonic reinvention. In his 1970 

treatise upon the theatralization of Vodoun and upon the 

inherent possessive rite in Antillean theater. La crise de 

possession et La possession dramatique. Louis-Jean defines the 

space of Antillean production and echoes Glissant's 

spatiality: 

Enfin, 1'action re'elle du drame social qui nous arrive 

comme une inexorable necessite, se trouve limitee dans le 

temps et dans I'espace sur une scene ou la sublime un 

metteur en scene. Et c'est precisement la qu'intervient 
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le role pedagogique du theatre. II n'est pas qu'un 

attribut de la societe. Loin d'etre un simple 

divertissement, il instruit. En sublimant nos actes sur 

une etendue de participation, il nous permet de les 

repenser pour les transcender. Mais ce nouveau mode 

d'apprehension du reel n'est pas sans une reconquete de 

I'espace. Ce qui retient particulierement notre 

attention ici, c'est la fonction sociale du theatre 

faisant appel a la "part prometheene de la realite 

sociale", mouvement concerts de volontes de 

transformation ou de I'eclatement des structures deja 

depassees parce que presentes. De tous les arts, le 

theatre semble etre celui qui s'enracine le plus 

profondement dans 1'existence concrete de I'homme 

[Finally, the real action of the social drama that comes 

to us as an inexorable necessity, is limited in time and 

space on a stage where the director sublimates it. It is 

precisely here that the pedagogical role of theater 

intervenes. It is nothing but an attribute of society. 

Far from being simple entertainment, it instructs. In 

sublimating our acts under an understanding of 

participation, it allows us to reconsider them as we 

transcend them. However, this new mode of apprehending 

the real is not without a reconquest of space. Here we 

should pay particular attention to the social function of 
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theater as it makes an appeal to the "promethean part of 

social reality," a concerted movement of wills for 

transformation or for the splintering of structures 

already outdated because they are present. Of all the 

arts, theater seems to be the one that roots itself most 

profoundly in the concrete existence of man]. (Louis-Jean 

20) 

Hence, what Glissant's Toussaint becomes is a vehicle within 

a dialogized stage, "recapitulating" (as Glissant terms it in 

the preface) that body of the Antilles through the very ritual 

of repossession: the crisis of history. In witnessing and 

accounting for his own theatralized significance, Toussaint 

becomes the sacrificial and ritual victim for Antillean 

resolution of the crise de conscience shadowing its main 

actors, and hence, Glissant is able not only to avoid 

Cesaire's problematic dialogies and Hegelian premises, but to 

redirect theater away from its tendencies toward identity 

politics and toward an awareness of the space of 

theatralization itself as a potentially viable stage for 

cultural reification. 

As Toussaint is possessed by the Dead and forced to watch 

his own play, Glissant begins to reveal the crux of 

Toussaint's crime and the crucial nexus for Antillean 
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discourses of Being. Internalizing the discourses of the 

French philosophe tradition, Toussaint forgot the voices of 

those still denied by enlightenment tenets of liberte' and 

egalite'. His crucial re-memorying (as Toni Morisson might 

have it), directed by the metteurs-en-scene of the forgotten 

Dead and figures like Macaia who re-present to Toussaint the 

voice of maroon freedom that he abandoned, Toussaint ponders 

"the prison house" of his destiny and language itself: 

Toussaint; Eh bien, mes ombres? Vous etiez six a 

me harceler, que me reste-t-il? Un, I'honneur. 

Deux, la race. Trois, la liberte'. Quatre, 

I'inconnu, le mystere. Le compte y est. Pour 

cette nuit encore, elles tiendront sur I'arbre, mes 

quatre feuilles de vie. Car ils n'ont pas fini 

avec leurs reproches, les compagnons. lis veulent 

me voir descendre jusqu'au fond le morne qu'on ne 

remonte pas. . . Oui, c'etait bien parler, Macaia : 

depuis le premier jour cette prison m'attend. . . 

Les travaux, les victoires et les conquetes, pour 

finir dans la nuit d'un cachot. . . Car je mene ici 

un triste carnaval. . . Toute cette force, la 

patience, les calculs, I'assaut de men peuple, son 

cri, tout cela qui va pour mourir avec la derniere 

chaleur du feu. (Glissant 124-5) 
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[Toussaint: Well, my shadows? There used to be 

six of you there to torment me, now what's left? 

One, Honor. Two, the race. Three freedom. Four, 

the unknown, the mysterious. That's the count. 

Throughout this night my four leaves of life will 

cling to the tree. For my companions have not 

finished their reproaches. They will force me to 

descend to the bottom of the hill that is not to be 

climbed again. Yes, Macaia, It was well said: this 

prison has awaited me since the first day. . . . 

All the work, the victories and conquests, all to 

end in the darkness of a prison cell. For here I 

lead a sad masquerade. Such strength, patience, 

planning, the will of my people, their cry, all 

about to die here with the last spark of fire.] 

(trans. Foster and Franklin 59) 

Macaia reminds Toussaint that the "sadder masquerade" was the 

one played out upon the space between the Revolution for 

Independence and the realities of that struggle for freedom of 

the people. He scolds Toussaint for his own crucial 

duplicity: 

Macaia: Toussaint Abreda, regarde en toi. Ce n'est 
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plus Toussaint-Louverture, general des revoltesl 

Toute la recolte qui brulait, elle a brule dans ta 

poitrine. Alors tu prends des mots de cendre pour 

parler a tes enfants. Qui peut te comprendre, 

Abreda? La ruse et les detours ne font pas mene 

jusqu'a^ nous. Tu perds le chemin, des la premiere 

case! L'esclave ne te comprend pas, le travailleur 

affame roule dans la foret, il entend le tonnerre 

de Toussaint, il s'enfuiti Depuis le temps ou* tu 

es monte' sur les mornes, et depuis ce temps ou* tu 

es entre dans la prison, connais-tu ton peuple? 

Mais pourquoi dire : ton peuple? il ne reste rien 

a Toussaint, hormis le secret de sa pensee, enferme 

dans sa tete de gouverneur. (Glissant 134) 

[Macaia: Toussaint Abreda, look within you. 

Toussaint Loverture, general of ttie rebels, is no 

longer there. The entire harvest in flames has 

burned itself out within your breast. You choose 

ashen words to speak to your children. Who can 

understand you, Abreda? Deception and deviation 

have not led you to us. The slave does not 

understand you, the starving worker runs through 

the forest, he hears the thunder of toussaint, he 

flees! Since the day when you climbed upon the 
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hill, since the day that you entered prison, what 

have you done with your people? Nothing remains 

for Toussaint, except the secret of his thought, 

inside his governor's head.] (Foster and Franklin 

61) 

In similar indictment, Moyse, the "soldier-farmer" who 

becomes the final voice of retribution for Toussaint, cements 

Glissant's dissimulation and, perhaps, Glissant's somewhat 

idealizing identification with the very role of the 

dispossessed. Moyse admonishes: 

Je cherche le peuple. Vous dites le peuple, je dis 

les malheureux. Vous dites : "Le peuple", avec des 

airs republicains; je vois les sarcleurs, les 

coupeurs, les amarreurs, dans les sacs de toile, la 

tete qui tourne sous le soleil, la canne et la 

sueur, j'etais general des travailleurs. lis 

criaient : "Vive Moyse", ils ecoutaient ce soldat 

qui s'inquietait de leurs miseres. Ahl pourquoi 

ai-je donne' la main pour les mater? Cela ne m'a 

servi de rien,. . . lis sont la, general Toussaint, 

derriere le mur. Ceux que vous appelez le peuple. 

(Glissant 142) 
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[I seek the people. You say the people, I say the 

wretched. You say: "The people," in the manner of 

a republican; I see the weeders, the reapers, the 

binders, in sackcloth, their heads turning giddy 

beneath the sun, the cane and the sweat; I was the 

general of the workers. They shouted: "Long Live 

Moyse," they heeded this soldier who was concerned 

with their misery. AhI why did I help to oppress 

them? It served no purpose for me; . . . They are 

there. General Toussaint, behind the wall. Those 

whom you call the people. ] (Foster and Franklin 

65,66) 

More than just a romanticized reproduction of Roumain's 

peasantry as the quasi-christian inheritors and true Masters 

of the Dew, more than C.L.R. James's Samedi Smith invested 

with the ideologies of Jamesian Marxism, and more than merely 

a defiant Caliban rewritten, Glissant's Moyse finally demands 

from his own central metaphor (Toussaint consistently reminds 

the Dead of their dependencies upon him) the liberation of 

those for whom signification has always meant silence. Hence, 

the initial event of the Haitian Revolution becomes the 

discursive revolution of Glissant, not only retelling the 

story of a figure about whom over 40 Antillean productions 
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have re-enacted this "tragedy of language" (Silinieks 15), but 

finally demythifying Antillean quests for authentic identity 

and repossessing a theater of "the people." As Toussaint dies, 

and the play degenerates in the prison house, Langles reveals 

the regenerative potential of such a theatralization: 

Mais pour finir, les homines t'effaceront comme ils 

effaceront Langles. ils ecriront : 1'Expedition 

VICTORIEUSE de Saint-Domingue. lis le publieront 

dans leurs ouvrages, ils I'inscriront dans leur 

encyclopedies. Oui, nos descendants y veilleront, 

jusqu'a* la troisieme generation et au-dela. lis 

tiennent pouvoir de decider sur le juste et le 

faux! lis t'enfermeront dans un Fort plus terrible 

que Joux, dans une raontagne plus abrupte que le 

Jura : c'est le silence public. (Glissant 232) 

[But, to finish, men will obliterate you as they 

will obliterate Langles. They will write: the 

Victorious expedition to San Domingo. They will 

publish it in their works, they will inscribe it in 

their encyclopedias. Yes, our descendents will 

keep watch there to the third generation and 

beyond. They will hold the power between truth and 

falsehood! They will shut you up in a fort more 
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terrible than Joux, in a mountain more precipitous 

than the Jura: the silence of the people. ] 

(Foster and Franklin 95) 

Acting out his revolution within that middle space 

"between truth and falsehood," Glissant is able both to offer 

a "prophetic vision of the past," as he calls the play in his 

prologue, and to open the barrier between binarisms of race 

and difference. Monsieur Toussaint ends not with Cesaire's 

confrontation, but with instead a renaming of the rituals of 

cultural creation that beckons a syncretic confluence. So, 

too, will later "Creoliste" playwrights like Chamoiseau and 

Placoly attempt to conjure such creolized revisionings as they 

admonish Cesaire and Negrist predecessors for Toussaint's very 

crime: 

A recent assessment by a group of writers who call 

themselves creolistes takes a critical view of the 

ideological and aesthetic tenets of negritude. 

Their conclusion is that negritude produced a 

"writing truly suspended, outside the land, the 

people, without a readership, or any authenticity." 

(Silinieks 519) 
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Though only nascent by the production of Glissant's Toussaint 

in 1971 on the French Broadcast System [originally written in 

1961], the creoliste insistence upon a "state of intermediary 

humanity" as its site of struggle and upon a heteroglossic 

inclusion of the roles of the marginalized and dispossessed 

potentially prophesied future gestures toward liberation. 

Yet, as James Arnold has demonstrated in his recent 

article, "The gendering of Creolite': The erotics of 

colonialism," this later creoliste movment, while it 

ostensibly struggles for such dismantling of identity politics 

and such dispossession of the discourses of colonial 

oppression, falls prey to the same sort of haunting that 

Quentin Compson tries in vain to abject in Faulkner's novel. 

Like the final lines of Glissant's Toussaint that leave the 

audience imprisoned in the ambivalence of Haitian 

"possessions" as Mackandal whispers into Toussaint's ear the 

monolithic repetition of his name: "Monsieur Toussaint, 

Monsieur Toussaint," the creolistes seem haunted by not only 

an appropriated Haitian history and stage, but also by the 

very binarisms still possessing Toussaint (and Glissant 

himself) at the end of the play. Hence, the black body of 

Haiti remains an "espace invivable" throughout both Negrist 

and Creoliste construction, as opaque and erased ultimately as 

the womanist tradition that Arnold clarifies as part of the 

exclusionary moralities of a new dramaturgy. Arnold 
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suimarizes: 

The creolite movement has inherited from its 

antecedents, antillanite and negritude, a sharply 

gendered identity. Like them, it is not only 

masculine but masculinist. Like them, it permits 

only male talents to emerge within the movement, to 

carry its seal of approval. (Arnold 21) 

Like the maroon hero, who becomes Glissant's locus for his 

syncretic and resistant theater, the figure of Haiti and woman 

become essentialized into submerged sources, as reduced as 

Mama Dio in Toussaint. for Glissant's restagings and "new" 

gesturings. Recontextualized for the purposes of cultural 

revisioning, Haiti remains misarticulated in Glissant's final 

"fade to black," still dissimulated and still haunting 

Caribbean consciousness as it had Labat and Moreau, Walcott 

and James, Cesaire and Serreau. While these gesturings were 

being enacted during the 60s, another more dissimilating 

theater would emerge from the dialectic of Duvalierism in 

Haiti which reached its brutal apex in the late 60s and early 

70s. Developing the methods of earlier Haitian playwrights 

like Morisseau-Leroy (whose 1953 production of Antiacne en 

Creole marks, for VeVe Clark, the emegence of Haitian New 

Theater) and Mona Guerin (who, while remaining part of an 
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intimiste tradition, initiated a redirection around the figure 

of Haitian woman in plays like L^oiseau de ces dames [1966]), 

playwrights like Frank Fouche' induced a transformation of the 

theater of dissimulation into metatheatrical enactments like 

the 1971 presentation of General Baron-la-Croix ou le silence 

masque' that not only finally brought the silence of the 

people to a revolutionary voicing of long repression, but that 

unmasked the very mechanisms of image-making at the core of 

Duvalier's policing languages of mastery. Unlike the theater 

of dissimilation enacted in the West Indies and Puerto Rico as 

a resistance to North American policies of cultural 

imperialism via the image, Fouche' and other Haitian 

playwrights responded to the theatralization inherent in 

Duvalier's racial essentialism, itself an appropriation of the 

Vodoun culture for its legitimizing ^loi'. Becoming a vehicle 

for the realization of earlier "antillanite"' relocations, 

Fouche's General makes such theatralizations both the central 

object of its satirizing erruptions and the main stage for the 

reinvention of a new Haitian, even Antillean, theater. 

To do so, Fouche' represents Duvalier's reign of terror 

within the context of a Vodoun ceremony. Organized around the 

28 stations of the cross and as what Fouche' calls the "crise 

de possession," Fouche's enactment executes the reformation of 

form so long needed in Antillean drama at the same time that 

it hybridizes the official stage with the unofficial stagings 
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of the people. Pierre L'Ouverture elaborates this crucial 

function in his Introduction to the play: 

"Ici, c'est le travail qui est en chomage. . 

voila une parole pleine de tout le discours de Frank 

Fouche et, a la fois, de celui d'un peuple sans nom qui 

vit dans 1'atemporalite du silence masque. General 

Baron-la-Croix ou le silence masque se presente a nous 

comme un texte-alibi, le pretexte a un discours 

contestaire. Ce texte se veut Theatre, mais un theatre 

qui se refuse comme genre et comme langage. . . Dans 

cette piece, chaque actant est une parole qui se prolonge 

dans I'ordre indefinissable de 1'autre depuis le general 

Baron jusqu'au plus petri des militants. Et pour ce 

faire, Frank Fouche a admirablement exploite 1'element le 

plus spectaculaire et le plus signicatif du Vaudou: la 

crise de Possession. . . Sa demarche peut se resumer en 

deux points: il vide le langage de sa significance 

repressive — I'echec de 1'Occident Chretien — et 

I'emplit de toute la violence mythique d'un Tiers-Monde 

transgressif. ["Here, it is the work that is blocked. . 

." There you have a direct statement regarding all of 

the discourse of Frank Fouche' and, at once, that of a 

people without name who live within the atemporality of 

masked silence. General Baron-la-Croix or the masked 
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silence presents itself to us as an alibi-text, the 

pretext of a contestatory discourse. We can view this 

text as theater, but a theater that refuses either genre 

or jargon . . . Within this piece, each enacting is a 

language that prolongs itself within the Word undefinable 

from the other from the general Baron to the most 

hardened of the militants. And to do so, Frank Fouche' 

has admirably exploited the element most spectacular and 

most significant in Vodoun: the crisis of Possession . . 

Continuing on to sum up on two points: he empties out 

the language of its repressive significance — the 

failure of the Christian West — and he fills it with all 

of the violence of a transgressive Third World.] 

(L'Ouverture 7,8) 

Hence, on a multiplicity of levels, Fouche's General is a play 

about playing, an involution of the mechanisms of Duvalierist 

theatralization, and a dispossession (the "emptying out" of 

L'Ouverture) of the false sign and signifier: the monology of 

"La Force" that possesses Le Chef and that erases all 

opposition in its censoring silences. Beginning with the 

vodoun conjuring of Baron-la-Croix "qui ouvre toutes les 

barrieres [who opens all of the barriers]" (Fouche 14), and 

the consummation of this false theater in Le Chef's 
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mystification of the village with its own metaphysics, Fouche' 

voyages from station to station, act to act, dissimilating the 

language of Duvalierist legitimacy as it manifests itself in 

arenas from sexual politics (the rape and socialization of La 

Femme, Doukissou's mistress, who internalizes her own erasure 

and ignores the brutal realities lurking off stage) to 

exoduses of exile (a dialogue between refugees that still must 

hide in the "silence") to the grotesque nightly rituals of the 

Tonton Macoutes who mask their genocidal soirees in the guises 

of Haitian folklore. In each of the 28 scenes/stations, 

Fouche will emphasize the dissimilation inherent in his 

theater, entitling each with such phrases as "Silence, parle! 

Parle, silence! [Silence, speak! Speak, silence!]", "Entre 

Cric et Crac [Between Cric and Crac]", "Tuer est un jeu 

[Killing's a play]", and "Le drame de la survie [The drama of 

the survival]", and suggesting stage settings that include 

huge stone monoliths with the word "Silence" hammered out of 

them. In perhaps the most crucial moment in the text, this 

compounded metatheater and discursive involution peaks in the 

address to the audience by the Seventh Militant. He speaks 

into the crowd, violating the very silent gap between 

spectator and role that marks Fouche's most significant 

Brechtian engagement: 

Le 7e Gars: C'est moi, le 7e militant de la piece. 
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Dans la vie je m'appelle . . . Bah! mon nom 

importe peu! L'auteur Frank Fouche a decide juste 

a cette etape du drame de mettre un blanc de 

memoire pour vous permettre, chers spectateurs, de 

detendre un peu vos nerfs exacerbes apres tant 

d'images horrifiantes, tant de contradictions 

revoltantes de la condition humaine. 

Mais qu'on ne I'oublie pas, ce n'est qu'un jeu. Un 

jeu qui pourrait etre bien la sombre et longue 

tragedie de quelque 5 ou 6 millions d'hommes 

baillonnes, ecrases, humilies, avilis, alienes, et 

qui n'ont meme plus le choix entre la vie et la 

mort, mais qui luttent et luttent quand meme avec 

les armes du desespoir pour monter vers les 

meridians retrouves de I'homme. Cette tragedie 

embrasse du coup la situation non moins horrible de 

tant de millions et de millions d'autres hommes, 

ces enfants de la main gauche de la planete, dont 

la faim fait peur, dont le statut de betail fait 

peur, dont la violence et la vengeance fait peur, 

et qu'on s'efforce de dominer non plus aujourd'hui 

avec napalm et des gaz toxiques, mais avec les 

armes plus sournoises, partant plus effacees, que 

sont celles de la dependance economique, politique, 

culturelle. 
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Public d'un soir, confortablement installe' entre 

les accoudoirs de vos fauteuils capitonnes, je ne 

vous poserai pas une seule question sur le 

spectacle. A Quoi bon? Votre silence a vous est 

un silence demasque, car il est riche deja de mille 

interrogations que vous vous faites chacun et tous. 

Et qui continuent de fausser le centimetre intime 

de votre quietude quotidienne. 

[It is me, the 7th militant of the play. In life I 

was called . . . Bah! My name is of little 

importance! The author Frank Fouche has decided right at 

this point to insert a blackout (whiteout?) to allow you, 

dear spectators, to relax slightly your exacerbated 

nerves made tense by so many horrifying images, so many 

revolting contradictions of the human condition. 

But, let's not forget that this is nothing but a 

play. A play which could well be the dark and 

lengthy tragedy of some 5 or 6 million people 

gagged, erased, humiliated, debased, alienated, and 

who do not, any longer, have a choice between life 

and death, but who struggle and wrestle all the 

same with the arms of desperation to rise up into 

the noon-day sun reclaimed by man. This tragedy 

exposes the nonetheless horrible situation of so 

many millions of beings, the children of the left 
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hand of the planet, whose hunger causes fear, whose 

status as cattle causes fear, whose violence and 

vengeance cause fear, and who are no longer 

dominated with napalm and toxic gas, but with the 

more dissembling — and therefore more covert — 

arms that are those of economic, political, and 

cultural dependance. 

Citizens of this evening, comfortably installed 

between the elbow-rests of your stuffed armchairs, 

I will not pose to you one solitary question about 

the show. What would the point be? Your silence 

is an unmasked silence, for it is already full of 

so many questions which you are 

asking yourselves, each and every one of you. 

And they continue to violate the intimate comfort of your 

silence.] (99) 

Perforating the barrier between the act and the reality and 

between the actor and the audience and conflating the 

zombified space made unviable and a new space of Haitian 

liberation, Fouche opens the barrier himself (reaffirming in 
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the act the viability of the unofficial loa as Baron-la-

Croix's prophesy rings true, ultimately) to a reconstruction 

of Haitian realites. 

As the play builds to its moment of rupture, and the 

silence becomes nearly unbearable, Le Chef decides that he 

will inaugurate the birth of his child (Baby Doc) with a 

Carnival procession, providing Fouche with his coup de grace. 

In the 28th scene/station entitled simply, "Le silence 

masque," Fouche's stage errupts into a literal heteroglossic 

reclamation. Noting the significance of such a dramatic 

moment, one of the militants frames the act: 

Le 2e Militant: Tout q:a c'est du folklore . 

.revolutionnaire de sous-developpesI Quand done le 

neo-colonialisme cessera-t-il de s'exprimer dans 

notre langue? Qu'on en soit encore la . . . une 

revolution . . . masquee? . . . [All of this is 

folklore . . . revolutionary for the 

underdeveloped! When will neo-colonialism cease to 

express itself in our language? Still at it again 

. . . A revolution. . . masked? . . .] 

Le ler Militant: Une revolution masquee, justement 

c'est pourtant I'heure et le temps de la faire, si 

vous voulez le savoir. Ecoutez. Un carnaval, meme 
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impose, ga. va mettre avec ses tambours, sa musique, 

ses danses, un peu de gaite, d'excitation, disons 

d'agitation dans notre ville morte, eh bien, nous 

militants revolutionnaires, on se masque aussi, 

comme les autres. . . [A Masked Revolution, just as 

this is the hour of action, if you choose to 

realize it. Listen. A Carnival, even if it is 

imposed, with its drummers, its music, its dances, 

a bit of gaity, of excitement, let's say agitation 

into our dead village, well, we, revolutionaries, 

masked as well, like the others.] (118) 

Masked "like the others" within the marginalized roles and 

silenced discourse of freedom, Fouche's revolutionaries 

conscript the audience to resist Le Chef's final cries for 

"Silence!" and give birth to a new type of theater to counter 

the monstrous birth of Baby Doc into political power and into 

the role-playing of Le Chef. A decade later, Haitian 

playwright Franketienne will perform this birthing of a new 

theater in his Kaselezo [1986]. 

Kaselezo. or "womb waters breaking," initiates its 

action in all of the arenas of Fouche's revolution, involuting 

as well the Vodoun space of dispossession with the space of 

discursive repression and liberation, and conjoining the 
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processes of both Haitian New Theater and Glissant's Theater 

of Creolity to fully unpack that espace invivable and that 

"intermediary state of humanity." And yet, what makes 

Franketienne's play perhaps the most powerful of all of these 

theaters of dissimilation is his refocus on the very figure of 

the feminine so long appropriated and misrepresented in the 

dissembled images of Antillean identity and reality. Like 

Zeno Obi Constance, Sylvia Wynter, Luis Rafael Sanchez and 

Myrna Casas on the other islands, Franketienne deconstructs 

the discourses of difference at the signifying center, 

tripling the figure of Amonise and her birth as also the birth 

of new enactments (a literally new theater) and the final 

explosion of what Veve Clark terms "the repressed words" of 

years of Duvalierist mastery. He delineates such tripartite 

deliverance in his prologue: 

Une fenune enceinte depuis des siecles, 

image/symbole 

d'une terre ensemencee par la misere, prise au 

piege de I'Histoire, tel est I'axe dramatique de Kaselezo 

(litteralement en frangais: rupture de la poche des eaux. 

Nous avons senti I'urgence de dire, par I'exorcisme 

du mal/male, le chemin qui mene a la deliverance. 

Triple delivrance. 

Delivrance de la femme pietinee par les sabots 
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meurtriers des vents devastateurs, coincee a 

I'interieur de sa peur seculaire, ecartelee entre 

la nostalgie d'une purete oubliee et la conscience 

meurtrie d'une beance honteuse, niee dans ses 

pulsions, son geste et sa parole, abolie par le 

surgisseinent eclaboussant de I'ordre. 

Delivrance d'une terre mutilee dans son 

bourgeonnement de clarte par la marche permanente 

et avide des semeurs d'epouvante, violee 

scandaleusement jusqu'a I'epuiseraent par une horde 

de seigneurs sans foi ni loi, ecorchee rageusement 

jusqu'a 1'effritement par les griffures de 

vampires, devenue meconnaissable aujourd'hui par 

I'echo des brisures/ felures de sa propre image. 

Delivrance de I'Humain, recroqueville dans la nuit 

du labyrinthe et ensorcele par la mascarade 

frenetique des miroirs gourmands et pervers. [A 

woman pregnant for centuries, image/symbol of a 

land inseminated with misery, entrapped in History, 

such is the dramatic pivot of Kaselezo (literally 

in French: the rupture of the womb-waters. We have 

become conscious of the urgency in the statement, 

for the exorcism of evil, the path that guides us 

to deliverance. Tripartite deliverance. 

Deliverance of the woman trampled by the murderous 
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clogs of devastator winds, trapped inside her 

secular pain, scattered between the nostalgia for a 

forgotten purity and a battered conscience of 

a shameful gap, born within h.er pulsations, 

her gestures and her speech, suppressed by the 

rising tide of the order. Deliverance of a 

land mutilated in its budding-time of splendor by the 

permanent progression and greed of the disseminators of 

terror, violated scandalously to near exhaustion by a 

horde of gentlemen without faith or authority, flayed 

angrily to near exhaustion by the clawing of vampires, 

becoming unrecognisable today from the echo of the 

breaks/cracks in its own image. 

Deliverance of the Human, shriveled in the night of 

the labyrinth and bewitched by the frenetic 

mascarades of glutonnous and perverse mirrors.] 

(Franketienne 128) 

Hence, Franketienne stages such deliverance within three 

tableau, each acting as a dispossessive ritual purifying the 

stage of both patriarchal masquerades and their fraternal 

illusions of power, conquest, and superiority that distort the 

very images of cultural creation. Making this act of ontology 

the main actor on his stage, and transforming that stage into 
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the womb of Amonise, Franketienne opens with Benita's dream of 

collective repossession: 

Benita: Pendant ce temps, moi, je dormais. Et au 

milieu d'un vieux reve macabre, je me suis vxie 

enchainee de la tete aux pieds sur le battant d'une 

porte. Ensuite, on m'a attachee avec des boyaux. 

Au moment ou je suffoquais, j'ai senti une main me 

secouer I'epaule; et j'ai entendu une belle voix de 

femme me dire distinctement: "Benita! Benita! 

Leve-toi vite! Va rejoindre Mansya. Le mapou perd 

ses feuilles, le gommier perd ses branches; les 

arbres-reposoirs perdent toutes leurs ramures par 

la faute des mauvais vents. Leve-toi, Benita. Les 

dieux te reclament. [During that time, I slept. 

And in the milieu of an old macabre dream, I saw 

myself chained from head to foot at the opening of 

a door. Suddenly, someone attacked me with hose

pipes. At the moment of my suffocation, I felt a 

hand shake my shoulder; and I heard a beautiful 

woman's voice tell me distinctly: "Benita! Benita! 

Arise! Go and rejoin Mansya. The Mapou loses its 

leaves, the Gommier loses its branches; The planted 

trees lose all of their branches due to malevolent 

winds. Arise, Benita. The gods are calling you.] 
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(130) 

That three women will be used as vehicles by the loas to enact 

the reorientation of the new Haiti and even a new Antilles 

becomes doubly significant as Mansya directs Amonise's labor 

and lends it its metatheatrical and cultural import: 

Mansya: L'enfant est recroqueville au milieu d'un 

enchevetrement de problemes. Tu souffres pour nous 

tous, nous tous qui avons tourne le dos a la terre, 

nous tous qui avons cesse d'aimer cette terre. . . 

[The child is shriveled in the milieu of an 

entanglement of problems. You suffer for us all, 

all of us who have turned our backs on the earth, 

all of us who have ceased to love this land . , .] 

Mansya: Les loas sont mecontents, car nous n'avons 

pas arrose notre terre. Nous avons prefere les 

acrobaties perilleuses et grotesques a en perdre la 

raison. Nous n'avons respecte ni la parole ni 

1'heritage des ancetres. Nous ne faisons que 

detruire sans nous poser de question. Nous 

avangons tete baissee sur les cadavres des 

innocents. . . 

Le foetus est coince, entrave, plonge dans un 
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sommeil pesant . . . C'est a nous femines 

d'exerciser la mort. [The gods are displeased, for 

we have not irrigated the land. We have preferred 

dangerous and grotesque acrobatics to the point of 

losing our reason. We have not respected either 

the language or the heritage of our ancestors. We 

keep on destroying without asking any questions. 

We move forward head first over the cadavers of 

innocents . . . 

The fetus is wedged, trapped, plunged into a heavy 

sleep . . . It is up to us women to exorcise 

Death.] (134, 5) 

Reminiscent of both Obi Constance's Omega and Sanchez's 

satire, Amonise becomes the conduit for the collective 

liberation of Haiti and for the refusal of the detritus of 

dominance. Thus, her birth ritual is also a discursive 

"voyage" through the various mythoi of patriarchal power, 

through the brutalized roles of Haitian women that represent 

the most othered role in the Caribbean, and through the 

illusions of imperializing acts that pretend toward liberation 

but only offer further supplantations on the stage of the 

figuration of Woman and Land. In the midst of the 
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dispossession of Amonise and the others, the three actors 

conflate in voice to signal the heteroglossic and polyphonic 

communion: 

A & B & M : Nous sentons 1'horizon 

Nous cherchons la raison 

Pour I'eclosion de 1'amour 

Nous scrutons les lendemains 

A la faible lueur des etoiles. 

Et sous la botte des cavaliers 

Au jaillissement des eclairs 

Les barrieres vont sauter. 

[We sense the horizon 

We search for the reason 

For the opening of love 

We scrutinize the following days 

For the faint glimmering of stars 

And crushed under the boots of cavaliers 

The flashes of lightning 

The barriers are going to be exploded.] (152) 

Opening all of the "barrieres" for the final involution of 

Antillean images, Amonise, Benita, and Mansya become the 

agents of their own last act. Reclaiming the "parole" so long 

denied to them, the three actors deliver out of the silenced 
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Carnival of Fouche' the utterance of Amonise's triplets who 

re-represent the actors themselves and thus circulate the 

enactment into its own creation. Amonise gives birth, now 

uttered in Kreyol passages interspersed with surrealistic 

contortions in French, to a critical consciousness incarnated 

in the nascent act of her own theatralization. Mansya 

directs: 

A peine un vent leger caresse les feuilles des 

arbres, notre 

uterus tressaille, un soleil embrase notre ventre. 

De nouvelles lignes de vie de toutes les couleurs 

se dessinent dans la paurae de nos mains. 

De nouvelles voies surgissent hors des sentiers 

de la violence et de 1'hypocrisie. 

De nouvelles voies s'amorcent, balisees par la vie, 

des cimes au fonds des ravins 

Un nouveau chemin est trace. 

L'amour aura un nouveau rythme, 

la verite une autre couleur, la ou le poteau-mitan 

de la 

vie plongera ses racines au fin fond de la terre. 

Et les hommes et les femmes danseront sur une 

nouvelle 

cadence. 
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[A nimble wind lightly caresses the leaves of the 

trees 

our 

trembling uterus, our womb a fiery sun 

New life-lines of all colors 

appear in the palms of our hands 

New pathways rise up beyond the beaten paths 

of violence and hypocrisy 

The new paths call forth, beacons of life, 

from the peaks to the valleys 

A new path is laid out 

Love sounds a new rythm; 

Truth another color, where the peristyle of 

life will plunge its roots into the depth of the 

land. 

And the men and women will dance to a new 

cadence-] (153) 

The dissimilating effects of this new dance and new cadence 

not only rewrite Franketienne's earlier work that relies so 

heavily upon an image of zombification (see his 1975 novel, 

Desafi) , but offer, finally, a hopeful path out of the 

tragedies of Antillean mimetic desire. More responsibly than 

other Antillean playwrights and authors finding a new voice in 
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the 1980s, from Ina Cesaire to Placoly and Chamoiseau, 

Franketienne escapes the dialectics of identity and history 

both by transforming those dialectics into the synthesizing 

space of reinvention. So like Vodoun itself, Franketienne's 

ritual is one of constant regenerative capabilites. As the 

play ends and the three actors redefine forever the Antillean 

stage, the involutionary centrality of the revised figure of 

the feminine becomes the peristyle for future fetes. 

Franketienne closes: 

Amonise: Ma gorge est seche 

ma gorge est rugueuse 

ma bouche est amere 

ma bouche est acre 

je ne suis plus que battement de coeur 

et mon corps un grand battement de terre. 

[My throat is dry 

my throat is sore 

my mouth is briny 

my mouth is acrid 

I am no more than the beating of a heart 

and my body a great pulsation of the land.] 

Mansya: L'enfant se reveille. Preserve jusqu'a 

I'eclosion . . . 
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Hurle! Tu peux hurlerl 

Les cendres de la mort ne pourront jamais ternir 

ton soleil. L'eau de la memoire abolira le desert 

et les verrous de la nuit sauteront sous les sabots 

des chevaux sauvages. 

[The child is awakening. Get her to 

the opening . . . 

Scream! You can scream! 

The ashes of the dead will never stain your 

sun. The water of memory will abolish the desert 

and the 

bolts of the night will break under the shoes of 

savage horses.] (163) 

That we all are reborn in Kaselezo is perhaps debatable. 

Despite the play's opening of the door to liberation, other 

Open Door policies have threatened to once again revivify the 

roles of the Antilles and Haiti in particular into the 

zombified masks of mastery, racial difference, and 

transnational trances. Clearly, though the dissimilating 

theater of Franketienne offers hope, we must all realize, 

along with Quentin, that the beasts lurking in the "darkness" 

of Antillean systems of imaging are only our own 

theatralizations hiding, like Henry, in the dilapidated Big 

House of our own discourses of Empire, of Manifest Destiny, of 
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Democracy, and of New World Order. As Franketienne implies, a 

new Middle Passage awaits us all in the gestation of a 

collective destiny that might, eventually, burst into our 

imaginations and image-machinations. 
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EPILOGUE 

TRANSNATIONAI, TRANSIATIONAI, TRANSFORMATIONAI THEATER 

AND THE TRANSITION TO OTHER STAGES 

And 

Ban 

Ban 

Cal

iban 

like to play 

pan 

at the Car

nival. (Brathwaite 192) 

"He [Oscar] is beginning to skew the real 

and the unreal." (Arturo in Alea's Hasta 

cierto punto) 

"We are image-oriented, man." (Luis 

Valdez in interview with Gregg Barrios, 

164) 

"That it is not the literal past, the 
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* facts' of history, that shape us, but 

images of the past embodied in language . 

. . we must never cease renewing those 

images; because once we do, we 

fossilise." (Friel 66) 

By the late 1960s, when Brathwaite's Caliban reclaims the 

stage from Browning's earlier characterizations to enact a 

revisioning of Caribbean realities, shedding the Victorian 

language of the master-script for a substituted "nation 

language," he acts as both an epilogue and a prologue. 

Marking a curtain call for the discourses of resistance 

predicated upon nationalist ideologies and identities, Caliban 

also invokes a shift toward a new resistance located in the 

infiltration of systems of imaging, in the awareness of the 

act of playing cultural roles, in the renaming of the rituals 

of cultural production. Such a "creolizing" process enables 

Brathwaite's Caliban and subsequent Caribbean actors and 

authors to play this new resistance upon the interstice 

between official voices of mastery and imperialism and 

unofficial voices of the marginalized and othered. In such 

reorientations, that middle space of the hyphenated Self 

becomes transformed into a stage for the enactment of critical 
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revolution. Throughout the 1970s and into the 80s, this 

hybridizing zone became the crucial setting for both fiction 

and poetry that attempted to image, as critics from J. 

Kubayanda to J. Michael Dash have noted, this postcolonial 

"politics of representation" (to borrow from Stuart Hall). 

Indeed, characters like Michelle Cliff's Clare Savage conduct 

their mimetic repossessions within the arena of 

representation, culminating, as does Clare's, in violent 

eruptions onstage, on the film set, and within language 

itself. 

However, such theatralizations and such new enactments of 

resistance seem to demand dramatic expression and necessitate 

in their very involutionary act a theatrical mode. Alongside 

poetic and narrative explorations, then, emerged a Caribbean 

drama that not only radicalized its own theatrical 

historiographies, but also redirected the struggle for self-

representation through a medium that was both * popular' and 

profound in its ability to unpack the mechanisms of oppression 

in an increasingly transnational, tourist-oriented, corporate 

capitalist world. As the cultural imperialism of the Reagan-

Bush 80s disseminated itself through dominance of the image 

(both film and television), Caribbean playwrights engendered 

a metatheater that could not only counter North American 

imagi-nations, but could dissimilate and transform the 

cultural discourses of racialist, classist, gender oppression 
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that continued to claim the stages of nationalist productions. 

More than simply reactionary theater or experimental, 

^postmodern' theater, this new Theater of Dissimilation as I 

have delineated throughout this project, represents in its 

most crucial implications a translation of the space of the 

stage from the locus for the rehearsal of a mono logic master-

script into a truly hybridized and meta-glossic space where 

not only can the marginalized realize a voice, but where 

playwrights and audiences can interrogate the act of 

signification itself. Through such interpretive reflexivity 

the theatrical performance escapes the nationalist 

boundaries, emplotted difference, identity politics enslaving 

it throughout Caribbean dramatic history to create a pan-

Caribbean future rooted in the recomposition of the region of 

representation itself rather than in the constant redefinition 

of geographic, demographic, or ethnographic legitimacy. 

Sociological critic Stefano Harney emphasizes the crucial 

connections and significances of such a "translational" 

process in his recent Nationalism and Identity; Culture and 

the Imagination in a Caribbean Diaspora; 

Gustavo Perez Firmat represents the synthetic 

progress of these readings in Cuban peoplehood. 

Referring both to Barbadian poet Edward Brathwaite's idea 

of a ^nation language' and to Guillen's poetry, Firmat 
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identifies a ^critical criollism' as against the 

^primitive criollism' (of Pedreira and Guerra), insisting 

that critical criollism is the *problematic, critical 

assessment of the possibilities of nativism in an island 

without natives . . . Cuban criollism is rootless, 

unearthy, movable, translational rather than 

foundational. (Harney 21) 

Harney continues in his analysis to link such notions of 

recomposed identities to a new nationalism emergent in the 

Caribbean that holds in this transformative potential the 

restructuring of existing social hierarchies and power 

systems. I would argue that such translational tendencies are 

part of a larger diasporic theater, emergent in the 

dissimilating productions we have examined (Walcott, Rhone, 

Wynter, Gibbons, Obi Constance, Scott, Sistren, Casas, Arrivi, 

Sanchez, Glissant, Fouche', Franketienne) and in dialogue with 

other dissimilating attempts in other locations. 

More than the diasporic theaters of Nuyorican, Haitian 

American, Jamaican American communities, this translational 

diaspora links postcolonial struggles and postnationalist 

stages in a meta-resistance of sorts, a liberation that is 

"always-already" in dialogue with other arenas of imperialist 

domain. It is here, in the colloquies between Caribbean and 
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Latin American, Latino/a, and Irish plawrights and filmmakers 

that the theatralization of the "region" has begun to 

transform the relations and discourses that still inhabit the 

neocolonialist scripts of these not so disparate locales. 

Redefining the pernicious homogeneity of terms like "Third 

World", the 80s productions of Cuban filmmaker Tomas Gutierrez 

Alea, Chicano playwright and director Luis Valdez, and Irish 

playwright Brian Friel contribute in their enactments of 

similar dissimilation another level to the metatheater 

examined in this project, hinting at a solidarity that 

transcends even Firmat's critical criollism. Perhaps as both 

an epilogue and a prologue, then, we might conclude with a 

transition to these other sites. 

If Cuba has been excluded from the main focus of this 

project thus far, it is not because of any lack of theatrical 

significance in the historiography of Caribbean drama, but 

rather precisely because of the central significance of the 

cultural implications of the Cuban Film Revolution for the 

development of a decolonizing medium for resistence. In short, 

film is a different medium from drama, and though both 

function as theatralization, film represents a divergent mode. 

In this sense, the advent of a critical film institute in 1959 

(ICAIC) marked the initiation of film into the decolonizing 

efforts of other Caribbean nationalist theaters already 

dissimulating via dramatic enactment the dissemblances of 
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centuries of misrepresentation. As John Lent has outlined in 

his Mass Communications in the Caribbean, the Cuban Revolution 

has since its conceptualization been critically conscious of 

the role of the image itself in both North American cultural 

imperialism and the resistence to these forces, establishing 

in the 1957 constitution "a number of items [dealing] with the 

role of the media" (Lent 144), and centering later ICAIC 

projects around the mandate to "decolonize, cultivate and 

develop the public taste. . . demystify film in general and in 

particular the ideology and language imposed by Hollywood" 

(147). Born out of the early documentary work of Santiago 

Alvarez and Julio Garcia Espinosa, and continued in a hybrid 

mode of documentary/fiction film in the work of Humberto 

Solas, Juan Tabio and Tomas Gutierrez Alea, Cuban film has, by 

necessity, been forced to confront many of the same issues of 

Caribbean drama: discourses of mastery, sexual politics, 

racial difference, folklorization or appropriation of the 

rural communities for a "social realism", and questions of 

identity. Most importantly, such inquiries have, as Alea 

points out in his Dialectica del espectador [1982], culminated 

in a profound reorientation of the role of film itself as a 

tool for both cultural production and cultural ontology, 

capable of documenting the construct of a Revolutionary 

culture in a way that not only "distances" a critically 

conscious audience (as Alea transforms Brecht), but also 
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reconstructing in the potential spectacle of fictional film, 

a reality that better approximates notions of equality and 

freedom. Alea summons such cinematographic involutions: 

Es decir, el cineasta, el creador de ur producto 

cultural que puede alcanzar una difusion masiva, que pone 

en juego recursos expresivos de cierta eficacia no solo 

para recrear e infonaar al espectador, sino tambien para 

conformar gustos, criterios, estados de consciencia, si 

asume plenamente la responsibilidad historica y social 

que le corresponde, se ve en la necesidad inevitable de 

impulsar el desarrollo teorico de su practica artistica. 

[This is to say, the cineaste, the creator of a cultural 

product that can reach a mssive diffusion, that puts into 

play expressions of certain efficacy, not only in order 

to entertain or inform the spectator, without also 

conforming to tastes, criterion, states of mind, if he 

assumes clearly the historical and social 

responsibilities that correspond to him, sees himself in 

the inevitable necessity of prompting the theoretical 

development of his artistic practice.] (Alea 9) 

Similar to Glissant's Theater of Creolity, Sanchez's 

hypertextual parodies (to borrow from Ana Lopez's critical 
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distinction in Cuban drama. Burton 403) and the Anglophone 

dissimilations of Walcott, Rhone, Sistren, Wynter and Obi 

Constance, Alea's work in particular has attempted a critical 

inquiry into the very space of representation and the 

relations that mediate that space, beginning with his seminal 

Memorias del subdesarrollo [1968], and culminating in his 1983 

production of Hasta cierto punto (Up to a Point). 

Hasta cierto punto not only represents a crossroads for 

Cuban film, it also enacts that transition upon the doubled 

space of woman's body as image, connecting with the theaters 

of Sanchez, Obi Constance, Wynter and Franketienne in its 

attempt to unpack the crux of discourses of decolonization in 

the Caribbean: the languages of sexual conquest and the 

figuration of the feminine. Framed in self-reflexivity, the 

film opens with a dialogue between producer and director 

("This is a film about machismo"), and centers its enactment 

in the making of a documentary on Labor and Equality, Worker's 

Rights, and Women's Roles in a Revolutionary Society. 

Into such a metafilmic frame, Alea compounds a 

relationship between the subject of the documentary, the 

dockworker Lina, and the director who becomes infatuated with 

his subject, Oscar. Skewing the lines between the "real" and 

the "unreal", as Arturo will later accuse Oscar of doing, Alea 

is able to explore the very notion of role and the trope of 

the machista mask as the displaced subjects of the film, acted 
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out over the body of Lina and the collective body of the 

audience. Zuzanna Pick, in her New Latin American Cinema. 

develops this crucial hypertextual resistence in saying, "the 

mise-en-scene is conceived as an imaging system where social 

relations are reenacted, where the subjective meets the 

collective" (Pick 55). Captive in her own film, Lina must, 

like Sylvia Wynter's heroine in Maskerade. define a new role 

for herself and enact her own agency within her overly 

determined character. Resisting Oscar's desire as erasure 

and choosing to depart the film and the Film both, Lina 

returns to redirect her own reality in Santiago, leaving Oscar 

as the empty space of construction in his moment of 

* slippage', as Homi Bhabha might term it. Himself now a 

deconstructed text, Oscar is confronted in the final scene 

with his own theatralization, as the sea gull that once 

metaphorised Lina flies away. More important than Lina's 

actual flight, this final image serves as Alea's parting 

gesture at gesturing itself, forcing us all to focus on our 

fantasies of freedom that are still, as the final sequence of 

the worker's documentary states, enslaving us. As Pick 

concludes: 

the film's refusal to solve the problems presented, 

to provide answers to the sociopolitical 

issues that affect gender and class relations in 
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contemporary Cuba, is counterbalanced by the way in which 

UP to a Point activates a critical exchange between 

itself and its viewer. (54) 

Perhaps even more crucial for our purposes, Alea's insistence 

upon ending within the interstice of binarist solutions 

emphasizes the hybrid zone that is both Lina's new reality and 

Cuba's new stage. Transformative, as well, in its importance 

for a larger project of the translational diaspora of New 

Latin American Cinema in general, Alea's Hasta cierto punto 

begins to open up the inquiry into "how representation is 

mobilized to reimagine history" (9) that would later, in the 

90s, produce his brilliant Fresas y chocolate, a film that 

represents Alea's dissimilating masterpiece both for its 

continued exploration of machismo and roles (this time by 

exploring Cuban homophobia) and for its infiltration of 

"mainstream" Hollywood via Robert Redford's Sundance Company. 

Such reimaginings and such metaresistence translate into 

other filmic endeavors in the 80s that perhaps border the zone 

between official Hollywood master-scripts and counter-official 

Latin American Cinema. Inhabiting the interstice between 

North American misrepresentations of the Latino/a and Mexican 

disseminations of a nationalist identity that often excludes 

the hyphenated communities along the border and within the 

Empire, Chicano theater and cinema has developed since 1965 
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and the original dissimulations (actos) of the Teatro 

Campesino into a similar tendency toward the use of film as a 

dissimilating device. Transforming the earlier Brechtian 

plays of Luis Valdez and others, Chicano film has, as Gary 

Keller delineates, "been a response to the extraordinary 

efforts on the part of both Mexican cinema and United States 

cinema ... to alternately repress, caricaturize, or 

otherwise distort or reject the authentic personae and history 

of an entire people" (Keller 48). Keller continues to 

emphasize the mechanisms of such cinematic erasure: 

While in the 1940s the official policies of 

[Mexican] nationalism repressed and redirected the 

emergent artistry of Tin-Tan, in the 1970s that same 

officialdom, guided by twin aspirations to both bolster 

a sagging film market and produce constructive, self-

critical cinema, could only produce in the ^genero 

chicano' a film directed toward the former. Self-

criticism in a Chicano context was too powerful a 

concept. . . Dealing seriously with la chicanada or the 

border was too anxiety-producing for the Mexican psyche, 

hellbent at that moment on reaffirming its identity and 

speaking out for the Third World, not on reevaluating 

that identity and the extent to which it was influenced 

by United States values, mores, and culture. (19) 
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If Mexican cinema sacrificed Chicano reality to appease an 

increasingly exclusionary Mexican nationalism, so too would 

the history of Hollywood representations of these "other 

Americans" rely largely upon stereotypes designed to establish 

an inherent notion of difference into the psyche of the Anglo 

viewer, roles defined by Keller as predominantly "the bandido, 

the buffoon, and the dark lady. By the 1920s two additional 

roles are added to the repertoire, the caballero and the 

gangster" (27). Such roles, so like the dissembled roles 

scripted by the discourses of mastery and difference in the 

Caribbean, become the focus of early Chicano theater, even in 

the dissimulating productions of the great comic/poet Tin-Tan 

in the 40s and the docu-dramas of the 1930s that would use as 

their dramatic text (and often parodic object) the official 

discourses of mass media (newspapers and radio both). 

Exploding the mythoi miscontructing the Chicano and reclaiming 

the space of representation, Chicano theater and later Chicano 

film struggles to transform the alienation found in the 

hyphenation of Latino existence into a consciousness of 

mestizaje itself, a reinvestment of that "lack" of absolute 

identity with a hybrid presence fully aware of what Lacan 

might term its ^composite self. Evolving out of the actos 

and later "mitos" of Valdez, this consciousness, like the 

nationalist consciousness of the Caribbean through the 70s, 

has demanded an enactment that defies essentialism and 
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predicates its revisionings upon a prismaticism, a vision of 

Chicano reality as not fragmented but morphogenic. Such a 

vision achieves its apex in the 1980 production of Valdez's 

Zoot Suit, a theatralization that perhaps firmly begins a 

shift from dissimulating attempts to dissimilating success. 

Like Alea's later Fresas y chocolate. Zoot Suites most 

radical dissimilation lies in its infiltration of the 

Hollywood audience for its translational attempts. Shifting 

from a strictly migrant farmworker audience and from attempts 

at either parody or education, Zoot Suit centers its enactment 

in the unstable zone of both an Anglo audience and the 

historical confrontation of the Zoot Suit riots of 1942-43 in 

Los Angeles. Demanding a critical reassessment of this 

epicenter of violent misrepresentation, Valdez immediately 

begins to unpack the very notions of Chicano identity in terms 

of discourses, roles, and imagings, both indicting the 

audience instead of the gangmembers on trial in the film for 

the socio-economic oppression underwriting such crime and 

punishment, and including them in the reconstructive 

potentiality of the play itself. Even more dissimilating is 

Valdez's use of the Pachuco Spirit as both his prologue and 

his crucial embodiment of a variety of Latino traditions from 

the characterizations of Tin-Tan to the urban trickster 

figures derived from the rural figure of El Diablo, to a later 

metaphor of Aztlan identity and La Raza lineage. El Pachuco 
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reminds his largely Anglo audience that this film is just 

that, a scripted imaging, and that to fully understand the 

realities it represents we must "grasp the stylization." 

Breaking through the newspaper backdrop. El Pachuco, from 

these first moments in the film becomes the dialogic voice 

that will erupt the monologies that continually threaten to 

imprison all of our perspectives in a narrativized and 

sanitized version of the Sleepy Lagoon murders and of the 

steroetypes upon which such a discourse depends. 

To leave the resistance of the film up to El Pachuco, 

however, would be to miss the other, more crucial 

dissimilation enacted on the set. Like Walcott, Rhone, 

Sanchez, and Fouche', Valdez positions his involution within 

the image of male identity and its attendant discourses of 

machismo and mimicry as the locus for the continued 

reconquests of Chicano realities. To do so, he reorients the 

focus of the original stage version to focus more critically 

on Henry Reyna and his existential crisis. Torn between the 

images of his father, himself a type for the nostalgia for the 

Mexican Revolution and for early assimilation into this "land 

of opportunity," and El Pachuco, who perpetually confronts 

Henry with a racialist insistence upon his Raza and his Aztec 

genealogy, Henry mu3t literally search for an image that will 

free him, both from jail and from the angst of his mimetic 

erasure by the System. Such internal conflict reaches a 
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climax during Henry's solitary confinement, where he finally 

realizes the chain of patriarchal dissemination of enslaving 

roles. Screaming for El Pachuco to leave him alone, Henry 

enters a prophetic vision of his younger brother's beating by 

sailors that represents the ritual sacrifice for his own 

epiphany. As Henry attempts to help his brother, he turns to 

accuse Henry of abandoning him, immediately transforming from 

the helpless child to the savagery of El Pachuco dressed in 

Aztec cloth. As Henry stares in horror while El Pachuco 

disappears, the audience is forced to realize along with their 

main character that "identification" is the central 

problematic of the entire enactment and of Chicano dialectics. 

The dissemination of militant roles and of displaced violence 

both can only, as I have argued elsewhere regarding Chicano 

film, be arrested through such meta-awareness and through such 

dissimilating enactments, and, as Henry realizes in his 

relationship with Alice (his ACLU volunteer), via translation 

of identity politics into a new relation that promises 

heterologic alternatives. 

Valdez emphasizes this final insistence upon 

heteroglossia and heterology in the final sequence of Zoot 

Suit. Returning the film to the stage, and returning El 

Pachuco to Henry's side, Valdez compounds once again the 

spectator's gaze and adds one final complication to the notion 

of identification. Rather than provide a Hollywood closure. 
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Valdez explodes such formulas to offer a multiplicity of 

endings for Henry Reyna, spoken by each member of the cast, 

and hinting at the mythification of not the individual this 

time, but of his many new roles. Consummed by the very 

community that produced him, and thrust into those that 

condemned him, Henry becomes the Chicano artist himself in 

Valdez's vision, el Mago of the 80s who thrives and survives 

in the gap, in the play, in the translational space that 

requires that we all be "image-oriented, man." 

That translational space also includes a transatlantic 

connection between these theaters of the Americas in the 80s 

and other postcolonial/postnationalist productions that 

dissimilate their resistence within the systems of imaging and 

discourses of oppression that dominate the larger mimetic 

imperium of our conunon histories. Crucial both for its 

originary status as stage for the initial productions of 

plantocracy and British colonialism, from its bourgeois 

beginnings to its current corporate methodologies, and for its 

long link with Caribbean histories, from the Montserrat 

rebellion of 1689 to the current collusion between West Indian 

poets and Irish authors such as Seamus Heaney, Irish theater 

in the 80s represents one final transition for the theater of 

dissimilation. Indeed, such a connection has long been 

celebrated by Caribbean playwrights like Derek Walcott who 

rewrites Synge's Riders to the Sea in his early tragedy. The 
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Sea at Dauphin. to emphasize not only the viability of a 

Caribbean tragedy, but also the essential sympathies between 

Irish struggles for self-representation and those of the 

Caribbean, both bound by a discourse of Commonwealth that 

ironically empowers only a few. 

These struggles in Irish drama have placed its 

enactments, like Chicano and Cuban film, on the interstice 

between two polar misrepresentations: the imperialist vision 

of the stock Irish character (wild, erotic, foolish) and the 

Ascendancy capitulation to such characterizations in its 

nationalist attempts from Farquhar, as Seamus Deane has traced 

it, to Shaw, Wilde, Yeats (Deane 118). Within the tensions 

between the roles of the Natural and the Artificial, the 

tendencies of sentimentalism and the later development of 

essentialist nationalism or defiant internationalism, Irish 

theater and the culture it theatralizes have been forced to, 

as Deane again traces, 

distinguish itself as a culturally separate 

civilization one of the many buried cultures brought to 

life by the Romantic movement. The articulation of this 

new identity was acheived in the English language, for 

the most part; but what had to be recovered was almost 

entirely in the Irish language. From the outset there 

was, therefore, at the heart of Irish writing, a 
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linguistic crisis which first expressed itself in 

translations, adaptations, reductions into English terms 

of Gaelic materials. (131) 

Throughout the twentieth century such theatralizations have 

emerged from the plays of O'Casey and Synge in particular, 

though both have arguably been bound by many of the 

problematics of mid-century Caribbean playwrights: the 

rearticulation of idealizations of the folk, the continued 

disfiguration of the figure of the feminine, and the 

mythification of the revolutionary as an essential identity. 

It is not, perhaps, until the 1980s, that the rituals of Irish 

theater become renamed, and that the stage becomes a truly 

critical and liberating space for such translations. 

Not surprisingly, then, Brian Friel's Translations [1980] 

represents this paradigmatic shift in theater and in 

resistence. Coeval with the Field Day Company, formed by 

Friel and Stephen Rea and composed of poet Seamus Heaney and 

critic/poet Seamus Deane, Friel's play marks a turning point 

for his own work as well as for Irish theater in general, 

becoming among the first projects of the new touring group and 

perhaps Friel's most significant work to date. Hypertextual 

in its very setting in the moment of Irish translation defined 

by Deane, the play concerns a rural community in the midst of 

the Ordnance Act of 1833 designed to remap and rename the 
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island to ensure imperialist control. Onto this space of 

reconstruction, Friel will offer his own remapping, enacted 

between characters in a rural hedge school who open the first 

act of the play cast into a variety of traditional stock 

roles, playing out what Maire will refer to as a "ritual of 

naming" that echoes the baptism of a local infant (Friel 23). 

Set in this space of representation, Friel's characters occupy 

this first act in a "linguistic contour," switching from 

Gaelic to Latin and Greek as Hugh leads their discussion, 

teaching Sarah to utter her own name as Manus begins the play 

doing, and asking, as does Maire, to learn English to enable 

her escape to America. Into this contour, enter Captains 

Lancey and Yolland, and the prodigal son Owen who is working 

with these surveyors as an interpreter, and who, in his Ariel

like role, will become one of the topoi for Friel's 

revisioning. As the act closes, and the three cartographers 

describe the project to the others, Lancey emphasizes Friel's 

insistence upon the image: 

A map is a representation on paper—a picture—you 

understand picture? — a paper picture — showing, 

representing this country — yes? — showing your 

country in miniature — a scaled drawing on paper 

of — of— of— 
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Lancey's inability to articulate with the community provides 

both a parodic deconstruction of mastery and an almost 

absurdist farce of miscommunication and ambiguity as the main 

coordinates of colonial control. All of this naming is, in a 

sense, mis-naming, and the act of representation itself 

threatens to dissolve into a somewhat dark quagmire so like 

the gap at Cnoc na Mona that separates the charted and the 

uncharted regions around the community. 

And yet, Friel does not allow the stage to become as 

bifurcated as it threatens to in the first act. As the second 

act unfolds, Friel begins to center both the play's deeper 

implications and its humanist hope in the relations between 

these characters and in their combined translations into new 

identities. Owen and Yolland begin to *cross' as Owen 

complicates Yolland's romantic fantasies of this "paradise" 

with his own progressivist rationales for transculturation. 

Skewing the lines between the binarisms of both nationalist 

and revolutionary ideologies, Friel himself decodes along with 

Yolland the phantasmagoria of an essential Irish Nature, 

reminding Yolland that even the rural peoples have forgotten 

the stories behind Gaelic place-names. Moreover, in another 

crossing, Maire helps Yolland to transcend the need for 

language and to realize in the simplicity of their touch on 

the bridge an eros that escapes the confines of languages of 

conquest and absolute signification. It is this touch. 
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perhaps, that redeems the tragedy underlying Translations. 

making it more than simply an existential or postmodern 

exploration of colonizer/colonized relations. This gesture at 

the figurative, historical and dramatic crossroads forces both 

Sarah's final articulation of Self (her mute character 

transforms as she witnesses the embrace on the bridge) and the 

audience's reassessment of such sentimentalism. 

To counter the problems of such sentimentalism, wrought 

in Irish drama from Goldsmith to Wilde, and in keeping with 

his focus upon the signifying act in defiance of ultimate 

absence, Friel ends the final section of the production with 

Yolland's disappearance and with a mimetic entropy that once 

again calls into question the sacrifice of the human for the 

episteme, the actor for the role. While Owen desperately 

searches for any news of Yolland and insists upon the imminent 

retributive violence of the ^sappers', Jimmy Jack announces a 

wedding to the goddess Athena, Maire dreams of flight to 

America (to join Yolland, perhaps), and Manus flees to escape 

his own role that will surely incriminate him in Yolland's 

death more than any hard evidence. Permanently displaced from 

any certainties and from any one controlling voice, the cast 

disperses into almost private soliloquies, as the "trace" of 

Yolland like Jim Bond haunts the final scene. Even Hugh's 

erudition fails him as he tries in vain to recall just one 

lesson from his repertoire. Hence, like Cuban and Chicano 
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cinema, Friel's dissimilation leaves us in the translational 

space, liminal in our own roles as spectators/actors in the 

transformation of our own realities. 

As new imaging systems and new forms of cultural 

imperialism emerge in the 1990s still perpetuating a master-

script of misrepresentation for the majority of the world's 

inhabitants, and as Hollywood undergoes yet another Gothic 

Revival to ensure the disourses of Race and Difference rebirth 

in our cultural imagination, the theaters of dissimilation and 

their translational resistance continue to grow out of these 

80s productions to transform not only the postcolonial arenas 

of the Caribbean and elsewhere, but to challenge similar 

movements in cultural resistance and in popular culture into 

a new critical consciousness of the acts they undertake and 

understudy. As independent cinema and an international 

theatrical output begin to explode the barriers between the 

efforts of artists and thinkers to offer another type of 

metatheater, we as co-actors might yet conjure an image of 

Homo Ludens that allows for more conclusive liberation. While 

Shakespeare may long ago have quipped that "All the World's a 

Stage," the playwrights examined in this study have redirected 

that quintessential colonial fantasy into a ritual ground for 

the dancing into being of another, more poetic production. 

Encore. 
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APPENDIX A: POSTCOLONIAL GLOSSARY 

The discourses and methodologies employed throughout this 

study derive their implications from the varieties of critical 

strategies that fall under the heading: postcolonial. To 

further clarify such theoretical underpinnings and to make the 

crucial connection to theater and dramatic critique clear from 

the very outset of this * presentation', it might be worthwhile 

to establish a working definition for this intricate term 

itself out of the recent Post-Colonial Drama. edited by Helen 

Gilbert and Joanne Tompkins. The editors provide the 

following delineation: 

Not a naive teleological sequence which supersedes 

colonialism, post-colonialism is, rather, an 

engagement with and contestation of colonialism's 

discourses, power structures, and social 

hierarchies. ... A theory of post-colonialism 

must, then, respond to more than merely the 

chronological construction of post-independence, 

and to more than just the discursive experience of 

imperialism. . . . Inevitably, post-colonialism 

addresses reactions to colonialism in a context 

that is not necessarily determined by temporal 

constraints: post-colonial plays, novels, verse. 
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and films then become textual/cultural expressions 

of resistance to colonisation. (2,3) 

While such ^high theory', as Stephano Harney terms it in his 

Nationalism and Identity [Zed Books 1996], has as its 

intrinsic project a constant reinvention of critical 

discourses, my use of specific foundational concepts is not 

meant to obfuscate or to neologize, nor is it a motioning 

toward postmodern play. Where I have attempted to "coin" a 

phrase, I have done so to better approximate the issues and 

implications of the culture or the text and not out of 

flippancy. In a world where "revolution" is itself a constant 

neologism, our critical discourses must remain alive, and "the 

enabling discourses of our profession" (as Peter Brooks 

commented in 1971) cannot be reduced to neo-conservative 

spectres of "jargon," "buzz words," etc. In this spirit, I 

have provided the following list of recurring concepts, terms, 

metaphors and their working definitions. 

THEATRALIZATION: Perhaps the most foundational term in the 

study, I have transferred Glissant's original reference in his 

Caribbean Discourse from its dramaturgic and cultural 

specificities to imply any act of cultural production that has 
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as its central articulation a performance of ideology, 

identity, systems and relations of power that image themselves 

dramatically. Hence, Bryan Edwards can construct a 

theatralization within a "natural history" at the same time 

that a playwright can theatralize history within a skit. 

Crucially, "theatralization" avoids not only generic 

limitations upon our understanding of cultural iraagings, but 

also avoids the academician's distinctions between high and 

low theater, allowing, as Glissant does, the street 

performance its cultural significance. 

DISSEMBLANCE: The crucial distortional act of colonial 

master-scripts that depends upon a figuration of the Other and 

the space of the colony as mimetically inept and therefore 

dependent upon roles constructed to legitimize colonial 

projects. These roles and scripts become not only 

"illusionary" as Mary Louise Pratt terms the coordinates of 

colonialism, but the central masque of misrepresentation that 

demands the type of resistance enacted in 80s Caribbean drama. 

Each chapter begins with these initial dissemblances and their 

later DISSEMINATIONS into nationalist and decolonizing 

productions. 

DISSIMULATION: Dissimulation as a cultural and theatrical act 
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is constructed throughout the study in the context of both 

decolonization and neocolonialism. It is an unveiling of the 

dissembled images of the master-script of European colonialism 

or its attendant neocolonial regimes and policies. In this 

sense, dissimulation often links with early nationalist 

theaters that have as their central project a deconstruction 

of the images of imperialism. Yet, dissimulation can also 

mean, as it does in each chapter, a further re-presentation of 

these images into nationalist mimicries, or classist/gender 

appropriations. The social realism of a theatrical tradition, 

then, may be anything but, as the tendencies to misrepresent 

a notion of the "folk" lead to further alienation. Important, 

too, is the subtle play between the dissemblances (the 

construction of "the not-like") of the master and the dis

simulations (the deconstruction and reconstruction of "the 

not-like") of resistance texts. The critical power of such a 

term is its allowance for a liberation from studies of either 

nationalist or decolonizing enactments as existing within a 

vacuum. 

DISSIMILATION: The dictionary definition of this term relies 

upon its linguistic enactment of transforming an imposed 

language into a syncretic variant: "marbre" into marble, for 

example. More pertinent to Caribbean studies this creolizing 

concept derives from Brathwaite's notion of "nation language" 
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discussed especially in Chapter One. The theater of 

dissimilation, then, is one in which such a process of 

critically conscious reinvention occurs from within the 

systems of theatralization or imaging that exist as hegemonic. 

Perry Henzell's and Trevor Rhone's opening performance of The 

Harder They Come. for Brathwaite's example, is an act of 

literal dissimilation as it occurs in the largest cinema house 

in Kingston, which the people, according to Brathwaite, 

reclaim. I argue for readings of the more subtle forms of 

dissimilation behind the metatheatrical tendencies of 

Caribbean theater in the 70s and especially the 1980s, and 

employ this term to not only pinpoint the mechanisms of these 

resistances but also to imply a larger shift in postcolonial 

resistance in general during the era of imperialism via the 

image: the 1980s. 

INVOLUTION: Literally the movement outward in concentric 

spirals originating from the center, like the pattern of a 

Nautilus shell. I use the term to imply a reorientation of 

postcolonial revolution from counter-identifications to a 

reclamation and reinvention of image systems themselves. The 

specific involutional qualities of metatheater signify more 

than simply self-referentiality or a reductive awareness of 

social construction, but instead enact a new form of 

resistance that is generative, critical, and promises a post-
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coloniality beyond binarisms, dialogies, or misrepresentation. 

INTER-ERUPTIONS: As an act of dissimlation, the theaters of 

the 80s encourage an "involution" as opposed to a "revolution" 

based upon identity politics, essential national selves or 

codes, militancy, etc. In particular, I argue that the 

theaters of Puerto Rico in the 1980s are inter-eruptive in 

their design to fracture the typical program of North american 

imagings in their "parodic" struggles for self-representation 

via hypertextual expose'. 

DE-REALIZATIONS: Sartrean term from his Introduction to Jean 

Genet's The Maids. For Sartre, Genet's ambivalence has the 

effect of "de-realizing" essential identities and forcing his 

audience to critically inquire into their own existence as 

always-partially constructed roles rather than codified 

beings. My employment of the term is meant as an extension of 

that Sartrean gaze into arenas where the basis of satire, for 

example, must always include an initial de-realization. That 

is, if Genet shows us the funhouse mirror, what happens when 

a Puerto Rican playwright like Myrna Casas flips it around 

again toward Genet? 

TRANSLATIONAL: Stefano Harney utilizes this term to refer to 

a movement beyond nationalism that he interprets at the center 
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of diasporic cultural expression. I have employed the idea 

throughout the epilogue to this study to imply a further shift 

toward a global theater of resistance that translates its 

involutionary potentials between playwrights and productions 

in other postcolonial dialectics, and mediates the myths of 

progress inherent in transnational capitalism with the new 

representations of resistance. 

CULTURAL ONTOLOGY: Quite literally intended as the act of 

cultural becoming. The rituals of cultural ontology are 

always inherent in the theatrical ritual, though I argue 

throughout that Caribbean dramatists in the 1980s instigate 

and impregnate an awarenes of this act via their metatheater. 

CENTRIPETAL/CENTRIFUGAL, DIALOGY (-IES, -IZE): Bakhtin's terms 

for the discursive tensions underlying the act of cultural 

expression, the first related to the holding power of official 

(state, empire, hegemony) discourse, the second to the 

disruptive, subversive power of unofficial, especially folk 

discourse, and the third to the arena supposedly of the latter 

but (since Stallybrass and White) now revisioned as the 

dialectical field between the first two forces. Dialogy, as 

I employ the term in reference especially to slave theaters of 

the colonial period, means more than merely the multi-vocal 

aspect of plays, but to a heteroglossic resistance that 
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signifies initial creolizing theater. In this sense the 

carnival tradition of the various islands articulates more 

complex implications than the folk traditions of Europe so 

central to Bakhtin. 
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